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Find the number of possible outcomes in the sample space. Then list the 
possible outcomes.

 1. A bag contains 6 blue cards numbered 1–6 and 8 red cards numbered 1–8.  
You choose a card at random.

 2. You roll one 4-sided number cube and toss two coins.

 3. You roll two 6-sided number cubes.

In Exercises 4–9, refer to the spinner shown. The spinner is divided into 
sections with the same area.

 4. What is the probability that the spinner stops on an even number? 
73

8

27

24
13 6

9

4
 5. What is the probability that the spinner stops on an odd number?

 6. You spin the spinner 24 times. It stops on 27 twice. What is the experimental  
probability of stopping on 27?

 7. You spin the spinner 30 times. It stops on a multiple of 3 five times. What is  
the experimental probability of stopping on a multiple of 3?

 8. What are the odds in favor of stopping on a multiple of 4?

 9. What are the odds against stopping on a multiple of 6?

 10. Favorite Spectator Sport A survey asked a total of 180 students in your school 
about their favorite spectator sports. The table shows the results of the survey.

Sport Basketball Soccer Football Baseball Volleyball Wrestling Hockey

Number of 
students

40 20 45 20 16 18 21

 a. What is the probability that a randomly selected student who participated in this 
survey chose football as his or her favorite spectator sport?

 b. What is the probability that a randomly selected student who participated in this 
survey chose wrestling or hockey as his or her favorite spectator sport?

 c. What are the odds in favor of a randomly selected student who participated in 
this survey choosing basketball as his or her favorite spectator sport?

 11. Movies A local movie theater did a survey of students to  
Favorite Types of Movies 

Science fiction
45

Western 25

Horror 60

Drama 180

Comedy 190

 
determine their favorite types of movies. The circle graph  
shows the results of the survey.

 a. What is the probability that a randomly selected student  
chose science fiction as his or her favorite type of movie?

 b. What is the probability that a randomly selected student  
chose drama or comedy as his or her favorite type  
of movie?

Practice B
For use with the lesson “Find Probabilities and Odds”
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Find the number of ways you can arrange (a) all of the letters in the given 
word and (b) 2 of the letters in the word.

 1. TACK 2. MAR 3. GAMER

Write the meaning of the notation in words.

 4. 14P3 5. 24P10 6. 30P20

Evaluate the expression.

 7. 6! 8. 9! 9. 11!

 10.   8! } 
3!

   11.   12! } 
9!

   12.   15! } 
14!

  

 13. 6P3 14. 4P4 15. 15P3

 16. 8P7 17. 10P6 18. 5P0

Complete the statement using >, <, or 5.

 19. 6P4    ?    4P1 20. 8P6    ?    10P8 21. 3P0    ?    6P5

 22. 6P3    ?    4P1 23. 24P1    ?    4P4 24. 7P5    ?    12P3

 25. Summer Reading List At the beginning of the summer, you have 6 books to read. 
In how many orders can you read the books?

 26. Air Conditioning Repair An air conditioner repair person has repairs to make at 
7 different homes. The destinations are all so close, it doesn’t matter the order in 
which the repairs are made. In how many orders can the repairs be made?

 27. Boat Racing You are in a boat racing competition. In each heat, 4 boats race and 
the positions of the boats are randomly assigned.

 a. In how many ways can a position be assigned?

 b. What is the probability that you are chosen to be in the last position? 
Explain how you found your answer.

 c. What is the probability that you are chosen to be in the first or second position of 
the heat that you are racing in? Explain how you found your answer.

 d. What is the probability that you are chosen to be in the second or third position 
of the heat that you are racing in? Compare your answer with that in part (c).

 28. Math Exam On an exam, you are asked to list the 6 steps to solving a particular 
kind of problem in order. You guess the order of the steps at random. What is the 
probability that you choose the correct order?

Practice B
For use with the lesson “Find Probabilities Using Permutations”
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Evaluate the expression.

 1. 8C4 2. 5C5 3. 12C0

 4. 7C1 5. 15C11 6. 10C3

 7. 6C5 8. 4C2 9. 16C8

Complete the statement using >, <, or 5.

 10. 10C6    ?    8C5 11. 22C3    ?    18C4 12. 9C6    ?    9C3

 13. 8C2    ?    15C14 
 14. 7C7    ?    14C14 15. 5C3    ?    8C3

In Exercises 16–18, tell whether the question can be answered using  
combinations or permutations. Explain your choice, then answer  
the question.

 16. Five students from the 90 students in your class not running for class president will 
be selected to count the ballots for the vote for class president. In how many ways 
can the 5 students be selected?

 17. Twenty students are running for 3 different positions on student council. In how 
many ways can the 3 positions be filled?

 18. To complete a quiz, you must answer 3 questions from a list of 6 questions. In how 
many ways can you complete the quiz?

 19. Sweaters The buyer for a retail store must decide which sweaters to stock for the 
upcoming fall season. A sweater from one manufacturer comes in 5 different colors 
and 3 different textures. The buyer decides that the store will stock the sweater in  
3 different colors and 2 different textures. How many different sweaters are possible?

 20. Greeting Cards A greeting card company packages 4 different cards together that 
are randomly selected from 10 different cards with a different animal on each card. 
What is the probability that one of the cards in a package is the card that has a dog 
on it?

 21. Open-Mike Night A coffee shop offers an open-mike night for poetry. Tonight,  
15 people would like to read, but there is only enough time to have 7 people read.

 a. Seven of the 15 people that would like to read are randomly chosen. How many 
combinations of 7 readers from the group of people that would like to read  
are possible?

 b. You and your friend are part of the group that would like to read. What is the 
probability that you and your friend are chosen? What is the probability that you 
are chosen first and your friend is chosen second? Which event is more likely 
to occur?

Practice B
For use with the lesson “Find Probabilities Using Combinations”
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Events A and B are disjoint. Find P(A or B).

 1. P(A) 5 0.1, P(B) 5 0.45 2. P(A) 5 0.85, P(B) 5 0.05 3. P(A) 5   
1
 } 

2
  , P(B) 5   

1
 } 5  

Find the indicated probability.

 4. P(A) 5   
1
 } 

6
  , P(B) 5   

5
 } 

6
   5. P(A) 5 0.23, P(B) 5 0.36 6. P(A) 5   

5
 } 

8
  , P(B) 5   

1
 } 

4
  

  P(A or B) 5   
1
 } 

3
    

P(A or B) 5 0.25
  P(A or B) 5   

1
 } 

2
  

  P(A and B) 5    ?     
P(A and B) 5    ?   

  P(A and B) 5    ?   

Find P( 
}

 A ).

 7. P(A) 5 1 8. P(A) 5 0.25 9. P(A) 5   
9
 } 

16
  

Find the indicated probability. State whether A and B are disjoint events.

 10. P(A) 5   
2
 } 

13
  , P(B) 5    ?    11. P(A) 5 17%, P(B) 5 35% 12. P(A) 5   

5
 } 

6
  , P(B) 5   

2
 } 5  

  P(A or B) 5   
8
 } 

13
    

P(A or B) 5 52%
  P(A or B) 5    ?   

  P(A and B) 5   
4
 } 

13
    

P(A and B) 5    ?   

  
P(A and B) 5 

  

2

 
}

 3   

Two six-sided dice are rolled. Find the probability of the given event.  
(Refer to Example 4 on page 709 of the textbook for the possible outcomes.)

 13. The sum is greater than 4. 14. The sum is 6 or 11.

 15. The sum is neither 5 nor 9. 16. The sum is greater than 7 and less than 11.

 17. Honors Banquet Of the 120 students honored at an academic banquet, 40% won 
awards for mathematics and 55% for English. Fourteen of these students won awards 
for both mathematics and English. One of the 120 students is chosen at random to be 
interviewed for a newspaper article. What is the probability that the student won an 
award in mathematics or English?

 18. Parakeets A pet store has 18 light green parakeets (5 females and 13 males) and 
25 sky blue parakeets (15 females and 10 males). You randomly choose one of the 
parakeets. What is the probability that it is a male or a sky blue parakeet?

 19. Potluck Dinner The organizer of a potluck dinner sends 6 people a list of  
10 different recipes and asks each person to bring one of the items on the list.  
If all 6 people randomly choose a recipe from the list, what is the probability  
that at least 2 will bring the same thing?

Practice B
For use with the lesson “Find Probabilities of Disjoint and Overlapping Events”

Algebra 1
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Practice B
For use with the lesson “Find Probabilities of Independent and Dependent Events”

Tell whether the events are independent or dependent.

 1. A shelf contains 50 travel books, one for each state. You randomly choose a book 
and put it back. Then you randomly choose another book.

  Event A: You choose the Alaska book first.

  Event B: You choose the Hawaii book second.

 2. You have bottles of water and bottles of juice in your refrigerator. You randomly 
choose one, drink it, then randomly choose another.

  Event A: You choose a bottle of water first.

  Event B: You choose a bottle of juice second.

Events A and B are independent. Find the missing probability.

 3. P(A) 5 0.6 4. P(A) 5 0.35 5. P(A) 5    ?    
  P(B) 5 0.5  P(B) 5    ?     P(B) 5 0.8 
  P(A and B) 5    ?     P(A and B) 5 0.28  P(A and B) 5 0.24

Events A and B are dependent. Find the missing probability.

 6. P(A) 5 0.2 7. P(A) 5 0.7 8. P(A) 5    ?    
  P(B | A) 5 0.3   P(B | A) 5    ?     P(B | A) 5 0.76 
  P(A and B) 5    ?     P(A and B) 5 0.56  P(A and B) 5 0.19

Find the probability of drawing the given cards from a standard deck  
of 52 cards (a) with replacement and (b) without replacement.

 9. A red card, then a black card 10. A ten, then the ace of hearts

 11. A face card, then a two 12. A club, then a four

HONORS CLASSES The table shows the number of students taking honors classes.

  

1 Honors class 2 Honors classes 3 Honors classes

Freshmen 66 52 31

Sophomores 58 68 43

Juniors 51 72 60

Seniors 48 59 64

 13. Find the probability that a student is a junior.

 14. Find the probability that a sophomore who is taking honor classes is taking two  
honors classes.

 15. Find the probability that a student taking two honors classes is a freshman.

 16. TIC-TAC-TOE Woodrow wins a tic-tac-toe game 65% of the time when he  
chooses the first square and 32% of the time when his opponent chooses the first 
square. The player who plays first is chosen by a coin toss. What is the probability 
that Woodrow wins a given game?
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Answers

 1. 

 2.

 3.

 4.

 5.

 6.

 7.

 8.

 9.

 10.

In Exercises 1 and 2, use the following information.

A box contains 10 green balls and 6 red balls. You choose a ball at random.

 1. What is the probability that you select a green ball?

 2. What is the probability that you select a red ball?

In Exercises 3–5, use the following information.

A bucket contains 10 balls numbered as follows: 1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 5.  
A single ball is randomly chosen from the bucket. 

 3. What is the probability of drawing a ball numbered 3?

 4. What is the probability of drawing a ball with a number greater  
than 3?

 5. What are the odds in favor of drawing a ball with a number less than 3?

 6. Consider the number of permutations of the letters in the word 
BOATS. In how many ways can you arrange all of the letters?

Evaluate the expression.

 7. 7! 8. 4P2 9. 5P3

 10. You and your best friend are two of the 9 students in your speech 
class who will give a 5-minute speech during class tomorrow. The 
order of the speeches will be determined at random. What is the 
probability that you are the first student to give your speech and your 
best friend is second?

Quiz 1
For use after the lessons “Find Probabilities and Odds”, “Find Probabilities Using Permutations”,  
“Find Probabilities Using Combinations”, and “Find Probabilities of Compound Events”
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Answers

 1. 

 2.

 3.

 4.

 5.

 6.

 7.

 8.

 9.

 10.

 11.

Quiz 2
For use after the lessons “Analyze Surveys and Samples”, “Use Measures of Central Tendency and Dispersion”, 
“Interpret Stem-and-Leaf Plots and Histograms”, and “Interpret Box-and-Whisker Plots”

In Exercises 1–3, evaluate the expression.

 1. 5C2 2. 6C3 3. 10C5

 4. You and your best friend are two of the 8 players on the varsity golf 
team. Your coach randomly pairs up the players to play a practice 
round of golf. What is the probability that you and your best friend 
are paired up?

Find the indicated probability.

 5. P(A) 5 0.5

  P(B) 5 0.45

  P(A or B) 5    ?   

  P(A and B) 5 0.2

 6. P(A) 5    ?   

  P(B) 5 0.54

  P(A or B) 5 0.66

  P(A and B) 5 0.22

 7. P(A) 5 18%

  P(B) 5 43%

  P(A or B) 5 61 %

  P(A and B) 5    ?   

 8. A card is randomly selected from a standard deck of 52 cards.  
What is the probability that it is a heart or a jack?

In Exercises 9 and 10, cards are randomly drawn from a 
 standard deck of 52 cards. Find the probability.

 9.  Drawing a black card and then a face card if the first card is replaced 
before drawing the second card

 10. Drawing three red cards in a row if the drawings are done without 
replacement

 11. Use the probability tree diagram below to find P(Event C).

Event C

Event D

Event C

Event D

Event A

Event B

0.45

0.55

0.78

0.22

0.64

0.36
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Answers

 1. 

 2.

 3.

 4.

 5.

 6.

 7.

 8.

 9.

 10.

 11.

 12.

 13.

 14.

 15.

Chapter Test B
For use after the chapter “Probability and Data Analysis”

In Exercises 1–3, use the following information.

Hereditary deafness in dogs is caused by a recessive gene. D is the normal 
gene and d is the recessive gene. Any gene combination with a D results in 
healthy offspring. Suppose each parent has the same gene combination Dd.

 1. Use a Punnett square to list the possible outcomes for their offspring.

 2. What is the probability that a dog will be deaf ?

 3. What are the odds against a dog being a carrier of deafness?

 4. The table shows the data collected from a citizen’s group concerned 
about the safety of three intersections in their community. Find the 
probability that a randomly chosen vehicle will be involved in an  
accident at each intersection. Which intersection is the most  
dangerous? Explain.

Intersection 1 2 3

Number of vehicles (per day) 8330 25,250 3640

Number of accidents (per year) 110 175 45

A card is randomly drawn from a standard deck of 52 cards. 
Find the probability of drawing the given card.

 5. The ace of spades

 6. A heart

 7. In a certain car lot, there are 16 white, 7 red, 8 blue, and 9 black cars. 
You randomly pick a set of keys to one of the cars. What are the odds 
against choosing a set of keys to a blue car?

Evaluate the expression.

 8. 0! 9. 10P4 10. 7C3

 11. 8! 12. 8P4 13. 9C3

Tell whether the question can be answered using  
combinations or permutations. Explain your choice,  
then answer the question.

 14. On a sailboat there are 6 signal flags. The order the flags are strung 
on the mast determines the signal being sent. How many 3-flag  
signals can the captain send?

 15. You are taking an online algebra quiz in which 6 questions are  
randomly selected from a test bank containing 50 questions.  
How many versions of the quiz are possible?

159
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Answers

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

 22.

23.

 24.

 25.

Chapter Test B continued
For use after the chapter “Probability and Data Analysis”

In Exercises 16 and 17, refer to a bag containing 13 red balls 
numbered 1–13 and 5 green balls numbered 14–18.

 16. You choose a ball at random. What is the probability that you choose 
a red or an even numbered ball?

 17. You randomly choose 2 balls from the bag at the same time. What is 
the probability that you choose a red ball and a green ball?

Events A and B are mutually exclusive. Find P(A or B).

 18. P(A) 5   
1
 } 5  , P(B) 5   

3
 } 

4
  

 19. P(A) 50.4, P(B) 5 0.5

In Exercises 20 and 21, find the indicated probability.

 20. P(A) 5 0.35

  P(B) 5 0.5

  P(A or B) 5 0.85

  P(A and B) 5    ?    

 21. P(A) 5 0.4

  P( 
}

 A ) 5    ?   

 22. Events A and B are independent. Find the indicated probability.

  P(A) 5 0.2

  P(B) 5 0.3

  P(A and B) 5    ?   

 23. Events A and B are dependent. Find the indicated probability.

  P(A) 5 0.5

  P(B) 5 0.7

  P(A and B) 5    ?   

 24. Let n be a randomly selected integer from 1 to 30. What is the 
 probability that n is odd given that it is a multiple of 9?

 25. What is the probability of rolling a number cube three times, and 
getting outcomes of 1, 2, 3, in this order?
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Multiple Choice

 1. How many possible outcomes are there when 
you roll two number cubes and toss one 
coin?

 A 13 B 36 C 72 D 144

 2. The probability of an event occurring is 
7 : 10. What are the odds against the event?

 A 3 : 10 B 10 : 3

 C 3 : 17 D 10 : 7

 3. According to a meteorologist, there is a  
60% chance of thunderstorms today. What 
are the odds that it will not storm?

 A 3 : 5 B 2 : 3

 C 2 : 5 D 1 : 25

 4. How many ways can you arrange all the  
letters in the word MATH?

 A 4 B 6 C 12 D 24

 5. The judges of the science fair will be  
awarding ribbons for first, second, and third 
place, plus a ribbon for honorable mention 
out of 15 entries. Which expression gives the 
number of ways the judges can award first 
place, second place, third place, and  
honorable mention?

 A   
4!

 } 
11!

   B   15! } 
11!

   C   11! } 
15!

   D   11! } 
4!

  

 6. You need to go to the library, grocery store, 
and pharmacy. In how many orders can you 
visit these places?

 A 3 B 6 C 9 D 12

 7. What is the value of 8P5?

 A 56 B 120

 C 6720 D 40,320

 8. What is the value of 6C3?

 A 20 B 120 C 240 D 1200

 9. How many combinations of 3 letters can you 
make from the list A, B, C, D, and E?

 A 10 B 20 C 30 D 60

 10. You are ordering a 3-topping pizza from a 
pizzeria. You have 10 topping choices. How 
many different pizzas are possible?

 A 60 B 120 C 720 D 5040

 11. You roll a number cube. What is the  
probability that you will roll an even number 
or a number greater than 4?

 A 0.1 
}
 6  B 0.5 C 0. 

}
 6  D 0.8 

}
 3 

 12. You flip a coin and roll a number cube.  
What is the probability that the coin shows 
tails and the number cube shows a 3?

 A   
2
 } 

3
   B   1 } 

2
   C   1 } 

6
   D   1 } 

12
  

 13. A jar contains 6 red marbles, 5 blue marbles, 
and 9 green marbles. What is the probability 
of randomly choosing a blue marble and 
then another blue marble if the first marble is  
not replaced?

 A   
1
 } 

20
   B   1 } 

19
   C   1 } 

18
   D   1 } 

16
  

 14. The distribution of the number of pets per 
household is shown in the table below.  What 
is the probability that the number of pets in a 
randomly chosen household is at least 2?

Pets 0 1 2 3+

Households 50 100 75 75

 A  0.25 B  0.50

 C  0.75 D  1.00
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For use after the chapter “Probability and Data Analysis”
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 15. What is the probability of P(A and B) given 
that P(A) 5 0.20, P(B) 5 0.45, and  
P(A or B) 5 0.58?

 A 0.07 B 0.93

 C 0.97 D 1.00

 16. If P(A) 5 0.1997, what is P( 
}

 A )?

 A 0.0003 B 0.8003

 C 0.9003 D 1.1997

 17. You toss a coin and roll a six-sided die 
simultaneously. What is the probability of 
tossing a head and rolling a 5?

 A   
1
 } 

12
   B   1 } 

6
  

 C   2 } 
3
   D   5 } 

6
  

 18. What is the probability that you randomly 
draw four aces consecutively from a stan-
dard deck of 52 cards without replacement?

 A   
1
 } 

7,311,616
   B   3 } 

913,952
  

 C   1 } 
270,725

   D   1 } 
13

  

Gridded Answer

 19. What is P(A or B) if  
P(A) 5 0.78,  
P(B) 5 0.66, and  
P(A and B) 5 0.53?

 

Short Response

 20. When shooting two consecutive free throws 
during the regular season, a basketball player 
makes the first free throw 78% of the time. 
If he makes the first free throw, he makes 
the second one 88% of the time, but he only 
makes the second free throw 52% of the 
time after missing the first one.

 a. Make a probability tree diagram to 
model this situation.

 b. When he shoots a pair of free throws 
in the team’s first playoff game, what 
is the probability that he makes at least 
one free throw? Justify your result.

Extended Response

 21. The table shows last season’s 3-point shot 
statistics for your school’s star basketball 
player.

Point Difference at  
end of game

0–7 
points

8–14 
points

 ≥ 15 
points

3-point shots  
attempted

12 7 3

3-point shots 
made

8 3 1

 a. During last season, what was the  
probability that your school’s star  
basketball player would make an  
attempted 3-point shot, regardless 
of the point difference? Write your 
answer in fraction form.

 b. Find the probabilities that the star 
player made an attempted 3-point shot 
when the point difference at the end of 
the game was 0–7 points, 8–14 points, 
and at least 15 points. Write your 
answers in fraction form.

 c. During what kind of games is the star 
player most likely to make attempted  
3-point shots. Justify your conclusion.

Standardized Test continued
For use after the chapter “Probability and Data Analysis”
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Journal  1. Compare and contrast the following. Include a description of how to find the 
probability of each type of event. Give an example of each to show how they 
are different.

 a. Independent events vs. dependent events

 b. Disjoint events vs. overlapping events

Multi-Step 
Problem

 2. Your school holds a Spring Carnival 
each year to raise money for local 
charities. You are running a carnival 
game called Lucky Seven. The player 
must choose whether to spin the large 
numbered wheel shown below or roll 
two dice to get the number 7. The wheel 
is divided into 36 equal sections with 
the numbers 2 through 12 appearing on 
the wheel as shown.

 a. Find the probability of spinning 
each number from 2 to 12 on the 
wheel. Assume the wheel is equally 
likely to stop on any section.

 b. Find the probability of rolling two 
dice that total each number from  
2 to 12.

 c. Use your answers from parts (a) and (b) to compare the design of the two 
versions of the game. Are the probabilities of getting each number the same 
for both versions?

 d. Considering that the goal is to get a 7, should the player choose to spin the 
wheel or roll two dice? Explain.

 e. The player can also win a prize if he gets a 2 or a 12. For which version 
of the game is it easier to get a 2 or a 12? Use probabilities to support you 
answer.

Alternative Assessment and  
Math Journal
For use after the chapter “Probability and Data Analysis”
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Alternative Assessment Rubric continued
For use after the chapter “Probability and Data Analysis”

Journal 
 Solution

 1. a. Complete answers should include:

•	 	an	explanation	that	if	two	events	are	independent,	the	
occurrence of one has no effect on the occurrence of the 
other, and if two events are dependent, the occurrence of 
one affects the occurrence of the other.

•	 	a	description	of	how	to	find	the	probability	of	two	in-
dependent events and two dependent events, along with 
examples of each.

  b. Disjoint events vs. overlapping events

•	 	an	explanation	that	disjoint	events	cannot	both	occur,	
while overlapping events can both occur.

•	 	a	description	of	how	to	find	the	probability	of	two	
disjoint events and two overlapping events, along with 
examples of each.

Multi-Step 
Problem 
 Solution

 2. a.  Probabilities from 2 to 12: 0.139, 0.111, 0.083, 0.083, 0.056, 0.028, 0.056, 
0.083, 0.111, 0.111, 0.139

 b. Probabilities from 2 to 12: 0.028, 0.056, 0.083, 0.111, 0.139, 0.167, 0.139, 
0.111, 0.083, 0.056, 0.028

 c. Sample answer: No. The numbers 2, 3, 10, 11, and 12 are easier to get by 
spinning the wheel than by rolling the two dice. The numbers 5, 6, 7, 8, and 
9 are easier to get by rolling two dice. The chance of getting 4 is the same 
for both versions of the game.

 d. Sample answer: Roll two dice. P(7) < 0.167 with dice. P(7) < 0.028 with 
the wheel.

 e. Spinning the wheel; P(2 or 12) < 0.278 with the wheel. P(2 or 12) < 0.056 
with dice.

Multi-Step 
Problem 

Rubric

4  The student answers all parts of the problem correctly and completely. The student 
shows all work. The student’s work is neat.

3  The student answers all parts of the problem. The student’s work may contain 
one or two errors in the calculations or plots. The student shows most work. The 
student’s work is neat.

2  The student answers all parts of the problem, but there are more than two errors 
in the calculations or plots. The student shows some work. The student’s work is 
sloppy.

1  The student does not complete all parts of the problem. The student’s work has 
several errors in the calculations and plots. The student’s work is sloppy, or no 
work is shown.
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In this chapter, you will apply the big ideas listed below and reviewed in the 
Chapter Summary. You will also use the key vocabulary listed below.

Big Ideas 
 1  Finding probabilities of simple events

 2  Finding probabilities of compound events

• outcome

• event

• probability

• odds

• permutation

• combination

• compound events

• overlapping events

• disjoint events

• independent events

• dependent events

• conditional probability

KEY VOCABULARY

You can use probability and data analysis to make predictions. For example, 
you can use data about a kicker’s past successes in football games to find the 
chance of his success in the future.

Algebra  
The animation illustrated below helps you to answer a question from this 
chapter: What is the probability that the kicker makes an attempted field goal?

Algebra at my.hrw.com   

Now

Why? 

Click the drop-down menu to select the 
number of attempts.

You need to find the number of field 
goals.

705
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Probability

In previous courses, you learned the following skills, which you’ll use 
in this chapter: writing fractions as decimals, simplifying fractions, 
and performing operations with fractions.

Prerequisite Skills 

VOCABULARY CHECK

 1. Copy and complete: A    ?    uses shapes to show how sets are 
related.

SKILLS CHECK
Write the fraction as a decimal. Round to the nearest hundredth, if 
necessary. 

 2.   17 } 
40

   3.   10 } 
25

   4.   14 } 
35

   5.     2  } 
15

  

Write the fraction in simplest form.  

 6.   16 } 
24

   7.   12 } 
40

   8.   16 } 
36

   9.   12 } 
50

  

Perform the indicated operation.  

 10.   4 } 
15

   1   8 } 15   11.   7 } 
27

   1   11 } 27   12.   15 } 
32

   2   7 } 32   13.   19 } 
28

   2   5 } 28  

 14.   2 } 
3

   p   3 } 4   15.   3 } 
8

   p   4 } 5   16.   9 } 
20

   p   5 } 12   17.   14 } 
26

   p   13 } 25  
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Venn diagram

  3 } 10    4 } 9    6 } 25  

  4 } 5    2 } 3    1 } 4    1 } 2  

1 } 2    3 } 10    3 } 16    7 } 25  

  2 } 3  

0.43 0.4 0.4 0.13
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PLAN and 
PREPARE
Main Ideas
In this chapter, students calculate 
probabilities and odds of simple 
events. They calculate probabili-
ties of compound events, identify-
ing whether events are mutually 
exclusive or overlapping, or 
whether they are dependent or 
independent. Students identify 
potentially biased samples and 
questions. They compare measures 
of central tendency and measures 
of dispersion, and analyze and dis-
play data.

Prerequisite Skills
Skills Readiness, available online, 
provides review and practice for 
the Skills Check portion of the 
Prerequisite Skills quiz.

How student 
answers the 
exercises

What to assign 
from Skills 
Readiness

Any of Exs. 
2–3 answered 
incorrectly

Skill 84 Mean, 
median, and mode

Any of Exs. 
4–7 answered 
incorrectly

Skill 10 Simplify 
fractions

Any of Exs. 
8–11 answered 
incorrectly

Skill 48 Add and 
subtract fractions

Any of Exs. 
12–15 answered 
incorrectly

Skill 47 Multiply 
fractions

All exercises 
answered 
correctly

Chapter 
Enrichment

Additional skills review and prac-
tice is available in the Skills Review 
Handbook, and the @HomeTutor.

Standards for Mathematical Content–High School
Statistics and Probability Lesson
CC.9-12.S.CP.1 Describe events as subsets of a sample space (the set of outcomes) using 

characteristics (or categories) of the outcomes, or as unions, intersections, or 
complements of other events (“or,” “and,” “not”).*

11-1, 
11-4

CC.9-12.S.CP.2 Understand that two events A and B are independent if the probability of A and B 
occurring together is the product of their probabilities, and use this characteriza-
tion to determine if they are independent.*

11-5

CC.9-12.S.CP.9(+) Use permutations and combinations to compute probabilities of compound 
events and solve problems.*

11-2, 
11-3

1. Make sense of problems and persevere 
in solving them. Pages 725, 746.

2.  Reason abstractly and quantitatively. 
Pages 711, 718, 726, 730.

3.  Construct viable arguments and critique 
the reasoning of others. Pages 706, 710, 
718, 722, 726, 730.

4.  Model with mathematics. Pages 708, 
717, 721, 729. 

5.  Use appropriate tools strategically. 
Pages 707, 713, 714, 724, 726, 732, 734.

6.  Attend to precision. Pages 710, 717, 722.

7.  Look for and make use of structure. 
Pages 708, 716, 720, 727, 728.

8.  Look for and express regularity in 
repeated reasoning. Pages 708, 716, 
720, 727, 728.

The Common Core Standards for Mathematical Practice describe varieties 
of expertise that mathematics educators at all levels should seek to develop 

in their students. Opportunities to develop these practices are integrated throughout this 
program. Some examples are provided below.
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In this chapter, you will apply the big ideas listed below and reviewed in the 
Chapter Summary. You will also use the key vocabulary listed below.

Big Ideas 
 1  Finding probabilities of simple events

 2  Finding probabilities of compound events

• outcome

• event

• probability

• odds

• permutation

• combination

• compound events

• overlapping events

• disjoint events

• independent events

• dependent events

• conditional probability

KEY VOCABULARY

You can use probability and data analysis to make predictions. For example, 
you can use data about a kicker’s past successes in football games to find the 
chance of his success in the future.

Algebra  
The animation illustrated below helps you to answer a question from this 
chapter: What is the probability that the kicker makes an attempted field goal?

Algebra at my.hrw.com   

Now

Why? 

Click the drop-down menu to select the 
number of attempts.

You need to find the number of field 
goals.
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Probability

In previous courses, you learned the following skills, which you’ll use 
in this chapter: writing fractions as decimals, simplifying fractions, 
and performing operations with fractions.

Prerequisite Skills 

VOCABULARY CHECK

 1. Copy and complete: A    ?    uses shapes to show how sets are 
related.

SKILLS CHECK
Write the fraction as a decimal. Round to the nearest hundredth, if 
necessary. 

 2.   17 } 
40

   3.   10 } 
25

   4.   14 } 
35

   5.     2  } 
15

  

Write the fraction in simplest form.  

 6.   16 } 
24

   7.   12 } 
40

   8.   16 } 
36

   9.   12 } 
50

  

Perform the indicated operation.  

 10.   4 } 
15

   1   8 } 15   11.   7 } 
27

   1   11 } 27   12.   15 } 
32

   2   7 } 32   13.   19 } 
28

   2   5 } 28  

 14.   2 } 
3

   p   3 } 4   15.   3 } 
8

   p   4 } 5   16.   9 } 
20

   p   5 } 12   17.   14 } 
26

   p   13 } 25  
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  3 } 10    4 } 9    6 } 25  

  4 } 5    2 } 3    1 } 4    1 } 2  

1 } 2    3 } 10    3 } 16    7 } 25  

  2 } 3  

0.43 0.4 0.4 0.13
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Differentiated 
Instruction Resources
• Reading Strategies
• Differentiated Instruction Lesson 

Notes
• English Learners Lesson Notes
• Inclusion Lesson Notes 
• Teaching Strategies with Sample 

Worksheets
• Using Technology in the 

Classroom
• Tips for New Teachers
• Math Background Notes
• Assessment Strategies
• Teacher Survival Activities
• Bulletin Board Idea
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Find a Probability 
MATERIALS  •  paper bag

 D R A W  C O N C L U S I O N S  Use your observations to complete these excercises

 1. For what fraction of the times that you performed the experiment did you 
select the first initial of a student in your class? the last initial? both?

 2. Which of these results do you think is least likely to happen if you repeat 
the experiment 30 more times? Explain your choice.

 3. REASONING You perform the experiment 90 times. How many times do 
you expect to select both the first and last initials of a student in your class? 
Explain how you made your prediction.

 E X P L O R E  Perform an experiment

STEP 1 Select letters 
Write each of the 26 letters of the alphabet on separate pieces of paper. Put 
all of the letters into a bag. Select a letter at random (without looking into the 
bag). Replace the letter and select a second letter at random.

STEP 2 Record the results
Record the results of the selections in a table like the one shown. 
•  If the first letter is the first initial of any student in your class, put a tally 

mark in the “first initial” column. 
•  If the second letter is the last initial of any student in your class, put a tally 

mark in the “last initial” column. 
•  If the two letters are the first and last initials of any student in your class, 

put a tally mark in the “both initials” column, but do not put a tally mark 
in the other columns.

Perform this experiment 30 times.

First initial Last initial Both initials

Tally 5 52 1

Frequency ? ? ?

STEP 3 Record the frequencies
Record the frequency, the total number of tally marks, of each possible result. 

 Q U E S T I O N   What is the chance that you would select the initials of a 
student in your class from a bag of letters?

You can perform an experiment and record the results to approximate the 
likelihood of selecting the initials of a student in your class.

Investigating
       Algebra ACTIVITY Use before Find Probabilities 

and Odds

1–3. Answers may vary.

Construct viable arguments and 
critique the reasoning of others.

706 Chapter 11   Probability
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1 	PLAN	and	
PREPARE	

Explore	the	Concept
• Students will perform an experi-

ment and record the results to 
find the likelihood of selecting the 
first initial, the last initial, or both 
first and last initials of students in 
the class.

• This activity leads into the study 
of experimental probability in 
Example 3 in the previous lesson.

Materials
Each student or group of students 
will need a paper bag.

Recommended	Time
Work activity: 10 min
Discuss results: 5 min

Grouping
Students can work individually or 
in pairs. If students work in pairs, 
one student can draw a letter at 
random and the other student can 
record the result.

2 		TEACH
Tips	for	Success
Tell students to make both selec-
tions before they put any tally marks 
in their table so that they do not end 
up with too many tally marks.

Key	Discovery
You can use the outcomes of an 
experiment to predict the likelihood 
of an event. 

3 	ASSESS	and	
RETEACH

How many times would you expect 
to select the first initial of a student 
after 60 experiments? Answers 
will vary.

CC.9-12.S.ID.5 Summarize 
categorical data for two 

categories in two-way frequency 
tables. Interpret relative frequencies 
in the context of the data (including 
joint, marginal and conditional relative 
frequencies). Recognize possible 
 associations and trends in the data.*

Construct viable argu-
ments and critique the 
reasoning of others.

706
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Find Probabilities 
and Odds

Key Vocabulary
• outcome
• event
• sample space
• probability 
• odds

A possible result of an experiment is an outcome. For instance, when you roll 
a number cube there are 6 possible outcomes: a 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6. An event is 
an outcome or a collection of outcomes, such as rolling an odd number. The 
set of all possible outcomes is called a sample space.

E X A M P L E 1 Find a sample space

You flip a coin and roll a number cube. How many possible outcomes are in 
the sample space? List the possible outcomes. 

Solution

Use a tree diagram to find the outcomes in the sample space.

 Coin flip

 Number cube roll

The sample space has 12 possible outcomes. They are listed below.

 Heads, 1 Heads, 2 Heads, 3 Heads, 4 Heads, 5 Heads, 6
 Tails, 1 Tails, 2 Tails, 3 Tails, 4 Tails, 5 Tails, 6

PROBABILITY The probability of an event is a measure of the likelihood, or 
chance, that the event will occur. Probability is a number from 0 to 1 and can 
be expressed as a decimal, fraction, or percent.

Heads

1   2   3   4   5   6

Impossible
P 5 0

Unlikely
P 5 0.25

      Equally likely to
happen or not happen

P 5 0.50
Likely

P 5 0.75
Certain
P 5 1

 Before You made organized lists and tree diagrams.

  Now You will find sample spaces and probabilities.

 Why? So you can find the likelihood of an event, as in Example 2.

Tails

1   2   3   4   5   6

REVIEW TREE 
DIAGRAMS

For help with tree 
diagrams, see p. SR22.

✓ GUIDED PRACTICE for Example 1

 1. You flip 2 coins and roll a number cube. How many possible outcomes 
are in the sample space? List the possible outcomes.
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24 outcomes; HH1, HH2, HH3, HH4, HH5, HH6, HT1, HT2, HT3, HT4, HT5, HT6, TH1, 
TH2, TH3, TH4, TH5, TH6, TT1, TT2, TT3, TT4, TT5, TT6
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CC.9-12.S.CP.1  Describe events 
as subsets of a sample space 
(the set of outcomes) using 
characteristics (or categories) 
of the outcomes, or as unions, 
intersections, or complements 
of other events (“or,” “and,” 
“not”).*
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1 	PLAN	and	
PREPARE	

Warm-Up	Exercises
Also available online
1. Use a tree diagram to find the 

number of possible outfits you 
can make using one shirt and one 
pair of shorts if you have 3 shirts 
and 4 pairs of shorts. 12 outfits

2. Use an organized list to find 
the number of possible ways to 
travel to and from Chicago if you 
can travel by car, bus, train, or 
airplane. 16 ways

Notetaking	Guide
Available online
Promotes interactive learning and 
notetaking skills.

Pacing
Basic: 1 day
Average: 1 day
Advanced: 1 day
Block: 0.5 block with next lesson
• See Teaching Guide/Lesson Plan.

2 	FOCUS	and	
MOTIVATE

Essential	Question
Big Idea 1
How do you find the probability an 
event? Tell students they will 
learn how to answer this question 
by comparing favorable and possi-
ble outcomes in a theoretical situ-
ation and successes and trials in 
an experimental situation.

Standards for Mathematical Content  High School

707

CC.9-12.S.ID.5 Summarize categorical data for two categories in two-way 
 frequency tables. Interpret relative frequencies in the context of the data 
(including joint, marginal and conditional relative frequencies). Recognize 
 possible associations and trends in the data.*
CC.9-12.S.CP.1 Describe events as subsets of a sample space (the set of 
outcomes) using characteristics (or categories) of the outcomes, or as unions, 
intersections, or complements of other events (“or,” “and,” “not”).*
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THEORETICAL PROBABILITY The outcomes for a specified event are called 
favorable outcomes. When all outcomes are equally likely, the theoretical 
probability of the event can be found using the following:

Theoretical probability 5   Number of favorable outcomes   }}}   
Total number of outcomes 

  

The probability of event A is written as P(A).

EXPERIMENTAL PROBABILITY An experimental probability is based on 
repeated trials of an experiment. The number of trials is the number of times 
the experiment is performed. Each trial in which a favorable outcome occurs 
is called a success.

 Experimental probability 5   Number of successes  }}  
Number of trials

   

T-SHIRTS You and your friends designed T-shirts with silk screened emblems, 
and you are selling the T-shirts to raise money. The table below shows the 
number of T-shirts you have in each design. A student chooses a T-shirt at 
random. What is the probability that the student chooses a red T-shirt? 

Solution 

You and your friends have a total of 10 1 6 1 8 1 6 5 30 T-shirts. So, there are 
30 possible outcomes. Of all the T-shirts, 12 T-shirts are red. There are 
12 favorable outcomes.

 P(red T-shirt) 5   Number of favorable outcomes   }}}   
Total number of outcomes

  

 5   Number of red T-shirts  }}}  
Total number of T-shirts

  

 5   12 } 
30

  

 5   2 } 
5

  

E X A M P L E 2 Find a theoretical probability

✓ GUIDED PRACTICE for Example 2

 2. T-SHIRTS In Example 2, what is the probability that the student chooses 
a T-shirt with a gold emblem?

 3. You toss a coin and roll a number cube. What is the probability that the 
coin shows tails and the number cube shows 4?

  8 } 
15

  

  1 } 
12

  

708 Chapter 11   Probability
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Solution

The theoretical probability of stopping on each of the four colors is   1 } 
4

  . Use the 
outcomes in the table to find the experimental probabilities.

P(red)5   5 } 
20

   5   1 } 
4

   P(green) 5   9 } 
20

     P(blue) 5   3 } 
20

   P(yellow) 5   3 } 
20

   

c The correct answer is A.  A B C D

  at my.hrw.com 

E X A M P L E 3 Standardized Test Practice

E X A M P L E 4 Find the odds

SPINNER In Example 3, find the odds against stopping on green.

 Solution 

The 4 possible outcomes are all equally likely. Green is the 1 favorable 
outcome. The other 3 colors are unfavorable outcomes.

 Odds against green 5   
Number of unfavorable outcomes
}}}

Number of favorable outcomes
5 3

}
1

   or 3 : 1.

✓ GUIDED PRACTICE for Examples 3 and 4

 4. In Example 3, for which color is the experimental probability of stopping 
on the color greater than the theoretical probability?

 5. In Example 3, what are the odds in favor of stopping on blue?

Spinner Results

Red Green Blue Yellow

5 9 3 3

ODDS The odds of an event compare the number of favorable and unfavorable 
outcomes when all outcomes are equally likely. 

Odds in favor 5   Number of favorable outcomes   }}}   
Number of unfavorable outcomes

  

 Odds against 5   Number of unfavorable outcomes   }}}   
Number of favorable outcomes

  

READING

Odds are read as the 
ratio of one number to 
another. For instance, 

the odds   3 } 
1
   are read as 

“three to one.” Odds are 
usually written as a : b.

Each section of the spinner shown has the same area. 
The spinner was spun 20 times. The table shows the 
results. For which color is the experimental probability 
of stopping on the color the same as the theoretical 
probability?

 A Red B Green C Blue D Yellow

green

  1 } 
3
   or 1 : 3

 11.1   Find Probabilities and Odds 709
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Motivating the Lesson
In a contest on a local radio sta-
tion, one female and one male teen 
will be chosen at random to be on 
the air for an hour with a disc 
jockey. If you enter the contest and 
you know the number of other 
teens of your gender who entered 
the contest, you can determine the 
likelihood that you will be chosen 
as one of the teen disc jockeys. 

3   TEACH
Extra Example 1
You flip a coin twice. How many pos-
sible outcomes are in the sample 
space? List the possible outcomes.  
The sample space has 4 outcomes.  
heads, heads heads, tails 
tails, heads tails, tails

Key Question to Ask for 
Example 1
• Does the sample space change if 

you flip the coin first and then roll 
the number cube? Explain. No; 
each number on the number cube 
will still be paired with heads 
and also with tails. 

Extra Example 2
A department store is offering a 
discount on sunglasses. The table 
shows the number of each type of 
discounted sunglasses. You choose 
a pair at random. What is the prob-
ability that the pair you choose is 

polarized?   3 } 
7
  

Green Lens Brown Lens

Polarized 8 4

Mirrored 7 9

Differentiated Instruction

Below Level Ask students to find the probability of choosing 
a T-shirt for each of the four designs. Then ask which design is 
most likely to be chosen at random and which design is least 
likely to be chosen. Have them support their answers using the 
probabilities they found for each of the designs. Then have them 
reproduce the probability line in previous page and insert the 
probabilities for each T-shirt design on the line. Suggest that 
they include the probability of choosing a T-shirt that is red, that 
is green, that has a gold emblem, and that has a silver emblem. 
See also the Differentiated Instruction Resources for more 
strategies.

Key Question 
Example 1

708
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THEORETICAL PROBABILITY The outcomes for a specified event are called 
favorable outcomes. When all outcomes are equally likely, the theoretical 
probability of the event can be found using the following:

Theoretical probability 5   Number of favorable outcomes   }}}   
Total number of outcomes 

  

The probability of event A is written as P(A).

EXPERIMENTAL PROBABILITY An experimental probability is based on 
repeated trials of an experiment. The number of trials is the number of times 
the experiment is performed. Each trial in which a favorable outcome occurs 
is called a success.

 Experimental probability 5   Number of successes  }}  
Number of trials

   

T-SHIRTS You and your friends designed T-shirts with silk screened emblems, 
and you are selling the T-shirts to raise money. The table below shows the 
number of T-shirts you have in each design. A student chooses a T-shirt at 
random. What is the probability that the student chooses a red T-shirt? 

Solution 

You and your friends have a total of 10 1 6 1 8 1 6 5 30 T-shirts. So, there are 
30 possible outcomes. Of all the T-shirts, 12 T-shirts are red. There are 
12 favorable outcomes.

 P(red T-shirt) 5   Number of favorable outcomes   }}}   
Total number of outcomes

  

 5   Number of red T-shirts  }}}  
Total number of T-shirts

  

 5   12 } 
30

  

 5   2 } 
5

  

E X A M P L E 2 Find a theoretical probability

✓ GUIDED PRACTICE for Example 2

 2. T-SHIRTS In Example 2, what is the probability that the student chooses 
a T-shirt with a gold emblem?

 3. You toss a coin and roll a number cube. What is the probability that the 
coin shows tails and the number cube shows 4?

  8 } 
15

  

  1 } 
12
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Solution

The theoretical probability of stopping on each of the four colors is   1 } 
4

  . Use the 
outcomes in the table to find the experimental probabilities.

P(red)5   5 } 
20

   5   1 } 
4

   P(green) 5   9 } 
20

     P(blue) 5   3 } 
20

   P(yellow) 5   3 } 
20

   

c The correct answer is A.  A B C D

  at my.hrw.com 

E X A M P L E 3 Standardized Test Practice

E X A M P L E 4 Find the odds

SPINNER In Example 3, find the odds against stopping on green.

 Solution 

The 4 possible outcomes are all equally likely. Green is the 1 favorable 
outcome. The other 3 colors are unfavorable outcomes.

 Odds against green 5   
Number of unfavorable outcomes
}}}

Number of favorable outcomes
5 3

}
1

   or 3 : 1.

✓ GUIDED PRACTICE for Examples 3 and 4

 4. In Example 3, for which color is the experimental probability of stopping 
on the color greater than the theoretical probability?

 5. In Example 3, what are the odds in favor of stopping on blue?

Spinner Results

Red Green Blue Yellow

5 9 3 3

ODDS The odds of an event compare the number of favorable and unfavorable 
outcomes when all outcomes are equally likely. 

Odds in favor 5   Number of favorable outcomes   }}}   
Number of unfavorable outcomes

  

 Odds against 5   Number of unfavorable outcomes   }}}   
Number of favorable outcomes

  

READING

Odds are read as the 
ratio of one number to 
another. For instance, 

the odds   3 } 
1
   are read as 

“three to one.” Odds are 
usually written as a : b.

Each section of the spinner shown has the same area. 
The spinner was spun 20 times. The table shows the 
results. For which color is the experimental probability 
of stopping on the color the same as the theoretical 
probability?

 A Red B Green C Blue D Yellow

green

  1 } 
3
   or 1 : 3
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Extra Example 3
A bag contains one blue, one 
green, one yellow, and one red ball. 
A ball is drawn at random from the 
bag and then replaced. The table 
shows the results for 24 drawings. 
For which color of ball is the exper-
imental probability of drawing the 
color the same as the theoretical 
probability?

Random Drawing Results

Blue Green Yellow Red

4 6 9 5

A Blue B Green
C Red D Yellow
The correct answer is B.

Algebra 
my.hrw.com

An Animated Algebra activity is 
available online for Example 3. This 
activity is also part of Power 
Presentations.

Extra Example 4
In Extra Example 3, find the odds in 
favor of drawing a yellow ball. 1 : 3

Closing the Lesson
Have students summarize the major 
points of the lesson and answer the 
Essential Question: How do you find 
the probability of an event?
• Theoretical probability is based 

on all possible outcomes being 
equally likely.

• Experimental probability is based 
on repeated trials, which is the 
number of times the experiment is 
performed.

The theoretical probability of an 
event is the ratio of the number of 
favorable outcomes to the total num-
ber of outcomes. The experimental 
probability of an event is the ratio of 
the number of successes of the 
experiment to the number of trials. 

709
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 19. MUSIC PROGRAM You have created a playlist of 7 songs on your MP3 
player. You play these songs in a random shuffle, where each song has 
an equally likely chance of being played. What is the probability that the 
second song on the list will be played first?

  

 20. SURVEY A survey asked a total of 600 students 
(100 male students and 100 female students who were 
11, 13, and 15 years old) about their exercise habits. 
The table shows the numbers of students who said 
they exercise 2 hours or more each week.

  a.  What is the probability that a randomly selected female student who 
participated in this survey exercises 2 hours or more each week?

  b.  What is the probability that a randomly selected 15-year-old student 
who participated in this survey exercises 2 hours or more each week?

   c.  What is the probability that a randomly selected student who 
participated in this survey exercises 2 hours or more each week? 

    

 21. ★ SHORT RESPONSE Suppose there are 15 girls and 12 boys in your 
homeroom. The teacher chooses one student representative at random. 
What is the probability that a boy is chosen? What are the odds in favor of 
choosing a boy? Explain how the probablity and odds are related.

PROBLEM SOLVING

 

16. ★ MULTIPLE CHOICE According to a meteorologist, there is a 40% chance 
that it will rain today. What are the odds in favor of rain?

A 2 : 5 B 2 : 3 C 3 : 2 D 4 : 1

17. DECISION MAKING A driver wants to determine which of two possible 
routes to work he should choose. For 60 work days he recorded which 
route he took and whether or not he encountered heavy traffic. On 
28 days he took route A, and on 7 of those days he encountered 
heavy traffic. On 32 days he took route B, and on 12 of those days he 
encountered heavy traffic. Which route would you suggest he choose? 
Explain your answer using experimental probabilities.

18. CHALLENGE You randomly draw a marble from a bag containing white, 
red, and blue marbles. The odds against drawing a white marble are 47 : 3.

  a.  There are fewer than 100 marbles in the bag. How many marbles are 
in the bag? Justify your answer.

   b.  The probability of drawing a red marble is 0.5. What is the probability 
of drawing a blue marble? Explain how you found your answer.

11 years 13 years 15 years

Female 53 57 51

Male 65 68 67

EXAMPLE 2

for Exs. 19–20

EXAMPLES 
2 and 4

for Ex. 21
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See margin.

See margin.

See margin.

  1 } 
7
  

   161 } 
300

  

   59 } 
100

  

   361 } 
600

  

See margin.
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  EXERCISES 

1. VOCABULARY Copy and complete: A number that describes the 
likelihood of an event is the    ?    of the event. 

2. ★ WRITING Explain how the probability of an event differs from the 
odds in favor of the event when all outcomes are equally likely. 

SAMPLE SPACE In Exercises 3–6, find the number of possible outcomes in 
the sample space. Then list the possible outcomes.

3. A bag contains 4 red cards numbered 1–4, 4 white cards numbered 1–4, 
and 4 black cards numbered 1–4. You choose a card at random.

 4. You toss two coins.

5. You roll a number cube and toss three coins.

6. You roll two number cubes.

PROBABILITY AND ODDS In Exercises 7–13, refer to the spinner 
shown. The spinner is divided into sections with the same area.

7. What is the probability that the spinner stops on a multiple of 3?

8. ERROR ANALYSIS Describe and correct the error in finding the 
probability of stopping on a multiple of 9.

  

  Number of favorable outcomes   }}}   
Total number of outcomes

   5   2 } 
10

   5   1 } 
5

  

9. You spin the spinner 30 times. It stops on 12 three times. What is the 
experimental probability of stopping on 12?

 10. You spin the spinner 10 times. It stops on an even number 6 times. What 
is the experimental probability of stopping on an even number?

11. What are the odds in favor of stopping on a multiple of 4?

12. What are the odds against stopping on a number less than 12?

13. ERROR ANALYSIS Describe and correct the error in finding the odds in 
favor of stopping on a multiple of 3.

Odds in favor of a multiple of 3 5   Number of favorable outcomes   }}}   
Total number of outcomes

   5   
9 } 10   or 9 : 10

 14. ★ MULTIPLE CHOICE The odds in favor of an event are 5 : 8. What are the 
odds against the event?

A 3 : 8 B 8 : 3 C 5 : 8 D 8 : 5

15. ★ WRITING A manufacturer tests 1200 computers and finds that 1191 
of them have no defects. Find the probability that a computer chosen at 
random has no defects. Predict the number of computers without defects 
in a shipment of 15,000 computers. Explain your reasoning.

EXAMPLE 1

for Exs. 3–6

EXAMPLE 2

for Exs. 7–8

EXAMPLE 3

for Exs. 9–10

EXAMPLE 4

for Exs. 11–14

HOMEWORK
KEY

  5  See WORKED-OUT SOLUTIONS
Exs. 3 and 21

 ★ 5  STANDARDIZED TEST PRACTICE
Exs. 2, 14–16, 21, and 22

SKILL PRACTICE

A

B

probability

See margin.

12 outcomes; R1, R2, R3, R4, W1, W2, W3, W4, B1, B2, B3, B4

4 outcomes; HH, TT, HT, TH
See margin.

  9 } 
10

  

There are 3 favorable 
outcomes (landing on 

9, 18, and 27);   3 } 
10

   .

  1 } 
10

  

  3 } 
5
  

  3 } 
7
   or 3 : 7

  7 } 
3
   or 7 : 3

See margin.

D

15. 99.25%; 
about 14,888 
computers; 
Sample answer: 
I would expect 
that about 
99.25% of the 
computers or 
about 14,888 
would have no 
defects.

See margin.
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4 	PRACTICE		
and APPly

Differentiated	Instruction
See Differentiated Instruction 
Resources for suggestions on 
addressing the needs of a diverse 
classroom.

Homework	Check
For a quick check of student under-
standing of key concepts, go over 
the following exercises:
Basic: 4, 7, 9, 11, 21
Average: 4, 10, 12, 19, 21
Advanced: 6, 10, 14, 20, 21

Extra	Practice
• Student Edition
• Chapter Resource Book: 

Practice levels A, B, C

Practice Worksheet

An easily-readable reduced 
practice page can be found at 
the beginning of this chapter.

2. Sample answer: The probability 
of an event is the number of favor-
able outcomes divided by the num-
ber of possible outcomes, while 
the odds in favor of an event is the 
number of favorable outcomes 
divided by the number of unfavor-
able outcomes.

5. 48; HHH1, HHH2, HHH3, HHH4, HHH5, HHH6, HHT1, HHT2, HHT3, HHT4, 
HHT5, HHT6, HTH1, HTH2, HTH3, HTH4, HTH5, HTH6, HTT1, HTT2, HTT3, 
HTT4, HTT5, HTT6, THH1, THH2, THH3, THH4, THH5, THH6, THT1, THT2, 
THT3, THT4, THT5, THT6, TTH1, TTH2, TTH3, TTH4, TTH5, TTH6, TTT1, 
TTT2, TTT3, TTT4, TTT5, TTT6
6. 36 outcomes; 1-1, 1-2, 1-3, 1-4, 1-5, 1-6, 2-1, 2-2, 2-3, 2-4, 2-5, 2-6, 3-1,  
3-2, 3-3, 3-4, 3-5, 3-6, 4-1, 4-2, 4-3, 4-4, 4-5, 4-6, 5-1, 5-2, 5-3, 5-4, 5-5,  
5-6, 6-1, 6-2, 6-3, 6-4, 6-5, 6-6
13. See Additional Answers.

Assignment	Guide
Answers for all exercises 
available online
Basic: 
Day 1: SRH p. SR23, Exs. 4–8 
Exs. 1–15, 19–21
Average:  
Day 1: 
Exs. 1, 2–12 even, 13–17, 19–22
Advanced: 
Day 1: 
Exs. 1, 2–6 even, 10, 12, 13–23*
Block: 
Exs. 1, 2–12 even, 13–17, 19–22 
(with next lesson)
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 19. MUSIC PROGRAM You have created a playlist of 7 songs on your MP3 
player. You play these songs in a random shuffle, where each song has 
an equally likely chance of being played. What is the probability that the 
second song on the list will be played first?

  

 20. SURVEY A survey asked a total of 600 students 
(100 male students and 100 female students who were 
11, 13, and 15 years old) about their exercise habits. 
The table shows the numbers of students who said 
they exercise 2 hours or more each week.

  a.  What is the probability that a randomly selected female student who 
participated in this survey exercises 2 hours or more each week?

  b.  What is the probability that a randomly selected 15-year-old student 
who participated in this survey exercises 2 hours or more each week?

   c.  What is the probability that a randomly selected student who 
participated in this survey exercises 2 hours or more each week? 

    

 21. ★ SHORT RESPONSE Suppose there are 15 girls and 12 boys in your 
homeroom. The teacher chooses one student representative at random. 
What is the probability that a boy is chosen? What are the odds in favor of 
choosing a boy? Explain how the probablity and odds are related.

PROBLEM SOLVING

 

16. ★ MULTIPLE CHOICE According to a meteorologist, there is a 40% chance 
that it will rain today. What are the odds in favor of rain?

A 2 : 5 B 2 : 3 C 3 : 2 D 4 : 1

17. DECISION MAKING A driver wants to determine which of two possible 
routes to work he should choose. For 60 work days he recorded which 
route he took and whether or not he encountered heavy traffic. On 
28 days he took route A, and on 7 of those days he encountered 
heavy traffic. On 32 days he took route B, and on 12 of those days he 
encountered heavy traffic. Which route would you suggest he choose? 
Explain your answer using experimental probabilities.

18. CHALLENGE You randomly draw a marble from a bag containing white, 
red, and blue marbles. The odds against drawing a white marble are 47 : 3.

  a.  There are fewer than 100 marbles in the bag. How many marbles are 
in the bag? Justify your answer.

   b.  The probability of drawing a red marble is 0.5. What is the probability 
of drawing a blue marble? Explain how you found your answer.

11 years 13 years 15 years

Female 53 57 51

Male 65 68 67

EXAMPLE 2

for Exs. 19–20

EXAMPLES 
2 and 4

for Ex. 21
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See margin.
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7
  

   161 } 
300

  

   59 } 
100

  

   361 } 
600

  

See margin.
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  EXERCISES 

1. VOCABULARY Copy and complete: A number that describes the 
likelihood of an event is the    ?    of the event. 

2. ★ WRITING Explain how the probability of an event differs from the 
odds in favor of the event when all outcomes are equally likely. 

SAMPLE SPACE In Exercises 3–6, find the number of possible outcomes in 
the sample space. Then list the possible outcomes.

3. A bag contains 4 red cards numbered 1–4, 4 white cards numbered 1–4, 
and 4 black cards numbered 1–4. You choose a card at random.

 4. You toss two coins.

5. You roll a number cube and toss three coins.

6. You roll two number cubes.

PROBABILITY AND ODDS In Exercises 7–13, refer to the spinner 
shown. The spinner is divided into sections with the same area.

7. What is the probability that the spinner stops on a multiple of 3?

8. ERROR ANALYSIS Describe and correct the error in finding the 
probability of stopping on a multiple of 9.

  

  Number of favorable outcomes   }}}   
Total number of outcomes

   5   2 } 
10

   5   1 } 
5

  

9. You spin the spinner 30 times. It stops on 12 three times. What is the 
experimental probability of stopping on 12?

 10. You spin the spinner 10 times. It stops on an even number 6 times. What 
is the experimental probability of stopping on an even number?

11. What are the odds in favor of stopping on a multiple of 4?

12. What are the odds against stopping on a number less than 12?

13. ERROR ANALYSIS Describe and correct the error in finding the odds in 
favor of stopping on a multiple of 3.

Odds in favor of a multiple of 3 5   Number of favorable outcomes   }}}   
Total number of outcomes

   5   
9 } 10   or 9 : 10

 14. ★ MULTIPLE CHOICE The odds in favor of an event are 5 : 8. What are the 
odds against the event?

A 3 : 8 B 8 : 3 C 5 : 8 D 8 : 5

15. ★ WRITING A manufacturer tests 1200 computers and finds that 1191 
of them have no defects. Find the probability that a computer chosen at 
random has no defects. Predict the number of computers without defects 
in a shipment of 15,000 computers. Explain your reasoning.

EXAMPLE 1

for Exs. 3–6

EXAMPLE 2

for Exs. 7–8

EXAMPLE 3

for Exs. 9–10

EXAMPLE 4

for Exs. 11–14

HOMEWORK
KEY

  5  See WORKED-OUT SOLUTIONS
Exs. 3 and 21

 ★ 5  STANDARDIZED TEST PRACTICE
Exs. 2, 14–16, 21, and 22

SKILL PRACTICE

A

B

probability

See margin.

12 outcomes; R1, R2, R3, R4, W1, W2, W3, W4, B1, B2, B3, B4

4 outcomes; HH, TT, HT, TH
See margin.

  9 } 
10

  

There are 3 favorable 
outcomes (landing on 

9, 18, and 27);   3 } 
10

   .

  1 } 
10

  

  3 } 
5
  

  3 } 
7
   or 3 : 7

  7 } 
3
   or 7 : 3

See margin.

D

15. 99.25%; 
about 14,888 
computers; 
Sample answer: 
I would expect 
that about 
99.25% of the 
computers or 
about 14,888 
would have no 
defects.

See margin.
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Avoiding Common Errors
Exercises 7, 9–14 Students often 
confuse probabilities and odds and 
experimental and theoretical  
probability. Remind students that 
experimental probabilities are 
based on the number of trials or 
experiments, and that theoretical 
probability and odds are based on 
equally likely outcomes. Suggest 
that students check each of their 
answers against the respective 
formulas for probabilities and odds.

Study Strategy
Exercise 16 Suggest that students 
ask themselves what the chances 
are that it will not rain and then 
compare favorable chances to unfa-
vorable chances to find the odds.

Algebra 
my.hrw.com

An Animated Algebra activity is 
available online for Exercise 22. 
This activity is also part of Power 
Presentations.

18a. 50 marbles. Sample answer: 
The odds against picking a white 
marble says that the number of 
non-white marbles to white  
marbles must be 47 : 3. The only 
pair of numbers that simplifies to 
this ratio and whose sum is less 
than 100 total marbles is 47 and 3. 
There are 47 non-white marbles 
and 3 white marbles, for a total of 
50 marbles.
18b. 0.44. Sample answer: There are 
50 marbles in the bag, and half of 
them are blue. So there are 25 blue 
marbles and 3 white marbles. The 
rest are red, so there are 22 red 
marbles. The probability that a 

red marble is drawn is   22 } 
50

   5 0.44.

21. See Additional Answers.

17. Sample answer: route A; The experimental probability that he will encounter heavy 
traffic on route A is 0.25, and the experimental probability that he will encounter heavy 
traffic on route B is 0.375.

711
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 22. ★ EXTENDED RESPONSE The table shows the 2003 regular season field 
goal statistics for kicker Adam Vinatieri.

  

a.  During the 2003 regular season, what was the probability 
that Adam Vinatieri would make an attempted field goal, 
regardless of the point difference? 

  b.  Find the probabilities that Vinatieri made an attempted 
field goal when the point difference at the end of the game 
was 0–7 points, 8–14 points, and at least 15 points.

  c.  During what kinds of games was Adam Vinatieri most likely to make 
attempted field goals? Justify your answer.

 
  at my.hrw.com 

 23. CHALLENGE The table shows the results of Congressional elections that 
involved incumbent candidates (representatives or senators who ran for 
re-election) during the period 1980–2000.

  

a.  Did a representative or a senator have a better chance of being 
re-elected? Justify your answer using the data in the table.

  b.  Did a member of Congress have a better chance of being re-elected 
during a presidential election year than during a midterm election 
year? Justify your answer.

Point difference at end of game

0–7 points 8–14 points ≥ 15 points

Field goals attempted 20 11 3

Field goals made 16 7 2

Incumbent representatives Incumbent senators

Ran Re-elected Ran Re-elected

Presidential
election year 2373 2235 163 130

Midterm
election year 1984 1873 145 130

©
 M
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See EXTRA PRACTICE in Student Resources ONLINE QUIZ at my.hrw.com

B

C

   25 } 
34

  

23b. No. Sample answer: Members of Congress have about a 94% chance of being re-elected 
during midterm election years, and about a 93% chance in presidential election years.

23a. A 
representative. 
Sample answer: 
The data in the 
table show that 
about 94% of 
representatives 
that ran for 
re-election 
were re-elected, 
while only about 
84% of senators 
running for 
re-election were 
re-elected.

22b.  0–7:   4 } 
5
  ,

8–14:   7 } 
11

  , ≥ 15:   2 } 
3
  

22c. Games 
where the point 
difference is 0–7. 
Sample answer: 
In these games 
he mades 80% of 
his fi eld goals, 
while during his 
other games he 
made 
about 64%.
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5 	ASSESS	and	
REtEAch

Daily	homework	Quiz
Also available online
1. The table shows the number of 

students in your history class. 
Your teacher chooses one stu-
dent at random to give an oral 
report. What is the probability 

 the student is female?   7 } 
15

  

9th Grade 10th Grade

Male 12 4

Female 8 6

2. A bag contains 8 white marbles, 
6 red marbles, and 12 blue 
marbles. Find the odds against 
choosing a white marble. 9 : 4

Online Quiz 

Available at my.hrw.com

Diagnosis/Remediation
• Practice A, B, C in Chapter 

Resource Book
• Study Guide in Chapter Resource 

Book
• Practice Workbook
• @HomeTutor

challenge
Additional challenge is available  
in the Chapter Resource Book.
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Perform Simulations

Key Vocabulary
• simulation

A simulation is an experiment that you can perform to make predictions 
about real-world situations.

E X A M P L E 1 Perform a simulation

USING A GRAPHING CALCULATOR You can also use the random integer 
generator on a graphing calculator to perform simulations.

The random integer generator is found by 
pressing the  key and selecting the 
PRB menu. It is the fifth item on the list and 
is displayed as randInt(.

Extension

CONCESSION PRIZES Each time you buy an 
item from the concession stand at a baseball 
stadium, you receive a prize coupon, chosen 
at random. There is an equal chance of 
winning each prize from the following list: 
hot dog, popcorn, peanuts, pretzel, ice cream, 
and small drink. About how many times must 
you buy an item from the concession stand 
before you win each prize at least once?

Solution

You can perform a simulation to answer the question.

STEP 1  Write each prize on a separate piece of paper. Put the pieces of 
paper in a container.

STEP 2 Draw a piece of paper from the container at random. Record the 
result in a table like the one shown. Put the piece of paper back in 
the container. Repeat until you put a tally mark in the last empty 
cell of the table.

Prize Hot dog Popcorn Peanuts Pretzel Ice cream Small drink

Tally 1 4 2 5 51 2

The sum of all of the tally marks is the number of times you must buy an 
item from the concession stand before you win each prize at least once.

c  In this simulation, you must buy an item from the concession stand 
20 times.

GOAL   Perform simulations to make predictions.

 Extension: Perform Simulations 713

CC.9-12.S.IC.1  Understand 
statistics as a process for 
making inferences about 
population parameters based 
on a random sample from that 
population.*
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1 	PLAN	and	
PREPARE	

Warm-Up	Exercises
1. You bought 4 raffle tickets for 

a weekend trip for two in New 
York City. If 120 tickets were 
sold, what is the probability you 

 will win the raffle?   1 } 
30

  

2. A sports store is giving away  
4 basketballs, 6 footballs, and  
8 soccer balls in a random draw-
ing. If you are the first to draw a 
winning ticket, what is the prob-

 ability you will win a football?   1 } 
3
  

2 	FOCUS	and	
MOTIVATE

Essential	Question
Big Idea 1
How do you perform simulations to 
make predictions? Tell students 
they will learn how to answer this 
question by using the results of 
experiments to make predictions.

3 		TEACH
Extra	Example	1
Each time you buy an item at a movie 
store, you receive one of eight prize 
coupons chosen at random. There is 
an equal chance of winning each 
prize. Perform a simulation to predict 
the number of items you must buy 
before you win each prize at least 
once. Answers will vary.

 CC.9-12.S.IC.1 Understand 
statistics as a process for 

making inferences about  population 
parameters based on a random 
sample from that population.*
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Scratch Only 1 Circle to Win . . .

a CD, a Sandwich, or a Drink!
Free

Sandwich

Card VOID if more than one circle is revealed

E X A M P L E 2 Perform a simulation using technology

GAME CARDS You receive a game card with every 
purchase at a sandwich shop. Each card has two 
circles to scratch. One circle reveals a prize, and 
the other says “Not a Winner.” You cannot claim 

a prize if you scratch both circles. There is a   1 } 
6

   

chance that a card is for a CD, a   1 } 
2

   chance that 

it is for a drink, and a   1 } 
3

   chance that it is for a 

sandwich. About how many game cards must you 
scratch before you win a CD?

Solution

STEP 1 Use List 1 to show whether you scratch the 
circle with the prize. Generate a list of 50 
random 1s and 0s. Each 1 means that you 
scratch the circle with the prize, and each 
0 means that you scratch “Not a Winner.”

Press  and select Edit. Highlight L1. 
Enter randInt(0,1,50).

STEP 2 Use List 2 to show whether your game card contains the CD as 
the prize. Generate a list of 50 random integers from 1 to 6. Each 1 
represents a prize card with a CD.

Highlight L2. Enter randInt(1,6,50).

STEP 3 Compare the results of your two lists using 
List 3. Multiply the numbers from List 1 and 
List 2. Each 0 in List 3 means that you chose 
the wrong circle, so the prize does not matter. 
Because 1 p 1 5 1, you chose the correct 
circle and your card contains the CD prize 
when you see a 1 in L3. 

Highlight L3. Enter L1*L2.

STEP 4 Find the first occurrence of a 1 in List 3. In this simulation, you can 
see that the first occurrence of a 1 in List 3 happens after 4 trials.

c  For this simulation, you must scratch 4 game cards before you win a CD.

 1. In Example 1, suppose you can receive a prize coupon for nachos in 
addition to the items listed in the example. About how many times must 
you buy an item from the concession stand before you win each prize at 
least once? Explain how you found your answer.

 2. In Example 2, about how many game cards must you scratch before you 
win one of each prize? Explain how you found your answer.

 3. In Example 2, there are 3 prizes. Explain why the results of the simulation 
would be inaccurate if you generated random integers from 1 to 3. 

PRACTICE

EXAMPLE 1

for Exs. 1–3

EXAMPLE 2

for Exs. 2–3

Answers will vary.

Answers will vary.

See margin.
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Extra Example 2
An electronics store offers a game 
card for each purchase of $100 or 
more. Each card has one circle to 

scratch. There is a   1 } 
2
   chance that 

the scratched circle will show “Try 

Again,” a   1 } 
12

   chance that it will show 

a digital camera, a   1 } 
6
   chance that it 

will show a DVD, and a   1 } 
4
   chance 

that it will show a computer mouse. 
Use a calculator simulation to pre-
dict the number of game cards you 
must scratch before you win a  
digital camera. Answers will vary.

Closing the Lesson
Have students summarize the major 
points of the lesson and answer the 
Essential Question: How do you 
perform simulations to make  
predictions?
• A simulation is an experiment that 

you can perform to make a predic-
tion about a real-world situation.

• Two simulations of the same 
event can have different results.

One way to perform a simulation is 
to write each possible outcome on 
a slip of paper, place the slips of 
paper in a container, and then ran-
domly draw a slip and record the 
results until you have satisfied the 
goal of the experiment. Another 
way to perform a simulation is to 
use the random integer generator 
on a graphing calculator. 

4  PRACTICE  
and APPLy

Avoiding Common Errors
Exercise 1 Students may think that 
the number of drawings increases by 
one because the number of items 
increases by one. Remind students 
that the probability of selecting each 
item is equal, so each item must be 
present at the start of the simulation. 

3. Sample answer: There are 3 prizes to win, but since the prizes do not 
have an equal likelihood of being won, generating a list of random  
integers from 1 to 3 wouldn’t represent the situation. The probability 

of winning a CD is   1 } 
6
  , so if there were only 3 possible outcomes in the 

simulation you couldn’t represent winning a CD properly. 

714
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Consider the number of permutations of the letters in the word JULY. 

 a. In how many ways can you arrange all of the letters?

 b. In how many ways can you arrange 2 of the letters?

Solution

 a. Use the counting principle to find the number of permutations of the 
letters in the word JULY. 

Number of 
permutations 

5 
Choices for 
1st letter 

p Choices for 
2nd letter 

p Choices for 
3rd letter 

p Choices for 
4th letter 

5 4 p 3 p 2 p 1 

  5  24

c There are 24 ways you can arrange all of the letters in the word JULY.

 b. When arranging 2 letters of the word JULY, you have 4 choices for the 
first letter and 3 choices for the second letter.

 Number of  Choices for   Choices for 
 permutations 

5
 1st letter 

p
 2nd letter

5 4 p 3 

5 12 

c There are 12 ways you can arrange 2 of the letters in the word JULY.

E X A M P L E 1 Count permutations

 Before You used the counting principle.

  Now You will use the formula for the number of permutations.

 Why? So you can find the number of possible arrangements, as in Ex. 38.

Key Vocabulary
• permutation
• n factorial

A permutation is an arrangement of objects in which order is important. For 
instance, the 6 possible permutations of the letters A, B, and C are shown.

 ABC ACB BAC BCA CAB CBA 

Find Probabilities 
Using Permutations

REVIEW COUNTING 
PRINCIPLE

For help with using the 
counting principle, see 
p. SR22. 

✓ GUIDED PRACTICE for Example 1

 1. In how many ways can you arrange the letters in the word MOUSE?

 2. In how many ways can you arrange 3 of the letters in the word ORANGE?

©
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120 ways

120 ways
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permutations and combinations 
to compute probabilities of 
compound events and solve 
problems.*
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1 	PLAN	and	
PREPARE	

Warm-Up	Exercises
Also available online
1. There are 8 football teams in your 

district and 7 teams in a neighbor-
ing district. How many teams can 
you match up for games? 56

2. A padlock has 9 numbers and 
uses 3 of them in sequence to 
open the lock. If you randomly 
choose 3 numbers, what is the 
probability that you choose the 

 correct sequence?   1 } 
729

  

Notetaking	Guide
Available online
Promotes interactive learning and 
notetaking skills.

Pacing
Basic: 2 days
Average: 2 days
Advanced: 2 days
Block:  0.5 block with previous lesson 

0.5 block with next lesson
• See Teaching Guide/Lesson Plan.

2 	FOCUS	and	
MOTIVATE

Essential	Question
Big Idea 1
How do you use the formula for 
permutations? Tell students they 
will learn how to answer this 
question by finding the number of 
arrangements of n objects.

Standards for Mathematical Content  High School

715

CC.9-12.S.CP.1 Describe events as subsets of a sample space (the set of 
outcomes) using characteristics (or categories) of the outcomes, or as unions, 
intersections, or complements of other events (“or,” “and,” “not”).*
CC.9-12.S.CP.9(+) Use permutations and combinations to compute probabilities 
of compound events and solve problems.*
CC.9-12.S.MD.6(+) Use probabilities to make fair decisions (e.g., drawing by 
lots, using a random number generator).*

CC.9-12.S.MD.7(+) Analyze decisions and strategies using probability concepts 
(e.g., product testing, medical testing, pulling a hockey goalie at the end of a 
game).*
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✓ GUIDED PRACTICE for Example 3

 4. WHAT IF? In Example 3, suppose there are 14 floats in the parade. Find
the probability that the soccer team is first and the chorus is second. 

1. VOCABULARY Copy and complete: An arrangement of objects in which 
order is important is called a(n)    ?   .

 2. ★ WRITING Explain what the notation 9P2 means. What is the value of 
this expression?

COUNTING PERMUTATIONS Find the number of ways you can arrange (a) all 
of the letters in the given word and (b) 2 of the letters in the word.

 3. AT 4. TRY 5. GAME 6. CAT

 7. WATER 8. ROCK 9. APRIL 10. FAMILY

11. ★ OPEN – ENDED   Describe a real-world situation where the number of 
possibilities is given by 5P2.

EXAMPLES 
1 and 2

for Exs. 3–11

  EXERCISES 

E X A M P L E 3 Find a probability using permutations

PARADE For a town parade, you will ride on a float with your soccer team. 
There are 12 floats in the parade, and their order is chosen at random. Find 
the probability that your float is first and the float with the school chorus 
is second.

Solution

STEP 1  Write the number of possible outcomes as the number of 
permutations of the 12 floats in the parade. This is 12P12 5 12!.

STEP 2  Write the number of favorable outcomes as the number of 
permutations of the other floats, given that the soccer team is first 
and the chorus is second. This is 10P10 5 10!.

STEP 3  Calculate the probability. 

  P  1   soccer team is first   
chorus is second

   2  5   
10!

 } 12!   
Form a ratio of favorable to 

 
 

 possible outcomes.

  5   
10!
 } 12 p 11 p 10!   

Expand factorials. Divide
   out common factor, 10!.

  5   
1
 } 132   Simplify.

HOMEWORK
KEY

  5  See WORKED-OUT SOLUTIONS
Exs. 21 and 35

 ★ 5  STANDARDIZED TEST PRACTICE
Exs. 2, 11, 30, 33, and 35

  5  MULTIPLE REPRESENTATIONS
Ex. 34

SKILL PRACTICE

A

1 } 
182

  

permutation

The number of permutations containing 2 items chosen from a group of 9 
possible items; 72

Sample answer: 5 people are running in a race. How many 
different results can there be for fi rst and second place?

a. 2 ways; b. 2 ways a. 6 ways; b. 6 ways a. 24 ways; b. 12 ways a. 6 ways; b. 6 ways

a. 120 ways; b. 20 ways a. 24 ways; b. 12 ways a. 120 ways; b. 20 ways a. 720 ways; b. 30 ways

 11.2   Find Probabilities Using Permutations 717
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FACTORIAL In Example 1, you evaluated the expression 4 p 3 p 2 p 1. This 
expression can be written as 4! and is read “4 factorial.” For any positive 
integer n, the product of the integers from 1 to n is called n factorial and is 
written as n!. The value of 0! is defined to be 1.

n! 5 n p (n 2 1) p (n 2 2) p . . . p 3 p 2 p 1 and 0! 5 1

In Example 1, you also found the permutations of four objects taken two at a 
time. You can find the number of permutations using the formulas below.

KEY CONCEPT For Your Notebook
Permutations

Formulas Examples

The number of permutations of 
n objects is given by:

nPn 5 n!

The number of permutations of 
n objects taken r at a time, where 
r ≤ n, is given by:

nPr 5   n! } 
(n 2 r)!

  

The number of permutations of 
4 objects is:

4P4 5 4! 5 4 p 3 p 2 p 1 5 24

The number of permutations of
4 objects taken 2 at a time is:

4P2 5   4! } 
(4 2 2)!

   5   4 p 3 p 2! } 
2!

   5 12

✓ GUIDED PRACTICE for Example 2

 3. WHAT IF? In Example 2, suppose your band has written 15 songs. You will 
record 9 of them for a CD. In how many ways can you arrange the songs 
on the CD?

DIVIDE COMMON 
FACTORS

When you divide 
out common factors, 
remember that 3! is a 
factor of 12!.

CD RECORDING Your band has written 12 songs and plans to record 9 of them 
for a CD. In how many ways can you arrange the songs on the CD?

Solution

To find the number of permutations of 9 songs chosen from 12, find 12P9.

 12P9 5   12! } 
(12 2 9)!

   Permutations formula

 5   12! } 
3!

   Subtract.

 5     12 p 11 p 10 p 9 p 8 p 7 p 6 p 5 p 4 p 3!   }}}}}}}}}}}}}}}  
3!

   
Expand factorials.

  Divide out common factor, 3!.

 5 79,833,600 Multiply.

c There are 79,833,600 ways to arrange 9 songs out of 12.

E X A M P L E 2 Use a permutations formula

1,816,214,400 ways

716 Chapter 11   Probability
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Motivating the Lesson
You want to photograph five of your 
friends. If you know how to calcu-
late permutations, you can find the 
number of ways you can arrange 
them in a row for a photograph.

3   TEACH
Extra Example 1
Consider the number of permuta-
tions of the letters in the word 
BRIGHTEN. 
a. In how many ways can you 

arrange all of the letters?  
40,320 ways

b. In how many ways can you 
arrange 2 of the letters? 56 ways

Key Questions to Ask for 
Example 1
• How can you tell that order is 

important for this exercise? The 
word “arrange” means to put in 
order, so order is important.

• Why are there 3 choices for the 
second letter? There are 4 letters 
in the word July. Once one has 
been chosen for the first letter, 
there are 3 letters left from which 
to choose the second letter.

Extra Example 2
You have 14 CDs. You can arrange 
12 of the 14 in a CD wallet. In how 
many ways can you arrange the 
CDs in the CD wallet?  
43,589,145,600 ways

Key Questions to Ask for 
Example 2
• What permutations formula 

would you use to find the number 
of ways the band might arrange 

 10 of the 12 songs? 12P10 5   12! } 
2!

  

Differentiated Instruction

Below Level Have students work in pairs to confirm that the 
permutations formula works. Suggest that they make a list of the 
number of ways the letters in the word SAID can be arranged 
and then find the arrangements using the permutations formula. 
Ask them to make a similar list for two of the letters in the word. 
Then lead students to see the usefulness of the permutations 
formula by having them examine what happens to the number  
of permutations as the number of letters in a word increases.
See also the Differentiated Instruction Resources for more 
strategies.

Key Questions 
Example 1

Key Question 
Example 2

716
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✓ GUIDED PRACTICE for Example 3

 4. WHAT IF? In Example 3, suppose there are 14 floats in the parade. Find
the probability that the soccer team is first and the chorus is second. 

1. VOCABULARY Copy and complete: An arrangement of objects in which 
order is important is called a(n)    ?   .

 2. ★ WRITING Explain what the notation 9P2 means. What is the value of 
this expression?

COUNTING PERMUTATIONS Find the number of ways you can arrange (a) all 
of the letters in the given word and (b) 2 of the letters in the word.

 3. AT 4. TRY 5. GAME 6. CAT

 7. WATER 8. ROCK 9. APRIL 10. FAMILY

11. ★ OPEN – ENDED   Describe a real-world situation where the number of 
possibilities is given by 5P2.

EXAMPLES 
1 and 2

for Exs. 3–11

  EXERCISES 

E X A M P L E 3 Find a probability using permutations

PARADE For a town parade, you will ride on a float with your soccer team. 
There are 12 floats in the parade, and their order is chosen at random. Find 
the probability that your float is first and the float with the school chorus 
is second.

Solution

STEP 1  Write the number of possible outcomes as the number of 
permutations of the 12 floats in the parade. This is 12P12 5 12!.

STEP 2  Write the number of favorable outcomes as the number of 
permutations of the other floats, given that the soccer team is first 
and the chorus is second. This is 10P10 5 10!.

STEP 3  Calculate the probability. 

  P  1   soccer team is first   
chorus is second

   2  5   
10!

 } 12!   
Form a ratio of favorable to 

 
 

 possible outcomes.

  5   
10!
 } 12 p 11 p 10!   

Expand factorials. Divide
   out common factor, 10!.

  5   
1
 } 132   Simplify.

HOMEWORK
KEY

  5  See WORKED-OUT SOLUTIONS
Exs. 21 and 35

 ★ 5  STANDARDIZED TEST PRACTICE
Exs. 2, 11, 30, 33, and 35

  5  MULTIPLE REPRESENTATIONS
Ex. 34

SKILL PRACTICE

A

1 } 
182

  

permutation

The number of permutations containing 2 items chosen from a group of 9 
possible items; 72

Sample answer: 5 people are running in a race. How many 
different results can there be for fi rst and second place?

a. 2 ways; b. 2 ways a. 6 ways; b. 6 ways a. 24 ways; b. 12 ways a. 6 ways; b. 6 ways

a. 120 ways; b. 20 ways a. 24 ways; b. 12 ways a. 120 ways; b. 20 ways a. 720 ways; b. 30 ways

 11.2   Find Probabilities Using Permutations 717

11.2
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FACTORIAL In Example 1, you evaluated the expression 4 p 3 p 2 p 1. This 
expression can be written as 4! and is read “4 factorial.” For any positive 
integer n, the product of the integers from 1 to n is called n factorial and is 
written as n!. The value of 0! is defined to be 1.

n! 5 n p (n 2 1) p (n 2 2) p . . . p 3 p 2 p 1 and 0! 5 1

In Example 1, you also found the permutations of four objects taken two at a 
time. You can find the number of permutations using the formulas below.

KEY CONCEPT For Your Notebook
Permutations

Formulas Examples

The number of permutations of 
n objects is given by:

nPn 5 n!

The number of permutations of 
n objects taken r at a time, where 
r ≤ n, is given by:

nPr 5   n! } 
(n 2 r)!

  

The number of permutations of 
4 objects is:

4P4 5 4! 5 4 p 3 p 2 p 1 5 24

The number of permutations of
4 objects taken 2 at a time is:

4P2 5   4! } 
(4 2 2)!

   5   4 p 3 p 2! } 
2!

   5 12

✓ GUIDED PRACTICE for Example 2

 3. WHAT IF? In Example 2, suppose your band has written 15 songs. You will 
record 9 of them for a CD. In how many ways can you arrange the songs 
on the CD?

DIVIDE COMMON 
FACTORS

When you divide 
out common factors, 
remember that 3! is a 
factor of 12!.

CD RECORDING Your band has written 12 songs and plans to record 9 of them 
for a CD. In how many ways can you arrange the songs on the CD?

Solution

To find the number of permutations of 9 songs chosen from 12, find 12P9.

 12P9 5   12! } 
(12 2 9)!

   Permutations formula

 5   12! } 
3!

   Subtract.

 5     12 p 11 p 10 p 9 p 8 p 7 p 6 p 5 p 4 p 3!   }}}}}}}}}}}}}}}  
3!

   
Expand factorials.

  Divide out common factor, 3!.

 5 79,833,600 Multiply.

c There are 79,833,600 ways to arrange 9 songs out of 12.

E X A M P L E 2 Use a permutations formula

1,816,214,400 ways
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Extra Example 3
Ten students in your science class 
are giving reports on endangered 
animals. The order of the reports is 
chosen at random. Find the proba-
bility that your report on the hump-
back whale is first and your friend’s 
report on the American crocodile is 

second.   1 } 
90

  

Closing the Lesson
Have students summarize the major 
points of the lesson and answer the 
Essential Question: How do you use 
the formula for permutations? 
• A permutation is an arrangement 

of objects in which order is 
important.

• The product of positive integers 
from 1 to n is called n factorial 
(n !). 4! is 4 p 3 p 2 p 1 or 24.

Use the formula nPn 5 n ! to find the 
arrangement of n objects. You can 
arrange 5 objects in 5P5 5 5! ways, 
or 5 p 4 p 3 p 2 p 1 5 120 ways.  
Use the permutations formula 

nPr 5   n ! } 
(n 2 r)!

   to find the number of 

permutations of n objects taken r 
at a time. You can arrange 2 of 

5 objects in   5! } 
(5 2 2)!

   5   5! } 
3!

  , or 20 
ways. 

To find a probability using permuta-
tions, use formulas to write a ratio 
of favorable to possible outcomes. 

Differentiated Instruction

Visual Learners For Step 2 in Example 3, draw a simple  
diagram to show why the number of outcomes is 10!.

n1te-1302-01di-t

chorus remaining
10 floats

soccer
team

2nd1st

The number of permutations of the remaining 10 floats is given 
by 10P10 5 10!.

See also the Differentiated Instruction Resources for more 
strategies.
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32. MOVIES Six friends go to a movie theater. In how many different ways 
can they sit together in a row of 6 empty seats?

  

 33. ★ MULTIPLE CHOICE You plan to visit 4 stores during a shopping trip. In 
how many orders can you visit these stores?

A 4 B 16 C 24 D 256

  

34.  MULTIPLE REPRESENTATIONS You and your friend are two of 
4 servers working a shift in a restaurant. The host assigns tables of new 
diners to the servers in a particular order. This order remains the same, 
so that all servers are likely to wait on the same number of tables by the 
end of the shift.

  a.  Making a List List all the possible orders in which the host can assign 
tables to the servers.

  b.  Using a Formula Use the formula for permutations to find the 
number of ways in which the host can assign tables to the servers.

  c.  Describe in Words What is the likelihood that you and your friend are 
assigned the first 2 tables? Explain your answer using probability.

FACTORIALS AND PERMUTATIONS Evaluate the expression.

12. 1! 13. 3! 14. 0! 15. 5!

 16. 8! 17. 10! 18. 12! 19. 13!

 20. 5P2 21. 7P3 22. 9P1 23. 6P5

 24. 8P8 25. 12P0 26. 30P2 27. 25P5

ERROR ANALYSIS Describe and correct the error in evaluating the expression.

 28. 
11P7 5   11! } 

(11 2 7)
   5   11! } 

4
   5 9,979,200

 29. 

 

5P3 5   5! } 
3!

   5   5 p 4 p 3! } 
3!

   5 20

 30. ★ MULTIPLE CHOICE The judges in an art contest award prizes for first, 
second, and third place out of 11 entries. Which expression gives the 
number of ways the judges can award first, second, and third place?

 A   3! } 
11!

   B   8! } 
11!

   C   11! } 
8!

   D   11! } 
3!

  

 31. CHALLENGE Consider a set of 4 objects and a set of n objects.

  a.  Are there more permutations of all 4 of the objects or of 3 of the
4 objects? Justify your answer using an organized list. 

  b.  In general, are there more permutations of n objects taken n at a 
time or of n objects taken n 2 1 at a time? Justify your answer using 
the formula for the number of permutations.

EXAMPLE 2

for Exs. 12–30 

EXAMPLE 2

for Exs. 32–33 

PROBLEM SOLVING

 5  MULTIPLE 
REPRESENTATIONS

EXAMPLE 3

for Exs. 34–38 

 ★ 5  STANDARDIZED 
TEST PRACTICE

  5  See WORKED-OUT SOLUTIONS
in Student Resources

B

C

A

1 6 1 120

40,320 3,628,800 479,001,600 6,227,020,800

20 210 9 720

40,320 1 870 6,375,600

28. The 
denominator 
of the fraction 
should be 
(11 2 7)!, not 
(11 2 7); 

  11! } 
(11 2 7)!

   5   11! } 
4!

   5

1,663,200. C

a–b. See margin.

720 ways

C

See margin.

24 ways

See margin.

29. The 
denominator 
of the fraction 
should be 
(5 2 3)!, not 3!; 

  5! } 
(5 2 3)!

   5   5! } 
2!

   5 

60.

718 
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 35. ★ SHORT RESPONSE Every student in your history class is required to 
present a project in front of the class. Each day, 4 students make their 
presentations in an order chosen at random by the teacher. You make 
your presentation on the first day.

  a.  What is the probability that you are chosen to be the first or second 
presenter on the first day? Explain how you found your answer.

  b.  What is the probability that you are chosen to be the second or third 
presenter on the first day? Compare your answer with that in part (a).

 36. HISTORY EXAM On an exam, you are asked to list 5 historical events in 
the order in which they occurred. You guess the order of the events at 
random. What is the probability that you choose the correct order?

 37. SPIRIT You make 6 posters to hold up at a basketball game. Each poster 
has a letter of the word TIGERS. You and 5 friends sit next to each other in 
a row. The posters are distributed at random. What is the probability that 
TIGERS is spelled correctly when you hold up the posters?

 38. BAND COMPETITION Seven marching bands will perform at a 
competition. The order of the performances is determined at random. 
What is the probability that your school band will perform first, followed 
by the band from the one other high school in your town?

 39. CHALLENGE You are one of 10 students performing in a school talent 
show. The order of the performances is determined at random. The 
first five performers go on stage before the intermission, while the 
remaining five performers go on stage after the intermission.

  a.  What is the probability that you are the last performer before the 
intermission and your rival performs immediately before you?

  b.  What is the probability that you are not the first performer?

See EXTRA PRACTICE in Student Resources ONLINE QUIZ at my.hrw.com

 1. MARBLES A bag contains 16 red marbles and 8 white marbles. You 
select a marble at random.

  a. What is the probability that you select a red marble?

  b. What are the odds in favor of selecting a red marble? 

 2. PASSWORD The password for an e-mail account is the word FISH 
followed by a 3-digit number. The 3-digit number contains the digits 1, 2, 
and 3. How many different passwords are possible?

QUIZ

B

C

35a.   1 } 
2
  . 

Sample answer: 
Make a list 
of possible 
permutations 
and count the 
number in which 
you are fi rst 
or second and 
divide it by 
the total number 
of outcomes.

  1 } 
2
  ; the answers are the same.

  1 } 
120

  

  1 } 
720

  

  1 } 
42

  

   1 } 
90

  

   9 } 
10

  

   2 } 
3
  

2 : 1

6

  719
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4 	PRACTICE		
and APPly

Differentiated	Instruction
See Differentiated Instruction 
Resources for suggestions on 
addressing the needs of a diverse 
classroom.

Homework	Check
For a quick check of student under-
standing of key concepts, go over 
the following exercises:
Basic: 6, 13, 22, 32, 34
Average: 8, 15, 24, 33, 35
Advanced: 10, 17, 26, 36, 37

Extra	Practice
• Student Edition
• Chapter Resource Book: 

Practice levels A, B, C

Practice Worksheet

An easily-readable reduced 
practice page can be found at 
the beginning of this chapter.

31a. They are the same; 4 of 4 items: ABCD, ABDC, ACBD, ACDB, ADBC, 
ADCB, BACD, BADC, BCDA, BCAD, BDAC, BDCA, CABD, CADB, CBAD, 
CBDA, CDAB, CDBA, DABC, DACB, DBAC, DBCA, DCAB, DCBA; 3 of 4 items: 
ABC, ABD, ACB, ACD, ADB, ADC, BAC, BAD, BCD, BCA, BDA, BDC, CAB, 
CAD, CBA, CBD, CDA, CDB, DAB, DAC, DBA, DBC, DCA, DCB.
31b. See Additional Answers.

Assignment	Guide
Answers for all exercises 
available online
Basic: 
Day 1: 
Exs. 1–19 
Day 2: 
Exs. 20–29, 32–36
Average:  
Day 1: 
Exs. 1–19 
Day 2:  
Exs. 22–30, 32–38
Advanced: 
Day 1:  
Exs. 1–19 
Day 2:  
Exs. 24–39*
Block: 
Exs. 1–19 (with previous lesson) 
Exs. 22–30, 32–38 (with next  
lesson)
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32. MOVIES Six friends go to a movie theater. In how many different ways 
can they sit together in a row of 6 empty seats?

  

 33. ★ MULTIPLE CHOICE You plan to visit 4 stores during a shopping trip. In 
how many orders can you visit these stores?

A 4 B 16 C 24 D 256

  

34.  MULTIPLE REPRESENTATIONS You and your friend are two of 
4 servers working a shift in a restaurant. The host assigns tables of new 
diners to the servers in a particular order. This order remains the same, 
so that all servers are likely to wait on the same number of tables by the 
end of the shift.

  a.  Making a List List all the possible orders in which the host can assign 
tables to the servers.

  b.  Using a Formula Use the formula for permutations to find the 
number of ways in which the host can assign tables to the servers.

  c.  Describe in Words What is the likelihood that you and your friend are 
assigned the first 2 tables? Explain your answer using probability.

FACTORIALS AND PERMUTATIONS Evaluate the expression.

12. 1! 13. 3! 14. 0! 15. 5!

 16. 8! 17. 10! 18. 12! 19. 13!

 20. 5P2 21. 7P3 22. 9P1 23. 6P5

 24. 8P8 25. 12P0 26. 30P2 27. 25P5

ERROR ANALYSIS Describe and correct the error in evaluating the expression.

 28. 
11P7 5   11! } 

(11 2 7)
   5   11! } 

4
   5 9,979,200

 29. 

 

5P3 5   5! } 
3!

   5   5 p 4 p 3! } 
3!

   5 20

 30. ★ MULTIPLE CHOICE The judges in an art contest award prizes for first, 
second, and third place out of 11 entries. Which expression gives the 
number of ways the judges can award first, second, and third place?

 A   3! } 
11!

   B   8! } 
11!

   C   11! } 
8!

   D   11! } 
3!

  

 31. CHALLENGE Consider a set of 4 objects and a set of n objects.

  a.  Are there more permutations of all 4 of the objects or of 3 of the
4 objects? Justify your answer using an organized list. 

  b.  In general, are there more permutations of n objects taken n at a 
time or of n objects taken n 2 1 at a time? Justify your answer using 
the formula for the number of permutations.

EXAMPLE 2

for Exs. 12–30 

EXAMPLE 2

for Exs. 32–33 

PROBLEM SOLVING

 5  MULTIPLE 
REPRESENTATIONS

EXAMPLE 3

for Exs. 34–38 

 ★ 5  STANDARDIZED 
TEST PRACTICE

  5  See WORKED-OUT SOLUTIONS
in Student Resources

B

C

A

1 6 1 120

40,320 3,628,800 479,001,600 6,227,020,800

20 210 9 720

40,320 1 870 6,375,600

28. The 
denominator 
of the fraction 
should be 
(11 2 7)!, not 
(11 2 7); 

  11! } 
(11 2 7)!

   5   11! } 
4!

   5

1,663,200. C

a–b. See margin.

720 ways

C

See margin.

24 ways

See margin.

29. The 
denominator 
of the fraction 
should be 
(5 2 3)!, not 3!; 

  5! } 
(5 2 3)!

   5   5! } 
2!

   5 

60.
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 35. ★ SHORT RESPONSE Every student in your history class is required to 
present a project in front of the class. Each day, 4 students make their 
presentations in an order chosen at random by the teacher. You make 
your presentation on the first day.

  a.  What is the probability that you are chosen to be the first or second 
presenter on the first day? Explain how you found your answer.

  b.  What is the probability that you are chosen to be the second or third 
presenter on the first day? Compare your answer with that in part (a).

 36. HISTORY EXAM On an exam, you are asked to list 5 historical events in 
the order in which they occurred. You guess the order of the events at 
random. What is the probability that you choose the correct order?

 37. SPIRIT You make 6 posters to hold up at a basketball game. Each poster 
has a letter of the word TIGERS. You and 5 friends sit next to each other in 
a row. The posters are distributed at random. What is the probability that 
TIGERS is spelled correctly when you hold up the posters?

 38. BAND COMPETITION Seven marching bands will perform at a 
competition. The order of the performances is determined at random. 
What is the probability that your school band will perform first, followed 
by the band from the one other high school in your town?

 39. CHALLENGE You are one of 10 students performing in a school talent 
show. The order of the performances is determined at random. The 
first five performers go on stage before the intermission, while the 
remaining five performers go on stage after the intermission.

  a.  What is the probability that you are the last performer before the 
intermission and your rival performs immediately before you?

  b.  What is the probability that you are not the first performer?

See EXTRA PRACTICE in Student Resources ONLINE QUIZ at my.hrw.com

 1. MARBLES A bag contains 16 red marbles and 8 white marbles. You 
select a marble at random.

  a. What is the probability that you select a red marble?

  b. What are the odds in favor of selecting a red marble? 

 2. PASSWORD The password for an e-mail account is the word FISH 
followed by a 3-digit number. The 3-digit number contains the digits 1, 2, 
and 3. How many different passwords are possible?

QUIZ

B

C

35a.   1 } 
2
  . 

Sample answer: 
Make a list 
of possible 
permutations 
and count the 
number in which 
you are fi rst 
or second and 
divide it by 
the total number 
of outcomes.

  1 } 
2
  ; the answers are the same.

  1 } 
120

  

  1 } 
720

  

  1 } 
42

  

   1 } 
90

  

   9 } 
10

  

   2 } 
3
  

2 : 1

6

  719
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5 	ASSESS	and	
REtEAch

Daily	homework	Quiz
Also available online
1. Find the number of ways you  

can arrange all of the letters of 
the word BOUNDARY and then  
3 of the letters of the word.  
40,320 ways; 336 ways

2. Evaluate 6P3. 120
3. Evaluate 14P9. 726,485,760
4. There are 8 students auditioning 

for the main role in a school play. 
The order of the student auditions 
is chosen at random. Find the 
probability that you are chosen 
first to audition and your friend 

 Petra is chosen second.   1 } 
56

  

Online Quiz 

Available at my.hrw.com

Diagnosis/Remediation
• Practice A, B, C in Chapter 

Resource Book
• Study Guide in Chapter Resource 

Book
• Practice Workbook
• @HomeTutor

challenge
Additional challenge is available  
in the Chapter Resource Book.

Quiz

An easily-readable reduced 
copy of the quiz from the 
Assessment Book can be 
found at the beginning of this 
chapter. 

34a. ABCD, ABDC, ACBD, ACDB, 
ADBC, ADCB, BACD, BADC, BCDA, 
BCAD, BDAC, BDCA, CABD, CADB, 
CBAD, CBDA, CDAB, CDBA, DABC, 
DACB, DBAC, DBCA, DCAB, DCBA

34c.   1 } 
6
  . Sample answer: Say A and B 

represent you and your friend. 
There are 4 permutations in the list 
from part (a) in which A and B are 
given the first 2 tables. There are 
24 total permutations, so the prob-
ability that you and your friend are 

given the first two tables is   4 } 
24

   5   1 } 
6
  .
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E X A M P L E 2 Use the combinations formula

LUNCH MENU You order a sandwich at a restaurant. You can choose 2 side 
dishes from a list of 8. How many combinations of side dishes are possible?

Solution 

The order in which you choose the side dishes is not important. So, to find 
the number of combinations of 8 side dishes taken 2 at a time, find 8C2.

 8C2 5   8! } 
(8 2 2)! p 2!

   Combinations formula

 5   8! } 
6! p 2!

   Subtract.

 5   8 p 7 p 6! } 
6! p (2 p 1)

   
Expand factorials.

  
Divide out common factor, 6!.

 5 28 Simplify.

c There are 28 different combinations of side dishes you can order.

✓ GUIDED PRACTICE for Examples 2 and 3

 2. WHAT IF? In Example 2, suppose you can choose 3 side dishes out of the
list of 8 side dishes. How many combinations are possible?

 3. WHAT IF? In Example 3, suppose there are 20 photos in the collage. Find 
the probability that your photo and your friend’s photo are the two placed 
at the top of the page.

E X A M P L E 3 Find a probability using combinations

PHOTOGRAPHY A yearbook editor has selected 
14 photos, including one of you and one of your friend, 
to use in a collage for the yearbook. The photos are 
placed at random. There is room for 2 photos at the top 
of the page. What is the probability that your photo 
and your friend’s photo are the two placed at the top 
of the page? 

Solution 

STEP 1 Write the number of possible outcomes as the number of 
combinations of 14 photos taken 2 at a time, or 14C2, because 
the order in which the photos are chosen is not important. 

 14C2 5   14! }} 
(14 2 2)! p 2!

   5   14! } 
12! p 2!

   5   14 p 13 p 12! } 
12! p (2 p 1)

   5 91

STEP 2 Find the number of favorable outcomes. Only one of the possible 
combinations includes your photo and your friend’s photo. 

STEP 3 Calculate the probability.
 P(your photo and your friend’s photos are chosen) 5   1 } 

91
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56 combinations

  1 } 
190
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Key Vocabulary
• combination

 Before You used permutations to count possibilities.

  Now You will use combinations to count possibilities.

 Why? So you can find the probability of an event, as in Example 3.

Find Probabilities
Using Combinations

A combination is a selection of objects in which order is not important. For 
instance, in a drawing for 3 identical prizes, you would use combinations, 
because the order of the winners would not matter. If the prizes were 
different, you would use permutations, because the order would matter.

Count the combinations of two letters from the list A, B, C, D.

Solution 

List all of the permutations of two letters in the list A, B, C, D. Because order 
is not important in a combination, cross out any duplicate pairs.

 AB AC AD BA BC BD

 CA CB CD  DA DB DC

c There are 6 possible combinations of 2 letters from the list A, B, C, D.

  at my.hrw.com 

E X A M P L E 1 Count combinations

BD and DB are 
the same pair.

✓ GUIDED PRACTICE for Example 1

 1. Count the combinations of 3 letters from the list A, B, C, D, E.

COMBINATIONS In Example 1, you found the number of combinations 
of objects by making an organized list. You can also find the number of 
combinations using the following formula.

KEY CONCEPT For Your Notebook
Combinations
Formula Example

The number of combinations of
n objects taken r at a time, where 
r ≤ n, is given by:

 nCr 5   n! } 
(n 2 r)! p r!

  

The number of combinations of 
4 objects taken 2 at a time is:

 4C2 5   4! } 
(4 2 2)! p 2!

   5   4 p 3 p 2! } 
2! p (2 p 1)

   5 6
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CC.9-12.S.CP.9(1)  Use 
permutations and combinations 
to compute probabilities of 
compound events and solve 
problems.*
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1 	PLAN	and	
PREPARE	

Warm-Up	Exercises
Also available online
1. Evaluate 6P2. 30
2. Evaluate 15P8. 259,459,200
3. You are given the 6 letter tiles, E, 

K, M, N, O, and Y, face down in no 
particular order. Find the prob-
ability that the letter tiles spell 
MONKEY as each tile is turned 

 over from left to right.   1 } 
720

  

Notetaking	Guide
Available online
Promotes interactive learning and 
notetaking skills.

Pacing
Basic: 1 day
Average: 1 day
Advanced: 1 day
Block: 0.5 block with previous lesson
• See Teaching Guide/Lesson Plan.

2 	FOCUS	and	
MOTIVATE

Essential	Question
Big Idea 1
How do you use combinations to 
count possibilities? Tell students 
they will learn how to answer this 
question by using a formula to find 
the number of combinations of 
selected objects.

Standards for Mathematical Content  High School

720

CC.9-12.S.CP.1 Describe events as subsets of a sample space (the set of 
outcomes) using characteristics (or categories) of the outcomes, or as unions, 
intersections, or complements of other events (“or,” “and,” “not”).*
CC.9-12.S.CP.9(+) Use permutations and combinations to compute probabilities 
of compound events and solve problems.*
CC.9-12.S.MD.6(+) Use probabilities to make fair decisions (e.g., drawing by 
lots, using a random number generator).*

CC.9-12.S.MD.7(+) Analyze decisions and strategies using probability concepts 
(e.g., product testing, medical testing, pulling a hockey goalie at the end of a 
game).*
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E X A M P L E 2 Use the combinations formula

LUNCH MENU You order a sandwich at a restaurant. You can choose 2 side 
dishes from a list of 8. How many combinations of side dishes are possible?

Solution 

The order in which you choose the side dishes is not important. So, to find 
the number of combinations of 8 side dishes taken 2 at a time, find 8C2.

 8C2 5   8! } 
(8 2 2)! p 2!

   Combinations formula

 5   8! } 
6! p 2!

   Subtract.

 5   8 p 7 p 6! } 
6! p (2 p 1)

   
Expand factorials.

  
Divide out common factor, 6!.

 5 28 Simplify.

c There are 28 different combinations of side dishes you can order.

✓ GUIDED PRACTICE for Examples 2 and 3

 2. WHAT IF? In Example 2, suppose you can choose 3 side dishes out of the
list of 8 side dishes. How many combinations are possible?

 3. WHAT IF? In Example 3, suppose there are 20 photos in the collage. Find 
the probability that your photo and your friend’s photo are the two placed 
at the top of the page.

E X A M P L E 3 Find a probability using combinations

PHOTOGRAPHY A yearbook editor has selected 
14 photos, including one of you and one of your friend, 
to use in a collage for the yearbook. The photos are 
placed at random. There is room for 2 photos at the top 
of the page. What is the probability that your photo 
and your friend’s photo are the two placed at the top 
of the page? 

Solution 

STEP 1 Write the number of possible outcomes as the number of 
combinations of 14 photos taken 2 at a time, or 14C2, because 
the order in which the photos are chosen is not important. 

 14C2 5   14! }} 
(14 2 2)! p 2!

   5   14! } 
12! p 2!

   5   14 p 13 p 12! } 
12! p (2 p 1)

   5 91

STEP 2 Find the number of favorable outcomes. Only one of the possible 
combinations includes your photo and your friend’s photo. 

STEP 3 Calculate the probability.
 P(your photo and your friend’s photos are chosen) 5   1 } 

91
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190
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Key Vocabulary
• combination

 Before You used permutations to count possibilities.

  Now You will use combinations to count possibilities.

 Why? So you can find the probability of an event, as in Example 3.

Find Probabilities
Using Combinations

A combination is a selection of objects in which order is not important. For 
instance, in a drawing for 3 identical prizes, you would use combinations, 
because the order of the winners would not matter. If the prizes were 
different, you would use permutations, because the order would matter.

Count the combinations of two letters from the list A, B, C, D.

Solution 

List all of the permutations of two letters in the list A, B, C, D. Because order 
is not important in a combination, cross out any duplicate pairs.

 AB AC AD BA BC BD

 CA CB CD  DA DB DC

c There are 6 possible combinations of 2 letters from the list A, B, C, D.

  at my.hrw.com 

E X A M P L E 1 Count combinations

BD and DB are 
the same pair.

✓ GUIDED PRACTICE for Example 1

 1. Count the combinations of 3 letters from the list A, B, C, D, E.

COMBINATIONS In Example 1, you found the number of combinations 
of objects by making an organized list. You can also find the number of 
combinations using the following formula.

KEY CONCEPT For Your Notebook
Combinations
Formula Example

The number of combinations of
n objects taken r at a time, where 
r ≤ n, is given by:

 nCr 5   n! } 
(n 2 r)! p r!

  

The number of combinations of 
4 objects taken 2 at a time is:

 4C2 5   4! } 
(4 2 2)! p 2!

   5   4 p 3 p 2! } 
2! p (2 p 1)

   5 6
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Motivating the Lesson
You sing in a chorus after school. 
The director will choose at random 
2 songs out of 5 for the chorus to 
learn to sing. You can use combina-
tions to help find the probability 
that the director will choose your 
two favorite songs.

3   TEACH
Extra Example 1
Count the combinations of 2 letters 
from the list A, B, C, D, E. 10

Algebra 
my.hrw.com

An Animated Algebra activity is 
available online for Example 1.  
This activity is also part of Power 
Presentations.

Extra Example 2
You can choose 2 courses out of a 
list of 6. How many combinations of 
electives are possible? 15

Extra Example 3
Your teacher randomly chooses  
2 out of 18 students to give an 
impromptu debate on freedom of 
the press in high school newspa-
pers. What is the probability that 
your teacher chooses you and your 

best friend?   1 } 
153

  

Closing the Lesson
Have students summarize the major 
points of the lesson and answer the 
Essential Question: How do you use 
combinations to count possibilities?
• A combination is a selection of 

objects in which order is not 
important.

Use the formula nCr 5   n ! } 
(n 2 r ) p r !

   to 

find the number of combinations of 
n objects taken r at a time.

Differentiated Instruction

Advanced Have students create two situations in which 2 out 
of 16 objects are selected, with order important in one of the 
situations and not important in the other. Ask students to use the 
situations to compare and contrast permutations and combina-
tions, explaining why the number of selections is greater in one 
than the other, and describing the relationship between the two. 
Tell students it may be necessary to create several situations 
in which order is and is not important to be able to describe the 
relationship between permutations and combinations.
See also the Differentiated Instruction Resources for more 
strategies.
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  EXERCISES 

1. VOCABULARY Copy and complete: A(n)    ?    is a selection of objects in 
which order is not important.

2. ★ WRITING Explain how a combination differs from a permutation.

3. COMBINATIONS How many combinations of 3 letters from the list 
A, B, C, D, E, F are possible? 

4. ERROR ANALYSIS Describe and correct the error 
in listing all of the possible combinations of 
2 letters from the list A, B, C.

5. ERROR ANALYSIS Describe and correct the 
error in evaluating 9C4. 

COMBINATIONS Evaluate the expression.

6. 5C1 7. 8C5 8. 9C9 9. 8C6

 10. 12C3 11. 11C4 12. 15C8 13. 20C5

14. ★ MULTIPLE CHOICE What is the value of 10C6?

A 7 B 60 C 210 D 151,200

15. ★ MULTIPLE CHOICE You have the first season of your favorite television 
show on a set of DVDs. The set contains 13 episodes. You have time to 
watch 3 episodes. How many combinations of 3 episodes can you watch?

A 286 B 572 C 1716 D 589,680

★ SHORT RESPONSE In Exercises 16–19, tell whether the question can be
answered using combinations or permutations. Explain your choice, then 
answer the question.

16. Four students from your class of 120 students will be selected to organize 
a fundraiser. How many groups of 4 students are possible?

17. Ten students are auditioning for 3 different roles in a play. In how many 
ways can the 3 roles be filled?

18. To complete an exam, you must answer 8 questions from a list of 
10 questions. In how many ways can you complete the exam?

19. In how many ways can 5 people sit in a car that holds 5 passengers?

 20. ★ WRITING Which is greater, 6Pr or 6Cr? Justify your answer.

 21. REASONING Write an equation that relates nPr and nCr . Explain your
reasoning.

 22. CHALLENGE Prove that nCr 5 nCn – r . Explain why this makes sense.

EXAMPLE 1

for Exs. 3, 4 

EXAMPLE 2

for Exs. 5–15 9C4 5   9! } 
(9 2 4)!

   5   9! } 
5!

   5 3024

AB BA CA
AC BC CB

HOMEWORK
KEY

  5  See WORKED-OUT SOLUTIONS
Exs. 7 and 25

 ★ 5  STANDARDIZED TEST PRACTICE
Exs. 2, 14–20, and 25

SKILL PRACTICE

combination

See margin.

20 combinations

See margin.

See margin.

5 56 1 28

220 330 6435 15,504

C

A

16–19. See margin.

2. In a 
combination, the 
order in which 
the objects are 
arranged is not 
important. In 
a permutation, 
the order is 
important.

See margin.

See margin.

See margin.

A

B

C

4. Each 
combination is 
duplicated, since 
the order of the 
letters does not 
matter. AB and 
BA are the same, 
as are CA and AC 
and BC and CB; 
list: AB, AC, BC.

5. Sample 
answer: The 
answer given 
was 9P4 not 9C4; 

  9! } 
(9 2 4)! p 4!

   5 

  9! } 
5! p 4!

   5 126.
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 23. RESTAURANT You are ordering a burrito with 2 main ingredients and 
3 toppings. The menu below shows the possible choices. How many 
different burritos are possible?

  

  
   
   
   

   

24. WORK SCHEDULE You work 3 evenings each week at a bookstore. Your 
supervisor assigns you 3 evenings at random from the 7 possibilities. What 
is the probability that your schedule this week includes working on Friday? 

  

 25. ★ SHORT RESPONSE On a television game show, 9 members of the 
studio audience are randomly selected to be eligible contestants. 

  a. Six of the 9 eligible contestants are randomly chosen to play a game  
  on the stage. How many combinations of 6 players from the group of  
  eligible contestants are possible? 

  b. You and your two friends are part of the group of 9 eligible   
  contestants. What is the probability that all three of you are chosen  
  to play the game on stage? Explain how you found your answer. 

 26. REPRESENTATIVES Your teacher chooses 2 students at random to 
represent your homeroom. The homeroom has a total of 30 students, 
including your best friend. What is the probability that you and your best 
friend are chosen? What is the probability that you are chosen first and 
your best friend is chosen second? Which event is more likely to occur?

 27. CHALLENGE There are 30 students in your class. Your science teacher 
will choose 5 students at random to complete a group project. Find 
the probability that you and your 2 best friends in the science class are 
chosen to work in the group. Explain how you found your answer. 

PROBLEM SOLVING

EXAMPLE 2

for Ex. 23 

EXAMPLE 3

for Exs. 24–26 

See EXTRA PRACTICE in Student Resources ONLINE QUIZ at my.hrw.com

A

B

C

840 burritos

  3 } 
7
  

84 combinations

See margin.

26.   1 } 
435

  ;   1 } 
870

  ;

my best friend 
and I are chosen, 
regardless of 
order.

See margin.
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4 	PRACTICE		
and APPly

Differentiated	Instruction
See Differentiated Instruction 
Resources for suggestions on 
addressing the needs of a diverse 
classroom.

Homework	Check
For a quick check of student under-
standing of key concepts, go over 
the following exercises:
Basic: 3, 8, 16, 23, 24
Average: 4, 10, 17, 24, 25
Advanced: 3, 12, 18, 25, 26

Extra	Practice
• Student Edition
• Chapter Resource Book: 

Practice levels A, B, C

Practice Worksheet

An easily-readable reduced 
practice page can be found at 
the beginning of this chapter.

16. Combinations; the order in 
which the students are picked  
for the group does not matter, 
8,214,570 groups.
17. Permutations; since the roles 
are different, the order in which 
students are selected for the roles 
matters, 720 ways.
18. Combinations; the order in 
which you answer the questions 
does not matter, 45 ways.

19. Permutations; the arrangement of 
people in the car matters, 120 ways.
20–22. See Additional Answers.

Differentiated Instruction

Kinesthetic	learners Some students may have trouble 
distinguishing between combinations and permutations. For 
Exercises 3 and 4, have students write single letters on index 
cards and use the cards to compute combinations and permuta-
tions by sorting them. Provide additional exercises to be solved 
using the cards, such as distinguishing 3C2 5 3 from 3P2 5 6, and 
distinguishing 5C2 5 10 from 5P2 5 20.

See also the Differentiated Instruction Resources for more 
strategies.

Assignment	Guide
Answers for all exercises 
available online
Basic: 
Day 1: 
Exs. 1–17, 23–25
Average:  
Day 1: 
Exs. 1–5, 6–14 even, 15–20, 23–26
Advanced: 
Day 1: 
Exs. 1–3, 10–27*
Block: 
Exs. 1–5, 6–14 even, 15–20, 23–26 
(with previous lesson)
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  EXERCISES 

1. VOCABULARY Copy and complete: A(n)    ?    is a selection of objects in 
which order is not important.

2. ★ WRITING Explain how a combination differs from a permutation.

3. COMBINATIONS How many combinations of 3 letters from the list 
A, B, C, D, E, F are possible? 

4. ERROR ANALYSIS Describe and correct the error 
in listing all of the possible combinations of 
2 letters from the list A, B, C.

5. ERROR ANALYSIS Describe and correct the 
error in evaluating 9C4. 

COMBINATIONS Evaluate the expression.

6. 5C1 7. 8C5 8. 9C9 9. 8C6

 10. 12C3 11. 11C4 12. 15C8 13. 20C5

14. ★ MULTIPLE CHOICE What is the value of 10C6?

A 7 B 60 C 210 D 151,200

15. ★ MULTIPLE CHOICE You have the first season of your favorite television 
show on a set of DVDs. The set contains 13 episodes. You have time to 
watch 3 episodes. How many combinations of 3 episodes can you watch?

A 286 B 572 C 1716 D 589,680

★ SHORT RESPONSE In Exercises 16–19, tell whether the question can be
answered using combinations or permutations. Explain your choice, then 
answer the question.

16. Four students from your class of 120 students will be selected to organize 
a fundraiser. How many groups of 4 students are possible?

17. Ten students are auditioning for 3 different roles in a play. In how many 
ways can the 3 roles be filled?

18. To complete an exam, you must answer 8 questions from a list of 
10 questions. In how many ways can you complete the exam?

19. In how many ways can 5 people sit in a car that holds 5 passengers?

 20. ★ WRITING Which is greater, 6Pr or 6Cr? Justify your answer.

 21. REASONING Write an equation that relates nPr and nCr . Explain your
reasoning.

 22. CHALLENGE Prove that nCr 5 nCn – r . Explain why this makes sense.

EXAMPLE 1

for Exs. 3, 4 

EXAMPLE 2

for Exs. 5–15 9C4 5   9! } 
(9 2 4)!

   5   9! } 
5!

   5 3024

AB BA CA
AC BC CB

HOMEWORK
KEY

  5  See WORKED-OUT SOLUTIONS
Exs. 7 and 25

 ★ 5  STANDARDIZED TEST PRACTICE
Exs. 2, 14–20, and 25

SKILL PRACTICE

combination

See margin.

20 combinations

See margin.

See margin.

5 56 1 28

220 330 6435 15,504

C

A

16–19. See margin.

2. In a 
combination, the 
order in which 
the objects are 
arranged is not 
important. In 
a permutation, 
the order is 
important.

See margin.

See margin.

See margin.

A

B

C

4. Each 
combination is 
duplicated, since 
the order of the 
letters does not 
matter. AB and 
BA are the same, 
as are CA and AC 
and BC and CB; 
list: AB, AC, BC.

5. Sample 
answer: The 
answer given 
was 9P4 not 9C4; 

  9! } 
(9 2 4)! p 4!

   5 

  9! } 
5! p 4!

   5 126.
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 23. RESTAURANT You are ordering a burrito with 2 main ingredients and 
3 toppings. The menu below shows the possible choices. How many 
different burritos are possible?

  

  
   
   
   

   

24. WORK SCHEDULE You work 3 evenings each week at a bookstore. Your 
supervisor assigns you 3 evenings at random from the 7 possibilities. What 
is the probability that your schedule this week includes working on Friday? 

  

 25. ★ SHORT RESPONSE On a television game show, 9 members of the 
studio audience are randomly selected to be eligible contestants. 

  a. Six of the 9 eligible contestants are randomly chosen to play a game  
  on the stage. How many combinations of 6 players from the group of  
  eligible contestants are possible? 

  b. You and your two friends are part of the group of 9 eligible   
  contestants. What is the probability that all three of you are chosen  
  to play the game on stage? Explain how you found your answer. 

 26. REPRESENTATIVES Your teacher chooses 2 students at random to 
represent your homeroom. The homeroom has a total of 30 students, 
including your best friend. What is the probability that you and your best 
friend are chosen? What is the probability that you are chosen first and 
your best friend is chosen second? Which event is more likely to occur?

 27. CHALLENGE There are 30 students in your class. Your science teacher 
will choose 5 students at random to complete a group project. Find 
the probability that you and your 2 best friends in the science class are 
chosen to work in the group. Explain how you found your answer. 

PROBLEM SOLVING

EXAMPLE 2

for Ex. 23 

EXAMPLE 3

for Exs. 24–26 

See EXTRA PRACTICE in Student Resources ONLINE QUIZ at my.hrw.com

A

B

C

840 burritos

  3 } 
7
  

84 combinations

See margin.

26.   1 } 
435

  ;   1 } 
870

  ;

my best friend 
and I are chosen, 
regardless of 
order.

See margin.
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5 	ASSESS	and	
REtEAch

Daily	homework	Quiz
Also available online
1. You can choose 3 toppings for 

a pizza out of 14 for no extra 
charge. How many combinations 
of pizza toppings are possible?  
364 combinations

2. Evaluate 9C4. 126
3. Evaluate 11C6. 462
4. Two out of 10 flag twirlers are 

randomly chosen to lead the 
flag twirlers in a school parade. 
What is the probability that the 
two flag twirlers are you and 

 your sister?   1 } 
45

  

Online Quiz 

Available at my.hrw.com

Diagnosis/Remediation
• Practice A, B, C in Chapter 

Resource Book
• Study Guide in Chapter Resource 

Book
• Practice Workbook
• @HomeTutor

challenge
Additional challenge is available  
in the Chapter Resource Book.

25b.   5 } 
21

  . Sample answer: There are 

84 possible outcomes of the choice. 
Find the number of combinations 
that include you and your 2 friends. 
After you and your friends are  
chosen, 3 other contestants from  
a pool of 6 can be chosen in any 
combination, so the number of 
favorable combinations is 6C3 5 20. 
The probability that you and your 

friends are chosen is   20 } 
84

   5   5 } 
21

  .

27. See Additional Answers.
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 E X A M P L E  2  Find the number of permutations

BATTING ORDER Before each softball game, your coach announces
the batting order of the 9 starting players. This is the order in which
the starting players will bat. How many batting orders can be formed
using 9 players on your team of 15 players? 

Solution

You are fi nding nPr where n 5 15 and r 5 9. Enter 15 for n.

Press . Go to the PRB menu and select nPr .
Then enter 9 for r.

c There are 1,816,214,400 possible batting orders.

 Q U E S T I O N   How can you find combinations and permutations using a 
graphing calculator?

 E X A M P L E  1  Find the number of combinations

STARTERS There are 15 players on your softball team, but only 9 of 
them can be the starting players in one game. How many combinations 
of starting players are possible? 

Solution

You are fi nding nCr where n 5 15 and r 5 9. Enter 15 for n.

Press . Go to the PRB menu and select nCr . 
Then enter 9 for r.

c There are 5005 possible combinations of starting players.

 P R A C T I C E

Evaluate the expression.

 1. 7C4 2. 6C6 3. 10C3 4. 16C8

 5. 9P5 6. 7P6 7. 11P8 8. 12P5

 9. GROUP PROJECT Your teacher selects 3 students from a class of 28 students 
to work on a project in a group. Within the group, one member must be the 
writer, one must be the researcher, and one must be the presenter. 

  a. How many different groups of 3 can your teacher select?

  b.  After the group is formed, in how many ways can the roles in the 
group be assigned?

Find Permutations and Combinations 

my.hrw.com
 Keystrokes

    Graphing
Calculator ACTIVITY Use after Find Probabilities

Using Combinations

35 1 120 12,870

15,120 5040 6,652,800 95,040

3276 groups

6 ways

Use appropriate tools 
 strategically.
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1 	PLAN	and	
PREPARE	

Learn	the	Method
• Students will find combinations 

and permutations using a  
graphing calculator.

• After the activity, students can 
use a graphing calculator to check 
their solutions in Exercises 6–19 in 
the previous lesson.

Keystroke	Help
Keystrokes for several models 
of calculators are available in 
blackline format in the Chapter 
Resource Book.

2 		TEACH
Tips	for	Success
Make sure that students use the 
correct sequence of keystrokes, 
the correct numbers for n and r, 
and select the correct item from 
the PRB menu.

Extra	Example	1
Your supervisor at the tutoring 
center chooses 4 students out of 
20 to tutor after school. How many 
combinations of student tutors are 
possible? 4845 combinations

Extra	Example	2
One student each will tutor reading, 
algebra, history, and writing. In how 
many ways can the tutoring roles be 
assigned using all 20 students?  
116,280 ways

3 	ASSESS	and	
RETEACH

For given values of n and r, which 
number is greater, nCr or nPr? nPr , 
unless r 5 0 or r 5 1, in which 
case nCr 5 nPr

 CC.9-12.S.CP.9(+) Use 
 permutations and 

 combinations to compute  probabilities 
of compound events and solve 
 problems.* 

Use appropriate 
tools strategically.

724
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 1. MULTI-STEP PROBLEM There are 5743 known 
amphibian species in the world. Of these, 
1856 species are judged to be at risk of 
extinction, and another 113 species may 
already be extinct. 

 a. Find the probability that an 
  amphibian species chosen at 
  random is at risk of extinction.

 b.  Find the probability that an 
amphibian species chosen at 
random may already be extinct.

 2. MULTI-STEP PROBLEM You are ordering an 
omelet with two ingredients. You can choose 
from the following list: cheese, mushrooms, 
onions, tomatoes, peppers, sausage, ham, 
and steak. 

  a.  Make an organized list of all the possible 
omelets that you can order. 

  b.  Use a permutation or combination 
formula to find the number of possible 
omelets.

 3. MULTI-STEP PROBLEM In NCAA women’s 
basketball tournaments from 1982 to 2003, 
teams seeded, or ranked, number one have 
won 283 games and lost 71 games in the 
tournament. Suppose a team is chosen 
at random from all those that have been 
seeded number one.

  a.  What is the probability that the team won 
a game in the tournament?

  b.  What are the odds in favor of the team’s 
having won a game in the tournament? 

 4. SHORT RESPONSE A meteorologist reports 
that there is a 15% chance of snow tomorrow. 
What are the odds in favor of snow tomorrow? 
Explain how you found your answer. 

 5. OPEN-ENDED Describe a real-world 
situation in which the number of possible 
arrangements is given by 10P2.

 6. EXTENDED RESPONSE A survey asked a total 
of 400 students, 100 male students and 
100 female students who were 13 and 
15 years old, about their eating habits. The 
table shows the numbers of students who 
said that they eat fruit every day.

  a.  Find the probability that a female student, 
chosen at random from the students 
surveyed, eats fruit every day.

  b.  Find the probability that a 15-year-old 
student, chosen at random from the 
students surveyed, eats fruit every day.

  c.  You select a student at random from the 
students surveyed. Find the odds against 
the student’s eating fruit every day. 
Explain your reasoning.

 7. GRIDDED ANSWER A music club gives you 
6 free CDs for joining. You would like to 
own 11 of the free CDs that are offered. How 
many combinations of 6 CDs from the 
11 CDs can you choose?

13 years old 15 years old

Male 60 53

Female 61 58

The Puerto Rican crested 
toad is at risk of extinction.
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MIXED REVIEW of Problem Solving

about 0.323

about 0.020

See margin.

28 omelets

283 } 
354

   

283 : 71

See margin.

See margin.

0.595

0.555

See margin.

462 combinations

Make sense of problems and 
persevere in solving them.

 Mixed Review of Problem Solving 725
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2a. cheese, mushrooms; cheese, 
onions; cheese, tomatoes; cheese, 
peppers; cheese, sausage; 
cheese, ham; cheese, steak; 
mushrooms, onions; mushrooms, 
tomatoes; mushrooms, peppers; 
mushrooms, sausage; mushrooms, 
ham; mushrooms, steak; onions, 
tomatoes; onions, peppers; onions, 
sausage; onions, ham; onions, 
steak; tomatoes, peppers; tomatoes, 
sausage; tomatoes, ham; tomatoes, 
steak; peppers, sausage; peppers, 
ham; peppers, steak; sausage, ham; 
sausage, steak; ham, steak
4. 3 : 17. Sample answer: 15% is 

equivalent to   3 } 
20

  . There is a   17 } 
20

   

chance that it will not snow. So, 
the odds in favor of snow are 

  3 } 
20

  :   17 } 
20

   5 3 : 17.

5. Sample answer: A club of 10 stu-
dents is choosing a president and 
vice-president. How many choices 
could the club make?
6c. 21 : 29. Sample answer: The 
total number of students from the 
survey who eat fruit every day is 
232. The total number of students 
surveyed is 400, so 168 students 
surveyed do not eat fruit every day. 
Therefore, the odds against a  
random student from the survey 
eating fruit every day is 168 : 232, 
or 21 : 29.
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No sister or brother

Have a
sister

Have a
brother

Find Probabilities Using Venn Diagrams

 Q U E S T I O N   How can you use a Venn diagram to find probabilities involving 
two events?

You have learned how to compute the probability of one event. 
In some situations, however, you might be interested in the probability that 
two events will occur simultaneously. You also might be interested in the 
probability that at least one of two events will occur. This activity demonstrates 
how a Venn diagram is useful for computing such probabilities.

 E X P L O R E  Use a Venn diagram to collect data

STEP 1 Complete a Venn diagram 
Copy the Venn diagram shown below.  
Ask the members of your class if they 
have a sister, have a brother, have both, 
or have neither. Write their names in the 
appropriate part of the Venn diagram.

STEP 2  Complete a table 
Copy and complete the frequency table. 
When determining the frequency for a 
category, be sure to include all the students 
who are in the category. Note that a student 
can belong to more than one category.

Category Number of students

Have a sister ?

Have a brother ?

Have both a 
sister and brother ?

Do not have a 
sister or brother ?

 D R A W  C O N C L U S I O N S  Use your data to complete these exercises

 1. A student from your class is selected at random. Find the probability of 
each event. Explain how you found your answers.

  a. The student has a sister.

  b. The student has a brother.

  c. The student has a sister and a brother.

  d. The student does not have a sister or a brother.

 2. Find the probability that a randomly selected student from your class 
has either a sister or a brother. Explain how you found your answer.

 3. How could you calculate the answer to Exercise 2 using your answers 
from Exercise 1?

Investigating
       Algebra ACTIVITY Use before Find Probabilities of Disjoint 

and Overlapping Events

1–3. Check students’ work.

Construct viable arguments and 
critique the reasoning of others.
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1 	PLAN	and	
PREPARE

Explore	the	Concept
• Students will use Venn diagrams 

to find probabilities of overlapping 
events.

• This activity leads into the study of 
using intersection to find probabil-
ity in the next lesson, Example 2.

Materials
Each student or pair of students 
will need:
• Activity Support Master  

(Chapter Resource Book)

Recommended	Time
Work activity: 10 min
Discuss results: 5 min

Grouping
Students can work individually or 
in pairs. If students work in pairs, 
each can survey half the class 
about siblings and they can take 
turns filling in the table in Step 2. 

2 		TEACH
Tips	for	Success
Make sure that students write each 
name in only one section of the Venn 
diagram. For example, the name of 
anyone who has both a brother and 
sister should appear only in the pur-
ple section and not also in the blue 
and orange sections.

Key	Discovery
You can use Venn diagrams to 
model and compute the probabili-
ties of two events that can occur 
simultaneously.

3 	ASSESS	and	
RETEACH

1. If two overlapping circles in a 
Venn diagram represent events 
A and B, what probability can 
be calculated from the rectan-
gular region outside the two 
circles? the probability that  
neither A nor B occurs 

CC.9-12.S.CP.1 Describe 
events as subsets of a 

 sample space (the set of outcomes) 
using characteristics (or  categories) 
of the outcomes, or as unions, 
 intersections, or complements of 
other events (“or,” “and,” “not”).*

Construct viable argu-
ments and critique the 
reasoning of others.
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A B

10 

10 10 

10 

J 
J J 

J 

K 
K K 

K Q 
Q Q 

Q 

Find Probabilities of Disjoint 
and Overlapping Events

 Key Vocabulary  
• compound event
• overlapping events
• disjoint or mutually 

exclusive events

When you consider all the outcomes for either of two events A and B, you form 
the union of A and B. When you consider only the outcomes shared by both A and 
B, you form the intersection of A and B. The union or intersection of two events is 
called a compound event.

 

Union of A and B

A B
 

Intersection of A and B

A B
 

Intersection of A and B
is empty.

A B

To find P(A or B) you must consider what outcomes, if any, are in the intersection 
of A and B. Two events are overlapping if they have one or more outcomes in 
common, as shown in the first diagram. Two events are disjoint, or mutually 
exclusive, if they have no outcomes in common, as shown in the third diagram.

E X A M P L E 1 Find probability of disjoint events

A card is randomly selected from a standard deck of 52 cards. What is the 
probability that it is a 10 or a face card?

Solution

Let event A be selecting a 10 and event B be selecting 
a face card. A has 4 outcomes and B has 12 outcomes. 
Because A and B are disjoint, the probability is:

P(A or B) 5 P(A) 1 P(B) 5   4 }} 
52

   1   12 }} 
52

   5   16 } 
52

   5   4 } 
13

   ø 0.308

KEY CONCEPT For Your Notebook
Probability of Compound Events

If A and B are any two events, then the probability of A or B is:

 P(A or B) 5 P(A) 1 P(B) 2 P(A and B)

If A and B are disjoint events, then the probability of A or B is:

 P(A or B) 5 P(A) 1 P(B)

d
m

ac
/A

la
m

y

 Before You found probabilities of simple events.

  Now You will find probabilities of compound events.

 Why? So you can solve problems about meteorology, as in Ex. 44.
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11.4

CC.9-12.S.CP.1  Describe events 
as subsets of a sample space 
(the set of outcomes) using 
characteristics (or categories) 
of the outcomes, or as unions, 
intersections, or complements 
of other events (“or,” “and,” 
“not”).*
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1 	PLAN	and	
PREPARE

Warm-Up	Exercises
Also available online
A card is drawn from a standard 
deck of 52 cards. Find each  
probability.
1. P (a red card)   1 } 

2
  

2. P (a ten)   1 } 
13

  

3. What is the probability that two

 flipped coins show heads?   1 } 
4
  

Notetaking	Guide
Available online
Promotes interactive learning and 
notetaking skills.

Pacing
Basic: 1 day
Average: 1 day
Advanced: 1 day
Block: 0.5 block with previous lesson
• See Teaching Guide/Lesson Plan.

2 	FOCUS	and	
MOTIVATE

Essential	Question
Big Idea 2
A problem such as “find the proba-
bility of getting 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 red 
cards when you draw 5 cards” can 
require many computations. How 
can you simplify the solution? Tell 
students they will learn how to 
answer this question by finding 
the complement of an event.

Standards for Mathematical Content  High School

727

CC.9-12.S.CP.1 Describe events as subsets of a sample space (the set of 
outcomes) using characteristics (or categories) of the outcomes, or as unions, 
intersections, or complements of other events (“or,” “and,” “not”).*
CC.9-12.S.CP.4 Construct and interpret two-way frequency tables of data 
when two categories are associated with each object being classified. Use the 
two-way table as a sample space to decide if events are independent and to 
approximate conditional probabilities.*
CC.9-12.S.CP.5 Recognize and explain the concepts of conditional probability 
and independence in everyday language and everyday situations.*

CC.9-12.S.CP.7 Apply the Addition Rule, P(A or B) 5 P(A) 1 P(B) 2 P(A and B), 
and interpret the answer in terms of the model.*
CC.9-12.S.CP.9(+) Use permutations and combinations to compute probabilities 
of compound events and solve problems.*
CC.9-12.S.MD.6(+) Use probabilities to make fair decisions (e.g., drawing by 
lots, using a random number generator).*
CC.9-12.S.MD.7(+) Analyze decisions and strategies using probability concepts 
(e.g., product testing, medical testing, pulling a hockey goalie at the end of a 
game).*
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E X A M P L E 4 Find probabilities of complements

DICE When two six-sided dice are rolled, 
there are 36 possible outcomes, as shown. 
Find the probability of the given event.

 a. The sum is not 6.

 b. The sum is less than or equal to 9.

Solution

 a. P(sum is not 6) 5 1 2 P(sum is 6) 5 1 2   5 } 
36

   5   31 } 
36

   ø 0.861

 b. P(sum ≤ 9) 5 1 2 P(sum > 9) 5 1 2   6 } 
36

   5   30 } 
36

   5   5 } 
6

   ø 0.833

COMPLEMENTS The event  } A , called the complement of event A, consists of all 
outcomes that are not in A. The notation  } A   is read as “A bar.”

KEY CONCEPT For Your Notebook
Probability of the Complement of an Event

The probability of the complement of A is P( } A  ) 5 1 2 P(A).

ANOTHER WAY

For an alternative 
method for solving the 
problem in Example 
4, see the Problem 
Solving Workshop.

E X A M P L E 5 Use a complement in real life

FORTUNE COOKIES A restaurant gives a free fortune cookie to every guest. The 
restaurant claims there are 500 different messages hidden inside the fortune 
cookies. What is the probability that a group of 5 people receive at least 2 fortune 
cookies with the same message inside?

Solution

The number of ways to give messages to the 5 people is 5005. The number of 
ways to give different messages to the 5 people is 500 p 499 p 498 p 497 p 496. So, 
the probability that at least 2 of the 5 people have the same message is:

 P(at least 2 are the same)  5 1 2 P(none are the same)

 5 1 2   500 p 499 p 498 p 497 p 496   }}}}}}}}}}}}  
5005

  

  ø 0.0199

✓ GUIDED PRACTICE for Examples 4 and 5

Find P( } A  ).

 4. P(A) 5 0.45 5. P(A) 5   1 } 
4

   6. P(A) 5 1 7. P(A) 5 0.03

 8. WHAT IF? In Example 5, how does the answer change if there are only 
100 different messages hidden inside the fortune cookies?

0.55   3 } 
4
  0 0.97

The probability increases 
to about 0.097.
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★
A card is randomly selected from a standard deck of 52 cards. What is the 
probability that it is a face card or a spade?

 A   3 }} 
52

   B   11 }} 
26

   C   25 }} 
52

   D   7 }} 
13

  

BA

J 

J 
J 

K 

K 10 9 8 
7 6 5 4 

3 2 A 
K 

Q 

Q 

J 

K 
Q Q 

E X A M P L E 3 Use a formula to find P(A and B)

SENIOR CLASS Out of 200 students in a senior class, 113 students are either 
varsity athletes or on the honor roll. There are 74 seniors who are varsity 
athletes and 51 seniors who are on the honor roll. What is the probability 
that a randomly selected senior is both a varsity athlete and on the honor roll?

Solution

Let event A be selecting a senior who is a varsity athlete and event B be 
selecting a senior on the honor roll. From the given information you know that

P(A) 5   74 } 
200

  , P(B) 5   51 } 
200

  , and P(A or B) 5   113 } 
200

  . Find P(A and B).

 P(A or B) 5 P(A) 1 P(B) 2 P(A and B) Write general formula.

   113 } 
200

   5   74 } 
200

   1   51 } 
200

   2 P(A and B) Substitute known probabilities.

 P(A and B) 5   74 } 
200

   1   51 } 
200

   2   113 } 
200

   Solve for P(A and B).

 P(A and B) 5   12 } 
200

   5   3 } 
50

   5 0.06 Simplify.

✓ GUIDED PRACTICE for Examples 1, 2, and 3

A card is randomly selected from a standard deck of 52 cards. Find the 
probability of the given event.

 1. Selecting an ace or an eight 2. Selecting a 10 or a diamond

 3. WHAT IF? In Example 3, suppose 32 seniors are in the band and 64 seniors 
are in the band or on the honor roll. What is the probability that a randomly 
selected senior is both in the band and on the honor roll?

Solution

Let event A be selecting a face card and event B 
be selecting a spade. A has 12 outcomes and B 
has 13 outcomes. Of these, 3 outcomes are 
common to A and B. So, the probability of 
selecting a face card or a spade is:

P(A or B) 5 P(A) 1 P(B) 2 P(A and B) 5   12 }} 
52

 1   13 }} 
52

 2   3 }} 
52

 5   22 }} 
52

 5   11 }} 
26

c The correct answer is B. A B C D

E X A M P L E 2 Standardized Test Practice

AVOID ERRORS

When two events A 
and B overlap, as in 
Example 2, P(A or B) 
does not equal 
P(A) 1 P(B).

  2 } 
13

    4 } 
13

  

0.095
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Motivating the Lesson
Have students divide into two 
groups, girls and boys. Then ask 
them to divide into two different 
groups, those with boy cousins and 
those with girl cousins. Students 
should see that the groups in this 
second division may overlap 
because some students belong  
to both groups. In this lesson, stu-
dents will learn how to determine 
probabilities for events that overlap.

3   TEACH
Extra Example 1
A six-sided die is rolled. What is the 
probability that the number rolled is 

less than 3 or greater than 5?   1 } 
2
  

Key Question to Ask for 
Example 1
• Why are the two events disjoint?  

A card cannot be both a ten and a 
face card.

Extra Example 2
A six-sided die is rolled. What is 
the probability of rolling a number 
greater than 4 or even? C

A   1 } 
6
   C   2 } 

3
  

B   1 } 
3
   D   5 } 

6
  

Extra Example 3
Of 100 students surveyed, 92 own 
either a car or a computer. Also, 65 
own cars and 82 own computers. 
What is the probability that a ran-
domly selected student owns both 
a car and a computer? 0.55

Differentiated Instruction

English Learners For students whose main language is 
not English, the phrase “overlapping events” may be unclear. 
Separate the class into groups. Have students work together 
to create lists of overlapping events other than those in the 
examples in this lesson.
See also the Differentiated Instruction Resources for more 
strategies.

Key Question 
Example 1
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E X A M P L E 4 Find probabilities of complements

DICE When two six-sided dice are rolled, 
there are 36 possible outcomes, as shown. 
Find the probability of the given event.

 a. The sum is not 6.

 b. The sum is less than or equal to 9.

Solution

 a. P(sum is not 6) 5 1 2 P(sum is 6) 5 1 2   5 } 
36

   5   31 } 
36

   ø 0.861

 b. P(sum ≤ 9) 5 1 2 P(sum > 9) 5 1 2   6 } 
36

   5   30 } 
36

   5   5 } 
6

   ø 0.833

COMPLEMENTS The event  } A , called the complement of event A, consists of all 
outcomes that are not in A. The notation  } A   is read as “A bar.”

KEY CONCEPT For Your Notebook
Probability of the Complement of an Event

The probability of the complement of A is P( } A  ) 5 1 2 P(A).

ANOTHER WAY

For an alternative 
method for solving the 
problem in Example 
4, see the Problem 
Solving Workshop.

E X A M P L E 5 Use a complement in real life

FORTUNE COOKIES A restaurant gives a free fortune cookie to every guest. The 
restaurant claims there are 500 different messages hidden inside the fortune 
cookies. What is the probability that a group of 5 people receive at least 2 fortune 
cookies with the same message inside?

Solution

The number of ways to give messages to the 5 people is 5005. The number of 
ways to give different messages to the 5 people is 500 p 499 p 498 p 497 p 496. So, 
the probability that at least 2 of the 5 people have the same message is:

 P(at least 2 are the same)  5 1 2 P(none are the same)

 5 1 2   500 p 499 p 498 p 497 p 496   }}}}}}}}}}}}  
5005

  

  ø 0.0199

✓ GUIDED PRACTICE for Examples 4 and 5

Find P( } A  ).

 4. P(A) 5 0.45 5. P(A) 5   1 } 
4

   6. P(A) 5 1 7. P(A) 5 0.03

 8. WHAT IF? In Example 5, how does the answer change if there are only 
100 different messages hidden inside the fortune cookies?

0.55   3 } 
4
  0 0.97

The probability increases 
to about 0.097.
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★
A card is randomly selected from a standard deck of 52 cards. What is the 
probability that it is a face card or a spade?

 A   3 }} 
52

   B   11 }} 
26

   C   25 }} 
52

   D   7 }} 
13

  

BA

J 

J 
J 

K 

K 10 9 8 
7 6 5 4 

3 2 A 
K 

Q 

Q 

J 

K 
Q Q 

E X A M P L E 3 Use a formula to find P(A and B)

SENIOR CLASS Out of 200 students in a senior class, 113 students are either 
varsity athletes or on the honor roll. There are 74 seniors who are varsity 
athletes and 51 seniors who are on the honor roll. What is the probability 
that a randomly selected senior is both a varsity athlete and on the honor roll?

Solution

Let event A be selecting a senior who is a varsity athlete and event B be 
selecting a senior on the honor roll. From the given information you know that

P(A) 5   74 } 
200

  , P(B) 5   51 } 
200

  , and P(A or B) 5   113 } 
200

  . Find P(A and B).

 P(A or B) 5 P(A) 1 P(B) 2 P(A and B) Write general formula.

   113 } 
200

   5   74 } 
200

   1   51 } 
200

   2 P(A and B) Substitute known probabilities.

 P(A and B) 5   74 } 
200

   1   51 } 
200

   2   113 } 
200

   Solve for P(A and B).

 P(A and B) 5   12 } 
200

   5   3 } 
50

   5 0.06 Simplify.

✓ GUIDED PRACTICE for Examples 1, 2, and 3

A card is randomly selected from a standard deck of 52 cards. Find the 
probability of the given event.

 1. Selecting an ace or an eight 2. Selecting a 10 or a diamond

 3. WHAT IF? In Example 3, suppose 32 seniors are in the band and 64 seniors 
are in the band or on the honor roll. What is the probability that a randomly 
selected senior is both in the band and on the honor roll?

Solution

Let event A be selecting a face card and event B 
be selecting a spade. A has 12 outcomes and B 
has 13 outcomes. Of these, 3 outcomes are 
common to A and B. So, the probability of 
selecting a face card or a spade is:

P(A or B) 5 P(A) 1 P(B) 2 P(A and B) 5   12 }} 
52

 1   13 }} 
52

 2   3 }} 
52

 5   22 }} 
52

 5   11 }} 
26

c The correct answer is B. A B C D

E X A M P L E 2 Standardized Test Practice

AVOID ERRORS

When two events A 
and B overlap, as in 
Example 2, P(A or B) 
does not equal 
P(A) 1 P(B).

  2 } 
13

    4 } 
13

  

0.095
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Extra Example 4
A card is drawn from a standard 
deck of 52 cards. Find the probabil-
ity of each event.
a. The card is not a 7.   12 } 

13
   or about 

0.923
b. The card is not a red face card. 

   46 } 
52

   or about 0.885

Key Question to Ask for 
Example 4
• When is it more convenient to 

find the probability of the comple-
ment of an event rather than the 
probability of the event itself?  
Use the complement when the 
number of outcomes of the event 
is much greater than the number 
of outcomes of the complement.

Extra Example 5
There are 10 people at a dinner 
party. What is the probability that 
at least 2 people have the same 
birthday? about 0.117

Closing the Lesson
Have students summarize the major 
points of the lesson and answer the 
Essential Question: A problem such 
as “find the probability of getting 0, 
1, 2, 3, or 4 red cards when you  
draw 5 cards” can require many 
computations. How can you simplify 
the solution? 
• If A and B are not disjoint events,  

to find P (A or B ) you find P (A ) 1 
P (B), and subtract P(A and B).

• If A and B are disjoint events,  
to find P (A or B ) you find  
P (A ) 1 P (B).

• P ( } A  ) 5 1 2 P (A )
If you know P ( } A  ), the probability 
of the complement of the event, 
then P (A ) 5 1 2 P ( } A  ).

Key Question 
Example 4

729
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A B A B

C

FINDING PROBABILITIES Find the indicated probability. State whether A and B 
are disjoint events.

 28. P(A) 5 0.25 29. P(A) 5 0.6 30. P(A) 5    ?   
P(B) 5 0.4  P(B) 5 0.32  P(B) 5 0.38 
P(A or B) 5 0.50  P(A or B) 5    ?     P(A or B) 5 0.65 
P(A and B) 5    ?     P(A and B) 5 0.25  P(A and B) 5 0

 31. P(A) 5   8 }} 
15

   32. P(A) 5   1 } 
2

   33. P(A) 5 16%

  P(B) 5    ?     P(B) 5   1 } 
6

    P(B) 5    ?   

  P(A or B) 5   3 } 
5

    P(A or B) 5   2 } 
3

    P(A or B) 5 32% 

  P(A and B) 5   2 }} 
15

   P(A and B) 5    ?     P(A and B) 5 8%

 34. ★ OPEN-ENDED MATH Describe a real-life situation that involves two 
disjoint events A and B. Then describe a real-life situation that involves two 
overlapping events C and D.

ROLLING DICE Two six-sided dice are rolled. Find the probability of the given 
event. (Refer to Example 4 for the possible outcomes.)

 35. The sum is 3 or 4. 36. The sum is not 7.

 37. The sum is greater than or equal to 5. 38. The sum is less than 8 or greater than 11.

 39. ★ MULTIPLE CHOICE Two six-sided dice are rolled. What is the probability 
that the sum is a prime number?

 A   13 }} 
36

   B   7 }} 
18

   C   5 }} 
12

   D   5 }} 
11

  

 40. ★ SHORT RESPONSE Use the first diagram at 
the right to explain why this equation is true:

 P(A) 1 P(B) 5 P(A or B) 1 P(A and B)

 41. CHALLENGE Use the second diagram at the 
right to derive a formula for P(A or B or C).

EXAMPLES
1, 2, and 3

for Exs. 42–44

 42. CLASS ELECTIONS You and your best friend are among several candidates 
running for class president. You estimate that there is a 45% chance you will 
win and a 25% chance your best friend will win. What is the probability that 
either you or your best friend win the election?

  

 43. BIOLOGY You are performing an experiment to determine how well plants 
grow under different light sources. Out of the 30 plants in the experiment, 
12 receive visible light, 15 receive ultraviolet light, and 6 receive both visible 
and ultraviolet light. What is the probability that a plant in the experiment 
receives either visible light or ultraviolet light?

    at my.hrw.com 

PROBLEM SOLVING

Ex. 40 Ex. 41

0.15; not disjoint 0.67; not disjoint 0.27; disjoint

  1 } 
5
  ; not disjoint 0; disjoint 24%; not disjoint

34. Sample 
answer: Jordan 
will either 
go biking or 
swimming 
at 4 P.M.; Mr. 
Peterson has 
23 students 
enrolled in his 
martial arts 
courses, he has 
18 enrolled in 
Karate and he 
has 13 enrolled 
in Muay Thai.

  5 } 
36

  5 } 
6
  

  5 } 
6
  11 } 

18
  

C

See margin.

P (A or B or C) 5 P (A) 1 P (B) 1 P (C) 2 P (A and B) 2 
P (B and C) 2 P (A and C) 1 P (A and B and C)

70%

0.7

B

C

A
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  EXERCISES 

 1. VOCABULARY Copy and complete: The union or intersection of two events is 
called a(n)    ?   .

 2. ★ WRITING Are the events A and  } A  disjoint? Explain. Then give an example 
of a real-life event and its complement.

DISJOINT EVENTS Events A and B are disjoint. Find P(A or B).

 3. P(A) 5 0.3, P(B) 5 0.1 4. P(A) 5 0.55, P(B) 5 0.2 5. P(A) 5 0.41, P(B) 5 0.24

 6. P(A) 5   2 } 
5

  , P(B) 5   3 } 
5

   7. P(A) 5   1 } 
3

  , P(B) 5   1 } 
4

   8. P(A) 5   2 } 
3

  , P(B) 5   1 } 
5

  

OVERLAPPING EVENTS Find the indicated probability.

 9. P(A) 5 0.5, P(B) 5 0.35 10. P(A) 5 0.6, P(B) 5 0.2 11. P(A) 5 0.28, P(B) 5 0.64 
P(A and B) 5 0.2  P(A or B) 5 0.7  P(A or B) 5 0.71 
P(A or B) 5    ?     P(A and B) 5    ?     P(A and B) 5    ?   

 12. P(A) 5 0.46, P(B) 5 0.37 13. P(A) 5   2 } 
7

  , P(B) 5   4 } 
7

   14. P(A) 5   6 }} 
11

  , P(B) 5   3 }} 
11

  

  P(A and B) 5 0.31  P(A and B) 5   1 } 
7

    P(A or B) 5   7 }} 
11

  

  P(A or B) 5    ?     P(A or B) 5    ?     P(A and B) 5    ?   

 15. ★ MULTIPLE CHOICE What is P(A or B) if P(A) 5 0.41, P(B) 5 0.53, and 
P(A and B) 5 0.27?

 A 0.12 B 0.67 C 0.80 D 0.94

FINDING PROBABILITIES OF COMPLEMENTS Find P( } A  ).

 16. P(A) 5 0.5 17. P(A) 5 0 18. P(A) 5   1 } 
3

   19. P(A) 5   5 } 
8

  

CHOOSING CARDS A card is randomly selected from a standard deck of 52 cards. 
Find the probability of drawing the given card.

 20. A king and a diamond 21. A king or a diamond 22. A spade or a club

 23. A 4 or a 5 24. A 6 and a face card 25. Not a heart

ERROR ANALYSIS Describe and correct the error in finding the probability of 
randomly drawing the given card from a standard deck of 52 cards.

 26. 
P(heart or face card)

5 P(heart) 1 P(face card)

5   13 }} 
52

   1   12 }} 
52

  

5   25 }} 
52

  

 27. 
P(club or 9)

5 P(club) 1 P(9) 1 P(club and 9)

5   13 }} 
52

   1   4 }} 
52

   1   1 }} 
52

  

5   9 }} 
26

  

EXAMPLE 1

for Exs. 3–8 

EXAMPLE 4

for Exs. 16–19

EXAMPLES 
2 and 3

for Exs. 9–15

HOMEWORK
KEY

  5  See WORKED-OUT SOLUTIONS
Exs. 11, 21, and 45

 ★ 5  STANDARDIZED TEST PRACTICE
Exs. 2, 15, 34, 39, 40, 44, and 47

SKILL PRACTICE

compound event

 Yes; the events in  } A  are those events that are not in A . 
Sample answer: Event: You go on a rafting trip. Complement: You do not go on a rafting trip.

0.4 0.75
0.65

1   7 } 
12

    13 }} 
15

  

0.65 0.1 0.21

0.52   5 } 
7
    2 } 

11
  

B

0.5 1   2 } 
3
  3 } 

8
  

  1 } 
52

    4 }} 
13

    1 } 
2
  

  2 } 
13

  0   3 } 
4
  

A

26, 27. See margin.
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4 	PRACTICE		
and APPly

Differentiated	Instruction
See Differentiated Instruction 
Resources for suggestions on 
addressing the needs of a diverse 
classroom.

Homework	Check
For a quick check of student under-
standing of key concepts, go over 
the following exercises:
Basic: 4, 10, 16, 42, 43
Average: 6, 12, 17, 42, 44
Advanced: 8, 14, 19, 43, 44

Extra	Practice
• Student Edition
• Chapter Resource Book: 

Practice levels A, B, C

Practice Worksheet

An easily-readable reduced 
practice page can be found at 
the beginning of this chapter.

26. The events overlap, so   3 } 
52

   needs to be subtracted from the probability; 

P (heart) 1 P (face card) 2 P (heart and face card) 5   13 } 
52

   1   12 } 
52

   2   3 } 
52

   5   22 } 
52

   or   11 } 
26

  .

27. The probability of a club and 9 must be subtracted instead of added; 

P (club) 1 P (9) 2 P (club and 9) 5   13 } 
52

   1   4 } 
52

   2   1 } 
52

   5   16 } 
52

   or    4 } 
13

  .

Assignment	Guide
Answers for all exercises 
available online
Basic: 
Day 1: SRH p. SR30 Exs. 1–9 
Exs. 1–5, 9–11, 15–22, 26–30,  
42–47
Average:  
Day 1:  
Exs. 1, 2, 5–7, 11–13, 15–17, 22–24, 
26, 27, 30–39, 42–49
Advanced: 
Day 1:  
Exs. 1, 2, 7, 8, 13–15, 18, 19, 24, 25, 
31–50*
Block: 
Exs. 1, 2, 5–7, 11–13, 15–17, 22–24, 
26, 27, 30–39, 42–49 (with 
previous lesson)
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A B A B

C

FINDING PROBABILITIES Find the indicated probability. State whether A and B 
are disjoint events.

 28. P(A) 5 0.25 29. P(A) 5 0.6 30. P(A) 5    ?   
P(B) 5 0.4  P(B) 5 0.32  P(B) 5 0.38 
P(A or B) 5 0.50  P(A or B) 5    ?     P(A or B) 5 0.65 
P(A and B) 5    ?     P(A and B) 5 0.25  P(A and B) 5 0

 31. P(A) 5   8 }} 
15

   32. P(A) 5   1 } 
2

   33. P(A) 5 16%

  P(B) 5    ?     P(B) 5   1 } 
6

    P(B) 5    ?   

  P(A or B) 5   3 } 
5

    P(A or B) 5   2 } 
3

    P(A or B) 5 32% 

  P(A and B) 5   2 }} 
15

   P(A and B) 5    ?     P(A and B) 5 8%

 34. ★ OPEN-ENDED MATH Describe a real-life situation that involves two 
disjoint events A and B. Then describe a real-life situation that involves two 
overlapping events C and D.

ROLLING DICE Two six-sided dice are rolled. Find the probability of the given 
event. (Refer to Example 4 for the possible outcomes.)

 35. The sum is 3 or 4. 36. The sum is not 7.

 37. The sum is greater than or equal to 5. 38. The sum is less than 8 or greater than 11.

 39. ★ MULTIPLE CHOICE Two six-sided dice are rolled. What is the probability 
that the sum is a prime number?

 A   13 }} 
36

   B   7 }} 
18

   C   5 }} 
12

   D   5 }} 
11

  

 40. ★ SHORT RESPONSE Use the first diagram at 
the right to explain why this equation is true:

 P(A) 1 P(B) 5 P(A or B) 1 P(A and B)

 41. CHALLENGE Use the second diagram at the 
right to derive a formula for P(A or B or C).

EXAMPLES
1, 2, and 3

for Exs. 42–44

 42. CLASS ELECTIONS You and your best friend are among several candidates 
running for class president. You estimate that there is a 45% chance you will 
win and a 25% chance your best friend will win. What is the probability that 
either you or your best friend win the election?

  

 43. BIOLOGY You are performing an experiment to determine how well plants 
grow under different light sources. Out of the 30 plants in the experiment, 
12 receive visible light, 15 receive ultraviolet light, and 6 receive both visible 
and ultraviolet light. What is the probability that a plant in the experiment 
receives either visible light or ultraviolet light?

    at my.hrw.com 

PROBLEM SOLVING

Ex. 40 Ex. 41

0.15; not disjoint 0.67; not disjoint 0.27; disjoint

  1 } 
5
  ; not disjoint 0; disjoint 24%; not disjoint

34. Sample 
answer: Jordan 
will either 
go biking or 
swimming 
at 4 P.M.; Mr. 
Peterson has 
23 students 
enrolled in his 
martial arts 
courses, he has 
18 enrolled in 
Karate and he 
has 13 enrolled 
in Muay Thai.

  5 } 
36

  5 } 
6
  

  5 } 
6
  11 } 

18
  

C

See margin.

P (A or B or C) 5 P (A) 1 P (B) 1 P (C) 2 P (A and B) 2 
P (B and C) 2 P (A and C) 1 P (A and B and C)

70%

0.7

B

C

A
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  EXERCISES 

 1. VOCABULARY Copy and complete: The union or intersection of two events is 
called a(n)    ?   .

 2. ★ WRITING Are the events A and  } A  disjoint? Explain. Then give an example 
of a real-life event and its complement.

DISJOINT EVENTS Events A and B are disjoint. Find P(A or B).

 3. P(A) 5 0.3, P(B) 5 0.1 4. P(A) 5 0.55, P(B) 5 0.2 5. P(A) 5 0.41, P(B) 5 0.24

 6. P(A) 5   2 } 
5

  , P(B) 5   3 } 
5

   7. P(A) 5   1 } 
3

  , P(B) 5   1 } 
4

   8. P(A) 5   2 } 
3

  , P(B) 5   1 } 
5

  

OVERLAPPING EVENTS Find the indicated probability.

 9. P(A) 5 0.5, P(B) 5 0.35 10. P(A) 5 0.6, P(B) 5 0.2 11. P(A) 5 0.28, P(B) 5 0.64 
P(A and B) 5 0.2  P(A or B) 5 0.7  P(A or B) 5 0.71 
P(A or B) 5    ?     P(A and B) 5    ?     P(A and B) 5    ?   

 12. P(A) 5 0.46, P(B) 5 0.37 13. P(A) 5   2 } 
7

  , P(B) 5   4 } 
7

   14. P(A) 5   6 }} 
11

  , P(B) 5   3 }} 
11

  

  P(A and B) 5 0.31  P(A and B) 5   1 } 
7

    P(A or B) 5   7 }} 
11

  

  P(A or B) 5    ?     P(A or B) 5    ?     P(A and B) 5    ?   

 15. ★ MULTIPLE CHOICE What is P(A or B) if P(A) 5 0.41, P(B) 5 0.53, and 
P(A and B) 5 0.27?

 A 0.12 B 0.67 C 0.80 D 0.94

FINDING PROBABILITIES OF COMPLEMENTS Find P( } A  ).

 16. P(A) 5 0.5 17. P(A) 5 0 18. P(A) 5   1 } 
3

   19. P(A) 5   5 } 
8

  

CHOOSING CARDS A card is randomly selected from a standard deck of 52 cards. 
Find the probability of drawing the given card.

 20. A king and a diamond 21. A king or a diamond 22. A spade or a club

 23. A 4 or a 5 24. A 6 and a face card 25. Not a heart

ERROR ANALYSIS Describe and correct the error in finding the probability of 
randomly drawing the given card from a standard deck of 52 cards.

 26. 
P(heart or face card)

5 P(heart) 1 P(face card)

5   13 }} 
52

   1   12 }} 
52

  

5   25 }} 
52

  

 27. 
P(club or 9)

5 P(club) 1 P(9) 1 P(club and 9)

5   13 }} 
52

   1   4 }} 
52

   1   1 }} 
52

  

5   9 }} 
26

  

EXAMPLE 1

for Exs. 3–8 

EXAMPLE 4

for Exs. 16–19

EXAMPLES 
2 and 3

for Exs. 9–15

HOMEWORK
KEY

  5  See WORKED-OUT SOLUTIONS
Exs. 11, 21, and 45

 ★ 5  STANDARDIZED TEST PRACTICE
Exs. 2, 15, 34, 39, 40, 44, and 47

SKILL PRACTICE

compound event

 Yes; the events in  } A  are those events that are not in A . 
Sample answer: Event: You go on a rafting trip. Complement: You do not go on a rafting trip.

0.4 0.75
0.65

1   7 } 
12

    13 }} 
15

  

0.65 0.1 0.21

0.52   5 } 
7
    2 } 

11
  

B

0.5 1   2 } 
3
  3 } 

8
  

  1 } 
52

    4 }} 
13

    1 } 
2
  

  2 } 
13

  0   3 } 
4
  

A

26, 27. See margin.
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Mathematical Reasoning
Multiple Representations
Exercises 9–14, 28–33 Suggest to 
students that they use both Venn 
diagrams and the algebraic formula 
for the probability of compound 
events to check their answers.

Algebra 
my.hrw.com

An Animated Algebra activity is 
available online for Exercise 43. 
This activity is also part of Power 
Presentations.

40. P (A ) 1 P (B ) 5   8 } 
12

   1   7 } 
12

   5 

12 } 
12

   1   3 } 
12

   5 P (A or B ) 1 P (A and B ); 

in P (A ) 1 P (B ), the intersection  
of A and B is counted twice so it 
has to be added to the probability 
of P (A or B ) to make the two sides 
equal.
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 49. PET STORE A pet store has 8 black Labrador retriever puppies (5 females and 
3 males) and 12 yellow Labrador retriever puppies (4 females and 8 males). 
You randomly choose one of the Labrador retriever puppies. What is the 
probability that it is a female or a yellow Labrador retriever?

 50. CHALLENGE You own 50 DVDs consisting of 25 comedies, 15 dramas, and 
10 thrillers. You randomly pick 4 movies to watch during a long train ride. 
What is the probability that you pick at least one DVD of each type of movie?

See EXTRA PRACTICE in Student Resources ONLINE QUIZ at my.hrw.com

  17 } 
20

  

about 0.383

C

 733
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Chance of Rain Chance of Rain Chance of Rain Chance of Rain

5% 30% 80% 90%

 44. ★ MULTIPLE CHOICE Refer to the chart below. Which of the following 
probabilities is greatest?

A P(rains on Sunday) B P(does not rain on Saturday)

C P(rains on Monday) D P(does not rain on Friday)

 45. DRAMA CLUB The organizer of a cast party for a drama club asks each of 
6 cast members to bring one food item from a list of 10 items. What is the 
probability that at least 2 of the 6 cast members bring the same item?

 46. HOME ELECTRONICS A development has 6 houses with the same model of 
garage door opener. Each opener has 4096 possible transmitter codes. 
What is the probability that at least 2 of the 6 houses have the same code?

 47. ★ EXTENDED RESPONSE Use the given information about a farmer’s 
tomato crop to complete parts (a)–(c).

  a.  40% of the tomatoes are partially rotten, 30% of the tomatoes have been 
fed on by insects, and 12% are partially rotten and have been fed on 
by insects. What is the probability that a randomly selected tomato is 
partially rotten or has been fed on by insects?

  b.  20% of the tomatoes have bite marks from a chipmunk and 7% have bite 
marks and are partially rotten. What is the probability that a randomly 
selected tomato has bite marks or is partially rotten?

  c.   Suppose the farmer finds out that 6% of the tomatoes have bite marks 
and have been fed on by insects. Do you have enough information to 
determine the probability that a randomly selected tomato has been fed 
on by insects or is partially rotten or has bite marks from a chipmunk? If 
not, what other information do you require?

 48. MULTI-STEP PROBLEM Follow the steps below to explore a famous 
probability problem called the birthday problem. (Assume that there are 
365 possible birthdays.)

  a.  Calculate Suppose that 6 people are chosen at random. Find the 
probability that at least 2 of the people share the same birthday. 

  b.  Calculate Suppose that 10 people are chosen at random. Find the 
probability that at least 2 of the people share the same birthday.

  c.   Model Generalize the results from parts (a) and (b) by 
writing a formula for the probability P(x) that at least 
2 people in a group of x people share the same birthday. 
(Hint: Use nPr notation in your formula.)

  d.  Analyze Enter the formula from part (c) into a graphing 
calculator. Use the table feature to make a table of 
values. For what group size does the probability that at 
least 2 people share the same birthday first exceed 50%?

EXAMPLES
4 and 5

for Exs. 44–46

 ★ 5  STANDARDIZED 
TEST PRACTICE

  5  See WORKED-OUT SOLUTIONS
in Student Resources

D

0.8488

about 0.00366

58%

53%
47c. No; what 
percent of the 
tomatoes have 
been fed on by 
insects and are 
partially rotten 
and have bite 
marks.

about 0.04

about 0.12

P (x) 5 1 2   365Px } 
365 x

  

23 people

B

732 
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 49. PET STORE A pet store has 8 black Labrador retriever puppies (5 females and 
3 males) and 12 yellow Labrador retriever puppies (4 females and 8 males). 
You randomly choose one of the Labrador retriever puppies. What is the 
probability that it is a female or a yellow Labrador retriever?

 50. CHALLENGE You own 50 DVDs consisting of 25 comedies, 15 dramas, and 
10 thrillers. You randomly pick 4 movies to watch during a long train ride. 
What is the probability that you pick at least one DVD of each type of movie?

See EXTRA PRACTICE in Student Resources ONLINE QUIZ at my.hrw.com

  17 } 
20

  

about 0.383

C
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Chance of Rain Chance of Rain Chance of Rain Chance of Rain

5% 30% 80% 90%

 44. ★ MULTIPLE CHOICE Refer to the chart below. Which of the following 
probabilities is greatest?

A P(rains on Sunday) B P(does not rain on Saturday)

C P(rains on Monday) D P(does not rain on Friday)

 45. DRAMA CLUB The organizer of a cast party for a drama club asks each of 
6 cast members to bring one food item from a list of 10 items. What is the 
probability that at least 2 of the 6 cast members bring the same item?

 46. HOME ELECTRONICS A development has 6 houses with the same model of 
garage door opener. Each opener has 4096 possible transmitter codes. 
What is the probability that at least 2 of the 6 houses have the same code?

 47. ★ EXTENDED RESPONSE Use the given information about a farmer’s 
tomato crop to complete parts (a)–(c).

  a.  40% of the tomatoes are partially rotten, 30% of the tomatoes have been 
fed on by insects, and 12% are partially rotten and have been fed on 
by insects. What is the probability that a randomly selected tomato is 
partially rotten or has been fed on by insects?

  b.  20% of the tomatoes have bite marks from a chipmunk and 7% have bite 
marks and are partially rotten. What is the probability that a randomly 
selected tomato has bite marks or is partially rotten?

  c.   Suppose the farmer finds out that 6% of the tomatoes have bite marks 
and have been fed on by insects. Do you have enough information to 
determine the probability that a randomly selected tomato has been fed 
on by insects or is partially rotten or has bite marks from a chipmunk? If 
not, what other information do you require?

 48. MULTI-STEP PROBLEM Follow the steps below to explore a famous 
probability problem called the birthday problem. (Assume that there are 
365 possible birthdays.)

  a.  Calculate Suppose that 6 people are chosen at random. Find the 
probability that at least 2 of the people share the same birthday. 

  b.  Calculate Suppose that 10 people are chosen at random. Find the 
probability that at least 2 of the people share the same birthday.

  c.   Model Generalize the results from parts (a) and (b) by 
writing a formula for the probability P(x) that at least 
2 people in a group of x people share the same birthday. 
(Hint: Use nPr notation in your formula.)

  d.  Analyze Enter the formula from part (c) into a graphing 
calculator. Use the table feature to make a table of 
values. For what group size does the probability that at 
least 2 people share the same birthday first exceed 50%?

EXAMPLES
4 and 5

for Exs. 44–46

 ★ 5  STANDARDIZED 
TEST PRACTICE

  5  See WORKED-OUT SOLUTIONS
in Student Resources

D

0.8488

about 0.00366

58%

53%
47c. No; what 
percent of the 
tomatoes have 
been fed on by 
insects and are 
partially rotten 
and have bite 
marks.

about 0.04

about 0.12

P (x) 5 1 2   365Px } 
365 x

  

23 people

B
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5 	ASSESS	and	
REtEAch

Daily	homework	Quiz
Also available online
1. A card is randomly selected from 

a standard deck of 52 cards. 
What is the probability that it is a 

 queen or an ace?   2 } 
13

  

2. Of 200 students at a school,  
58 play football, 40 play basket-
ball, and 93 play both. What is 
the probability that a randomly 
selected student plays either 
football or basketball but not 
both? 0.025

3. When 2 six-sided dice are rolled, 
what is the probability that the 

 sum is neither 2 nor 12?   17 } 
18

  

4. A committee of 3 students is cho-
sen at random from a group of  
4 seniors and 6 juniors. What is 
the probability that the committee 

 will have at least 1 senior?   5 } 
6
  

Online Quiz 

Available at my.hrw.com

Diagnosis/Remediation
• Practice A, B, C in Chapter 

Resource Book
• Study Guide in Chapter Resource 

Book
• Practice Workbook
• @HomeTutor

challenge
Additional challenge is available  
in the Chapter Resource Book.
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Another Way to Solve Example 4

MULTIPLE REPRESENTATIONS In Example 4, you found theoretical probabilities 
involving the sum of two dice. You can also perform a simulation to estimate 
these probabilities.

DICE When two six-sided dice are rolled, there are 36 possible outcomes. 
Find the probability of the given event.

 a. The sum is not 6. b. The sum is less than or equal to 9.

1. WRITING Compare the probabilities found 
in the simulation above with the theoretical 
probabilities found in Example 4.

 2. SIMULATIONS Use the results of the simulation 
above to find the experimental probability that 
the sum is greater than or equal to 4. Compare 
this to the theoretical probability of the event.

 3. SIMULATIONS Use the results of the simulation 
above to find the experimental probability 
that the sum is not 8 or 9. Compare this to the 
theoretical probability of the event.

4. REASONING How could you change the 
simulation above so that the results would be 
closer to the theoretical probabilities of the 
events? Explain.

PR AC T I C E

Using a Simulation An alternative approach is to use the random number feature 
of a graphing calculator to simulate rolling two dice. You can then use the results 
of the simulation to find the experimental probabilities for the problem.

STEP 1 Generate two lists of 120 
random integers from 1 to 6 by 
entering randInt(1,6,120) into 
lists L1 and L2. Define list L3 to 
be the sum of lists L1 and L2. 

STEP 2 Sort the sums in list L3 in 
ascending order using the 
command SortA 1 L3 2 . Scroll 
through the list and count the 
frequency of each sum. 

STEP 3 Find the probabilities.

a.  Divide the number of times the sum was 6 by the total number of 
simulated rolls, then subtract the result from 1.

b.  Divide the number of times the sum was greater than 9 by the total 
number of simulated rolls, then subtract the result from 1.

M E T H O D

PRO B L E M

ALTERNATIVE METHODSUsing

1–4. Check students’ work.

Use appropriate tools 
 strategically.

734 Chapter 11   Probability
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Alternative Strategy
Example 4 in previous lesson can 
be simulated on a graphing 
calculator. This simulation can help 
students visualize the relationship 
between experimental and 
theoretical probabilities of a given 
event.

Graphing Calculator
Students must have the list name 
selected when entering the  
formulas for L1, L2, and L3.

Teaching Strategy
Exercise 4 After students  
answer this exercise, have pairs  
of students generate random  
integers and then pool their results 
to increase the number of data  
values for this exercise. Have  
them compare their results with 
the theoretical probabilities.

Use appropriate tools 
strategically.
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 Before You found probabilities of compound events.

  Now You will examine independent and dependent events.

 Why? So you can formulate coaching strategies, as in Ex. 37.

Key Vocabulary
• independent events
• dependent events
• conditional 

probability

E X A M P L E 1 Identify independent and dependent events

A jar contains red and blue marbles. You randomly choose a marble from 
the jar, and you do not replace it. Then you randomly choose another 
marble. Tell whether the events are independent or dependent.

 Event A: The first marble you choose is red.

 Event B: The second marble you choose is blue.

Solution

After you choose a red marble, fewer marbles remain in the jar. This affects the 
probability that the second marble is blue. So, the events are dependent.

Find Probabilities of Independent 
and Dependent Events

CONDITIONAL 
PROBABILITIES

The conditional 
probability of B given 
A can be greater than,
less than, or equal to 
the probability of B.

The probability that event B occurs given that event A has occurred is called the 
conditional probability of B given A and is written P(B | A). Note that A and B are 
independent events if and only if P(B) 5 P(B | A) since the probability of event B 
does not depend on the occurrence of event A.

KEY CONCEPT For Your Notebook
Probabilities of Independent and Dependent Events

Independent Events

For two independent events A and B, the probability that both events occur 
is the product of the probabilities of the events.

 P(A and B) 5 P(A) ? P(B)    Events A and B are independent.

Dependent Events

For two dependent events A and B, the probability that both occur is the 
product of the probability of the first event and the conditional probability 
of the second event given the first event.

 P(A and B) 5 P(A) ? P(B | A)  Events A and B are dependent.

The formulas for finding the probabilities of independent and dependent 
events can be extended to three or more events.

©
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Two events are independent events if the occurrence of 
one event does not affect the occurrence of the other. 
Two events are dependent events if the occurrence of 
one event does affect the occurrence of the other.

11.5   Find Probabilities of Independent and Dependent Events 735
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CC.9-12.S.CP.2  Understand 
that two events A and B are 
independent if the probability 
of A and B occurring together 
is the product of their 
probabilities, and use this 
characterization to determine if 
they are independent.*
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1 	PLAN	and	
PREPARE

Warm-Up	Exercises
Also available online
Two six-sided dice are rolled. Find 
the probability of each sum.
1. 7   1 } 

6
   2. 5 or 7   5 } 

18
  

3. You toss a coin 3 times. What  
is the probability of getting  
3 heads?   1 } 

8
  

Pacing
Basic: 2 days
Average: 2 days
Advanced: 2 days
Block: 1 block

2 	FOCUS	and	
MOTIVATE

Essential	Question
Big Idea 2
If you draw two cards from a  
standard deck of 52 cards, is the  
probability that the second card is 
red affected by the color of the 
first card? Tell students they will 
learn how to answer this question 
by distinguishing between  
dependent and independent events.

Motivating	the	Lesson
Jasmine is going to buy one of 5 prom 
dresses, of which 3 are black and  
2 are red. So the probability of 
choosing a black dress is   3 } 

5
   . Then 

her best friend buys one of the 
black dresses, so Jasmine won’t 
buy that dress. The probability that 
Jasmine will randomly choose a 
black dress from the remaining  
4 dresses is   2 } 

4
  , or   1 } 

2
   . In this lesson 

you will learn how to compute the 
probability of two events when the 
occurrence of one affects the 
probability of the other.

Standards for Mathematical Content  High School

735

CC.9-12.S.CP.2 Understand that two events A and B are independent if the 
probability of A and B occurring together is the product of their probabilities, 
and use this characterization to determine if they are independent.*
CC.9-12.CP.3 Understand the conditional probabilty of A given B as P (A and 
B)|P(B), and interpret the independence of A and B as saying that the con-
ditional probability of A given B is the same as the probability of A, and the 
conditional probability of B given A is the same as the probability of B.*
CC.9-12.S.CP.4 Construct and interpret two-way frequency tables of data 
when two categories are associated with each object being classified. Use the 

two-way table as a sample space to decide if events are independent and to 
approximate conditional probabilities.*
CC.9-12.S.CP.5 Recognize and explain the concepts of conditional probability 
and independence in everyday language and everyday situations.*
CC.9-12.S.CP.6 Find the conditional probability of A given B as the fraction of B’s 
outcomes that also belong to A, and interpret the answer in terms of the model.*
CC.9-12.CP.8(+) Apply the general Multiplication Rule in a uniform probability 
model, P (A and B) 5 P (A)P (B|A) 5 P (B)P (A|B), and interpret the answer in 
terms of the model.*
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E X A M P L E 2 Find probability of independent events

As part of a board game, you need to spin the spinner at 
the right, which is divided into equal parts. Find the 
probability that you get 25 on your first spin and 50 on 
your second spin.

Solution

Let event A be “get 25 on first spin” and let event B be 
“get 50 on second spin.” Find the probability of each event. 
Then multiply the probabilities.

 P(A) 5   2 } 
8

   “25” appears twice.

 P(B) 5   
1

 } 8   “50” appears once.

P(A and B) 5 P(A) p P(B) 5   2 } 
8

    p    1 } 
8

   5   2 } 
64

   < 0.031

c  The probability that you get 25 on your first spin and 50 on your second spin 
is about 3.1%.

25

150

100

1025

50

75

10

E X A M P L E 3 Find probability of dependent events

A bowl contains 36 green grapes and 14 purple grapes. You randomly 
choose a grape, eat it, and randomly choose another grape. Find the 
probability that both events A and B will occur.

 Event A: The first grape is green.

 Event B: The second grape is green.

Solution

Find P(A) and P(B | A). Then multiply the probabilities.

 P(A) 5   36 } 
50

   Of the 50 grapes, 36 are green.

 P(B | A) 5   
35

 } 49   Of the 49 remaining grapes, 35 are green.

P(A and B) 5 P(A) p P(B | A) 5   36 } 
50

    p    35 } 
49

   5   1260 } 
2450

   < 0.514

c  The probability that both of the grapes are green is about 51.4%.

✓ GUIDED PRACTICE for Examples 1, 2, and 3

Tell whether the situation describes independent or dependent events. Then 
answer the question.

 1. CLOTHING A drawer contains 12 white socks and 8 black socks. You randomly 
choose one sock, and you do not replace it. Then you randomly choose another 
sock. What is the probability that both socks chosen are white?

 2. COIN FLIPS Suppose you flip a coin twice. What is the probability that you get 
tails on the first flip and tails on the second flip?

dependent; about 34.7%

independent; 25%

736 Chapter 11   Probability
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3 	TEACH
Extra	Example	1
A box contains yellow and brown 
dog treats. You randomly choose 
one dog treat from the box and you 
do not replace it. Then you randomly 
choose another dog treat. Tell 
whether the events are independent 
or dependent.
Event A: The first dog treat you 
choose is yellow.
Event B: The second dog treat you 
choose is brown. dependent

Key Question to Ask for 
Example 1
• How would this example be 

different if you replaced the  
first marble that you chose from 
the jar? Why? The events would 
be independent, since choosing a 
red marble first would not affect 
the probability of choosing a blue 
marble second.

Extra	Example	2
You spin the spinner shown, which  
is divided into 8 equal parts. Find 
the probability that you get red on 
your first spin and blue on your 
second spin. 

R
ed

Green

G
re

en

Green
Blue

B
lue

R
ed

Red

  3 } 
32

   ø 0.094

Extra	Example	3
A bowl contains 54 hard candies 
and 36 chocolate candies. You  
randomly choose a piece of candy, 
eat it, and randomly choose 
another piece. Find the probability 
that the first piece of candy is 
chocolate, and the second piece is 
a hard candy.   108 } 

445
   ø 0.243

Key Question to Ask for 
Example 3
• Why are the events dependent 

events? Once you eat the first 
grape, fewer grapes remain. 
This affects the probability that 
the second grape you choose 
will be green.

Differentiated Instruction

Below	Level The language and notation of conditional 
probability can be difficult for many students. Explain that 
problems involving conditional probability are concerned with 
sequential events and ask the question, “After A occurs, what 
is the probability of B?”
See also the Differentiated Instruction Resources for more 
strategies.

Key Question 
Example 1

Key Question 
Example 3

736
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CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY You can rewrite the formula for dependent 
events from the first page of this lesson to give a rule for finding conditional 
probabilities. Dividing both sides of the formula by P(A) gives the following.

  P(B | A) 5   
P(A and B)

 } P(A)  

WEATHER The table shows the numbers of tropical cyclones that formed 
during the hurricane seasons from 1988 to 2004. Use the table to estimate 
(a) the probability that a future tropical cyclone in the Northern Hemisphere 
is a hurricane, and (b) the probability that a hurricane is in the Northern 
Hemisphere.

Type of 
Tropical Cyclone

Northern 
Hemisphere

Southern 
Hemisphere

Tropical depression 199 18

Tropical storm 398 200

Hurricane 545 215

Solution

 a. P(hurricane | Northern Hemisphere)

 5   
Number of hurricanes in Northern Hemisphere

    }}}}}     
Total number of cyclones in Northern Hemisphere

   5   545 }}} 
1142

   ø 0.477

 b. P(Northern Hemisphere | hurricane)

 5   
Number of hurricanes in Northern Hemisphere

    }}}}   
Total number of hurricanes

   5   545 } 
760

   ø 0.717

E X A M P L E 4 Find a conditional probability

SELECTING CARDS You randomly select two cards from a standard deck of 
52 cards. What is the probability that the first card is not a heart and the 
second is a heart if (a) you replace the first card before selecting the second, 
and (b) you do not replace the first card?

Solution

Let A be “the first card is not a heart” and B be “the second card is a heart.”

 a. If you replace the first card before selecting the second card, then A and B 
are independent events. So, the probability is:

 P(A and B) 5 P(A) p P(B) 5   39 } 
52

    p    13 } 
52

   5   3 } 
16

   ø 0.188

 b. If you do not replace the first card before selecting the second card, 
then A and B are dependent events. So, the probability is:

 P(A and B) 5 P(A) p P(B | A) 5   39 } 
52

    p    13 } 
51

   5   13 } 
68

   ø 0.191

E X A M P L E 5 Compare independent and dependent events

AVOID ERRORS

It is important first to 
determine whether A 
and B are independent 
or dependent in order 
to calculate P(A and B) 
correctly.
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Extra Example 4
The table shows the status of 200 
registered college students. What 
is the probability that a randomly 
selected student (a) is female and 
(b) if female, is a full-time student?

Part-Time Full-Time

Female 80 40

Male 60 20

  120 } 
200

   5 0.6;   40 } 
120

   5 0. }  3 

Extra Example 5
You randomly select 2 cards from a 
standard deck of 52 cards. What is 
the probability that the first card is 
a heart and the second is a club if 
(a) you replace the first card before 
selecting the second, and (b) you 
do not replace the first card?
  1 } 
16

   5 0.0625;   13 } 
204

   ø 0.064

Avoiding Common Errors
Make sure that students do not 
misinterpret the vertical line  
in P (B | A ) as a division symbol.

Differentiated Instruction

Below Level It may be helpful to demonstrate the difference 
between the two situations in Example 5 using a smaller sam-
ple space, the queen and king of hearts and the queen and king 
of spades. Draw probability trees for the two experiments, both 
involving a favorable result of drawing a spade first and then a 
heart, but one should involve replacement of the first card and 
the other should not. Write the probability for each branch of 
the probability trees and use them to compute the probability of 
drawing a spade and then a heart in each experiment.
See also the Differentiated Instruction Resources for more  
strategies.

737
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E X A M P L E 6 Solve a multi-step problem

SAFETY Using observations made of drivers arriving at a certain high school, 
a study reports that 69% of adults wear seat belts while driving. A high school 
student also in the car wears a seat belt 66% of the time when the adult wears 
a seat belt, and 26% of the time when the adult does not wear a seat belt. What 
is the probability that a high school student in the study wears a seat belt?

Solution

A probability tree diagram, where the probabilities are given along the 
branches, can help you solve the problem. Notice that the probabilities for 
all branches from the same point must sum to 1.

Adult wears
seat belt.

Adult does not
wear seat belt.

Event B

Event C

Event D

Event A Student wears seat belt.

Event C
Student wears seat belt.

Student does not wear seat belt.

Event D
Student does not wear seat belt.

0.69

0.31

0.66

0.34

0.26

0.74

So, the probability that a high school student wears a seat belt is:

 P(C) 5 P(A and C) 1 P(B and C)

 5 P(A) p P(C | A) 1 P(B) p P(C | B)

 5 (0.69)(0.66) 1 (0.31)(0.26) 5 0.536

✓ GUIDED PRACTICE for Example 6

 6. BASKETBALL A high school basketball team leads at halftime in 60% of 
the games in a season. The team wins 80% of the time when they have 
the halftime lead, but only 10% of the time when they do not. What is the 
probability that the team wins a particular game during the season?

✓ GUIDED PRACTICE for Examples 4 and 5

 3. WHAT IF? Use the information in Example 4 to find (a) the probability that 
a future tropical cyclone is a tropical storm and (b) the probability that a 
future tropical cyclone in the Southern Hemisphere is a tropical storm.

Find the probability of drawing the given cards from a standard deck of 
52 cards (a) with replacement and (b) without replacement.

 4. A spade, then a club 5. A jack, then another jack

52%

a. about 0.38
b. about 0.46

a.   1 } 
16

   b.   13 } 
204

  a.   1 } 
169

   b.   1 } 
221
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Extra Example 6
On a manufacturing line, 20% of all 
the items produced are defective. 
Although all the items are inspected 
before they are shipped, 10% of the 
items are incorrectly classified as 
either defective or not defective. 
What percent of the items will be 
classified as not defective? 74%

Key Question to Ask for 
Example 6
• What operation is represented  

as you move from one branch  
to a successive branch on  
the tree? multiplication

Closing the Lesson
Have students summarize the major 
points of the lesson and answer 
the Essential Question: If you draw 
2 cards from a standard deck of  
52 cards, is the probability that the 
second card is red affected by the 
color of the first card?
• The probability that n independent 

events occur is the product of the 
n probabilities of the individual 
events. For independent events  
A and B, P(A and B) 5 P(A) p P(B).

• The conditional probability of  
B given A is written as P(B | A).

• The probability that two dependent 
events A and B occur is given by 
the formula P(A and B) 5  
P(A) p P(B | A).

The probability of the color of the 
second card is affected by the 
color of the first card if the first 
card is not replaced before  
drawing the second card.

Key Question 
Example 6

738
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  EXERCISES 

1. VOCABULARY Copy and complete: The probability that B will occur 
given that A has occurred is called the _?_ of B given A.

2. ★ WRITING Explain the difference between dependent events and 
independent events, and give an example of each.

INDEPENDENT AND DEPENDENT EVENTS Tell whether the events are 
independent or dependent.

 3. A box of energy bars contains an assortment of flavors. You randomly 
choose an energy bar and eat it. Then you randomly choose another bar.

  Event A:  You choose a honey-peanut bar first.

  Event B:  You choose a chocolate chip bar second.

 4. You roll a number cube and flip a coin.

  Event A:  You get a 4 when rolling the number cube.

  Event B:  You get tails when flipping the coin.

 5. Your CD collection contains hip-hop and rock CDs. You randomly choose 
a CD, then choose another without replacing the first CD.

  Event A:  You choose a hip-hop CD first.

  Event B:  You choose a rock CD second.

 6. There are 22 volumes of an encyclopedia on a shelf. You randomly choose 
a volume and put it back. Then you randomly choose another volume.

  Event A:  You choose volume 7 first.

  Event B:  You choose volume 5 second.

INDEPENDENT EVENTS Events A and B are independent. Find the missing 
probability.

 7. P(A) 5 0.7 8. P(A) 5 0.22 9. P(A) 5  ? 
  P(B) 5 0.3  P(B) 5  ?   P(B) 5 0.4
  P(A and B) 5  ?   P(A and B) 5 0.11 P(A and B) 5 0.13

 10. ★ MULTIPLE CHOICE Events A and B are independent. What is P(A and B) 
if P(A) 5 0.3 and P(B) 5 0.2?

 A 0.06 B 0.1 C 0.5 D 0.6

 11. REASONING Let P(A) 5 0.3, P(B) 5 0.2, and P(A and B) 5 0.06. Find 
P(A | B) and P(B | A). Tell if A and B are dependent or independent. Explain.

DEPENDENT EVENTS Events A and B are dependent. Find the missing 
probability.

 12. P(A) 5 0.5 13. P(A) 5 0.9 14. P(A) 5  ? 
  P(B | A) 5 0.4  P(B | A) 5  ?   P(B | A) 5 0.6
  P(A and B) 5  ?   P(A and B) 5 0.72  P(A and B) 5 0.15

EXAMPLE 1

for Exs. 3–6

EXAMPLE 2

for Exs. 7–11

EXAMPLE 3

for Exs. 12–14

HOMEWORK
KEY

  5  See WORKED-OUT SOLUTIONS
Exs. 18 and 35

 ★ 5  STANDARDIZED TEST PRACTICE
Exs. 2, 10, 28, 29, and 37

SKILL PRACTICE

P (A|B) 5 0.3 and P (B |A) 5 0.2; A and B are independent because P (A) 5 P (A|B) and P (B) 5 P (B |A).

A
conditional probability

See margin.

dependent

independent

dependent

independent

0.21 0.5 0.325

0.2 0.8 0.25
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2. Two events are dependent if the  
occurrence of one affects the occurrence  
of the other, while events are independent if 
the occurrence of one does not affect the 
occurrence of the other. 

Sample answer: Dependent: drawing 
two cards from a standard deck  
without replacing the first card drawn; 
independent: rolling a fair die two times.

4 		practice		
and	apply

assignment	Guide
Basic:
Day 1: Exs. 1–10, 33
Day 2: Exs. 12–21, 29, 32, 35
Average:
Day 1: Exs. 1–10, 28, 32, 33
Day 2: Exs. 12–24, 27, 29, 34, 35
Advanced:
Day 1: Exs. 1–11, 27, 29, 34, 35
Day 2: Exs. 12–26, 30, 31, 36, 37
Block:
Exs. 1–10, 12–24, 27–29, 32–35

Differentiated	
instruction
See Differentiated Instruction 
Resources for suggestions on 
addressing the needs of a diverse 
classroom.

Homework	check
For a quick check of student  
understanding of key concepts,  
go over the following exercises:
Basic: 3, 7, 12, 15, 35
Average: 5, 8, 13, 16, 33
Advanced: 6, 9, 14, 18, 34

extra	practice
• Student Edition
• Practice B in Chapter Resources

Practice Worksheet

An easily-readable reduced 
practice page can be found at 
the beginning of this chapter.

739
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EXAMPLE 4

for Exs. 15–18

EXAMPLE 5

for Exs. 19–26

CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY Let n be a randomly selected integer from 1 to 20. 
Find the indicated probability.

 15. n is 2 given that it is even 16. n is 5 given that it is less than 8

17. n is prime given that it has 2 digits 18. n is odd given that it is prime

DRAWING CARDS Find the probability of drawing the given cards from a 
standard deck of 52 cards (a) with replacement and (b) without replacement.

19. A club, then a spade 20. A queen, then an ace

21. A face card, then a 6 22. A 10, then a 2

 23. A king, then a queen, then a jack 24. A spade, then a club, then another spade

25. REASONING You are playing a game that involves 
spinning the wheel shown. Find (a) the probability of 
spinning blue and (b) the probability of first spinning 
green and then spinning blue. Are the events of 
spinning green and then blue dependent or 
independent? Explain. 

 26. ★ MULTIPLE CHOICE What is the approximate probability of drawing 
3 consecutive hearts from a standard deck of 52 cards without replacement?

 A 0.0122 B 0.0129 C 0.0156 D 0.0166

 27. ERROR ANALYSIS Events A and B are 
independent. Describe and correct the 
error in finding P(A and B).

 28. ★ OPEN-ENDED MATH Flip a set of 3 coins and record the number of 
coins that come up heads. Repeat until you have a total of 10 trials.

  a. What is the experimental probability that a trial results in 2 heads?

  b.  Compare your answer from part (a) with the theoretical probability 
that a trial results in 2 heads.

 29. ★ SHORT RESPONSE A basket contains bottles of apple juice and orange 
juice in two sizes. The number of each type of bottle is shown in the table. 

  a.  What is the probability that a randomly chosen 
bottle of juice is a 6-ounce bottle given that the 
bottle contains apple juice?

  b.  What is the probability that a randomly chosen 
6-ounce bottle contains orange juice? 

  c.  What is the probability that a randomly chosen 
bottle of orange juice is a 6-ounce bottle?

  d. Explain the difference between parts (b) and (c). 

 30. REASONING Let A and B be independent events. What is the relationship 
between P(B) and P(B|A)? Explain.

P(A) 5 0.4, P(B) 5 0.5

P(A and B) 5 0.4 1 0.5 5 0.9

6 oz 8 oz

Apple 4 8

Orange 6 9

 ★ 5  STANDARDIZED 
TEST PRACTICE

  5  See WORKED-OUT SOLUTIONS
in Student Resources

B

See margin.

The probabilities should be multiplied instead of being added; P (A and B) 5 0.4 p 0.5 5 0.2.

a, b. Check students’ work.

  1 } 
10

  

  4 } 
11

  

a.   1 } 
16

   b.   13 } 
204

  

a.   3 } 
169

   b.   4 } 
221

  

  4 } 
12

   5   1 } 
3
  

  6 } 
10

   5 0.6

a.   1 } 
2197

   b.   8 } 
16,575

  a.   1 } 
64

   b.   13 } 
850

  

a.   1 } 
169

   b.   4 } 
663

  

a.   1 } 
169

   b.   4 } 
663

  

  1 } 
7
  

  7 } 
8
  

  6 } 
15

   5   2 } 
5
   5 0.4

See margin.

Since A and B are independent events, P (A) has 
no effect on P (B | A), so P (B | A) 5 P (B).

740
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Study Strategy
Exercises 12–14 Suggest that  
students write out the formula 
P (A and B ) 5 P (A ) p P (B|A ) for 
each equation, then write the two 
given quantities and solve for the 
third. Help students to see that this 
formula makes sense: for A and B 
both to happen, A of course must 
happen. Then given that A has  
happened, B must happen also.

Teaching Strategy
Exercises 15–17 Students should 
understand that P (A | B ) is not 
necessarily equal to P (B | A ). To 
demonstrate this fact, calculate 
both probabilities for one or  
more of these exercises with  
your students.

Reading Strategy
Exercise 26 Have students circle 
the phrase “without replacement” 
and remind them to think about 
how this affects their method of 
solution.
25. (a) 3 out of 16 sectors are blue, 
so P (blue) 5 0.1875; (b) 4 out of  
16 sectors are green, so P (green, 
then blue) is 0.25 3 0.1875 5 
.046875; Sample answer: 
Independent; the result of the first 
spin has no effect on the result of 
the second spin.
29d. Sample answer: In part (b), 
the sample space consists of all  
6 ounce bottles of juice (apple or 
orange), but in part (c) the sample 
space consists of all bottles of 
orange juice (6 oz or 8 oz).

740
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32. ENVIRONMENT The table shows the numbers of species in the United States 
listed as endangered or threatened a few years ago. Find (a) the probability 
that a listed animal is a bird, (b) the probability that an endangered animal 
is a bird, and (c) the probability that a bird is endangered.

PROBLEM SOLVING

In Exercises 33 and 34, use the following information.

TRANSPORTATION All the students at 
Allen High School were surveyed to find 
out how they get to school each day. The 
table shows the number of students at 
each grade level who walk, bike, or take 
the bus to school.

 33. a.   What is the probability that a 
randomly chosen student is a senior?

  b.   What is the probability that a randomly chosen student is a senior 
given that the student bikes to school?

  c.   Are the events “student is a senior” and “student bikes to school” 
independent events? Why or why not?

 34. a.  What is the probability that a randomly chosen student takes the bus 
given that the student is a junior?

  b.  What is the probability that a randomly chosen student who takes the 
bus is a junior?

  c.  ★ WRITING Discuss the difference between the probabilities in parts 
(a) and (b).

35. TENNIS A tennis player wins a match 55% of the time when she serves first 
and 47% of the time when her opponent serves first. The player who serves 
first is determined by a coin toss before the match. What is the probability 
that the player wins a given match?

EXAMPLE 6

for Ex. 35

EXAMPLE 4

for Exs. 32–34

Walk Bike Bus Total

Freshman 52 16 72 140

Sophomore 41 18 61 120

Junior 43 35 72 150

Senior 28 40 52 120

Total 164 109 257 530

 31. CHALLENGE Bayes’s Theorem states that P(A | B) 5   
P(B | A) p P(A)

 }} 
P(B)

  . Prove it by

  using the formula for the probability of dependent events and another 
version of it in which A and B are swapped.

Endangered Threatened

Mammals 69 9

Birds 77 14

Reptiles 14 22

Amphibians 11 10

Other 219 74
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In part (a) the denominator is the total number of juniors, 150, while in part (b) the 
denominator is the total number of students who take the bus, 257.

  72 } 
150

   , or 48%

  72 } 
257

   , or about 28%

a. about 0.18
b. about 0.20
c.   77 } 

91
  

B

C

about 22.6%

about 36.7%

no; P (senior) Þ P (senior|bikes to school)

51%

The formula can be written as P (B and A) 5 P (B) p P (A | B), so P (A) p P (B | A) 5 P (B) p P (A | B). 
Solve for P (A | B) to get Bayes’s Theorem.

A
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Teaching Strategy
Exercise 33 Remind students that 
when a problem includes the words 
“given that,” the event after these 
words is the first event and  
determines the denominator (“total 
number”) of the probability ratio.
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Tests
positive

Tests
positive

Entire
population

1%

80% 10%

Tests
negative

Tests
negative

Has
condition

Does not have
condition

 36. MEDICAL TESTING  Suppose 1% of the 
population is known to have a medical 
condition. There is a test for the 
condition, and 80% of people with the 
condition test positive for it. Also, 10% 
of people without the condition test 
positive for it. Follow these steps to find 
the probability that a person actually 
has the condition given that he or she 
tests positive.

 a.   Let A be the event that a person has the condition and let B be the 
event that the person tests positive. What are P(B | A) and P(A)?

 b.   Find P(B). (Hint: Consider the portion of the population with the 
condition that tests positive and the portion of the population without 
the condition that tests positive.)

 c.   Use parts (a) and (b) and Bayes’s Theorem to find the probability that a 
person has the condition given that he or she tests positive.

Bayes’s Theorem: P(A | B) 5   
P(B | A) p P(A)

  }} 
P(B)

  

37. ★ EXTENDED RESPONSE A football team is losing by 14 points near the end 
of a game. The team scores two touchdowns (worth 6 points each) before the 
end of the game. After each touchdown, the coach must decide whether to go 
for 1 point with a kick (which is successful 99% of the time) or 2 points with a 
run or pass (which is successful 45% of the time).

  a.  Calculate If the team goes for 1 point after each touchdown, what is 
the probability that the coach’s team wins? loses? ties?

  b.  Calculate If the team goes for 2 points after each touchdown, what is 
the probability that the coach’s team wins? loses? ties?

  c.  Reasoning Can you develop a strategy so that the coach’s team has a 
probability of winning the game that is greater than the probability 
of losing? If so, explain your strategy and calculate the probabilities of 
winning and losing using your strategy.

EXAMPLE 6

for Exs. 36–37

Find the indicated probability.  

1. P(A) = 0.6 2. P(A) = ? 3. P(A) = 0.75 
P(B) = 0.35  P(B) = 0.44  P(B) = ?
P(A or B) = ?   P(A or B) = 0.56 P(A or B) = 0.83
P(A and B) = 0.2 P(A and B) = 0.12 P(A and B) = 0.25

Find the probability of randomly drawing the given marbles from a bag of 
6 red, 9 green, and 5 blue marbles (a) with replacement and (b ) without 
replacement. 

4. red, then green 5. blue, then red 6. green, then green

QUIZ

See EXTRA PRACTICE in Student Resources

0%; about 2%; about 98%

80%, 1%

(0.01)(0.80) 1 (0.99)(0.10) 5 0.107, or 10.7%

P (A | B) 5 P (B | A) p P (A) 4 P (B) 5 (0.80)(0.01) 4 0.107 < .0747, or about 7.5%

about 20%, about 30%, about 50%

37c. Yes; go for 
2 points after the 
fi rst touchdown. 
If the 2 points 
are scored, go 
for 1 point after 
the second 
touchdown. If 
the two points 
are not scored, 
go for 2 points 
after the second 
touchdown; win: 
about 45%, lose: 
about 30%.

C

  27 } 
200

  ,   27 } 
190

    81 } 
400

  ,   18 } 
95

    3 } 
40

  ,   3 } 
38

  

0.75 0.24 0.33
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5 		assess	and	
reteach

Daily	homework	Quiz
1. One red and one green die are 

rolled. Find the probability that 
the sum of their numbers is 7 and 
that the number on the green die 
is greater than the number on 
the red die.   1 } 

12
  

2. A collection of 30 CDs includes 
5 CDs by a top female vocalist. 
Two CDs are selected at random. 
What is the probability that both 
are by that female vocalist?   2 } 

87
  

3. Find the probability of drawing 
a 4 and then an 8 from a stan-
dard deck of 52 cards (a) with 
replacement and (b) without 
replacement.

   1 } 
169

   ø 0.0059;   4 } 
663

   ø 0.0060

Diagnosis/remediation
• Practice B in Chapter Resources
• Study Guide in Chapter 

Resources

challenge
Additional challenge is available in 
the Chapter Resources.

Quiz

An easily-readable reduced 
copy of the quiz from the 
Assessment Book can be 
found at the beginning of this 
chapter. 
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Make and Analyze Decisions

E X A M P L E 1 Use probability to make a decision

Twenty students, including Noe, volunteer to present the “Best Teacher” 
award at a school banquet. Describe a process that gives Noe a fair chance 
to be chosen, and find the probability, if (a) “fair” means equally likely, 
and (b) “fair” means proportional to how many banquet prep hours the 
volunteer worked. Each volunteer worked at least one hour, Noe worked 
four hours, and, in all, the 20 students worked 45 hours.

Solution

 a.  Write the names on slips of paper, place them in a box, and draw a slip at 
random. The probability is 1 out of 20, or 5%.

b.  Write the names on slips of paper, but for each hour more than one that 
a student worked, write their name on an extra slip. Then draw as in 
part (a). The probability is 4 out of 45, or about 8.9%. 

Probabilities can help in making fair decisions, as when using a process with 
equally likely outcomes to select a contest winner. Probabilities also underlie 
all kinds of real-world decisions in business, science, agriculture, and so on.

Your company must produce 50,000 non-defective cell phones using a 
component from one of the suppliers below. 

Each defective component bought results in $2.20 in extra cost to your 
company. From which supplier should you buy?

Solution

Use the probability that a component is defective to estimate the total cost. 

Total cost 5 
Cost to get 50,000

working components
 1 

Extra cost from
defective components

X: Solving 0.96x 5 50,000 gives x 5 52,083. You must buy 53,000 components.
Total cost 5 53,000($.74) 1 (0.04)(53,000)($2.20) 5 $39,220 1 $4664 5 $43,884

Y: Solving 0.981y 5 50,000 gives y 5 50,968. You must buy 51,000 components. 
Total cost 5 51,000($.80) 1 (0.019)(51,000)($2.20) 5 $40,800 1 $2132 5 $42,932

c  For the lowest total cost, you should buy from supplier Y.

E X A M P L E 2 Use probability to make a decision

Extension

Price per 1000 P(defective) P(working)

Supplier X $740.00 4.0% 96.0%

Supplier Y $800.00 1.9% 98.1%

 Extension: Make and Analyze Decisions 743

CC.9-12.S.MD.6(1)  Use 
probabilities to make fair 
decisions (e.g., drawing by 
lots, using a random number 
generator).*
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1 	PLAN	and	
PREPARE

Warm-Up	Exercises
A high school has 16 cheerleaders: 
6 juniors and 10 seniors. Four of the 
juniors and 8 of the seniors have 
long hair. A cheerleader is selected 
at random. Find each probability:
1. P (junior) 0.375
2. P (long hair) 0.75
3. P (long hair | senior) 0.8
4. P (junior | long hair) 0.33

2 	FOCUS	and	
MOTIVATE

Essential	Question
Big Idea 2
How can you use probabilities to 
make fair decisions and to analyze 
strategies? Tell students they will 
learn how to answer this question 
by applying probabilities in various 
real-world situations.

3 	TEACH
Extra	Example	1
A teacher tells students, “For each 
perfect homework paper you turn 
in, I will enter your name to win a 
free lunch.” In all, 24 students turn 
in 95 perfect homework papers. 
Martha turned in 10. Describe a 
process that gives Martha a fair 
chance to be chosen, and find the 
probability, if (a) “fair” means 
equally likely, and (b) “fair” means 
proportional to the number of 
perfect papers turned in. a. Write 
the names of all the students who 
turned in perfect papers on slips of 
paper, mix them, and draw one at 
random. The probability is 1 out of 
24, or about 4.2%. b. Write the 
names on slips of paper, but for 
each paper turned in after the first, 
write the name on an extra slip. 
Then draw. The probability is 10 
out of 95, or about 10.5%.

Key Question to Ask for 
Example 1
• Which method would Noe think 

is more fair? Why? the second 
method; it gives Noe a better 
chance of being chosen

 CC.9-12.S.MD.6(1) Use 
 probabilities to make fair deci-

sions (e.g.,  drawing by lots, using a random 
number generator).*
CC.9-12.S.MD.7(1) Analyze  decisions 
and strategies using  probability  concepts 
(e.g., product testing,  medical testing, 
 pulling a hockey goalie at the end of a 
game).*

Key Question 
Example 1

743
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 1. A teacher tells students, “For each puzzler you complete, I will assign you 
a prize entry.” In all, 10 students complete 53 puzzlers. Leon completed 
7. To award the prize, the teacher sets a calculator to generate a random 
integer from 1 to 53. Leon is assigned 18 to 24 as “winners.” Is this fair to 
Leon according to the original instructions? Explain.

 2. A company creates a new brand of a snack, N, and tests it against the 
current market leader, L. The table shows the results. 

Prefer L Prefer N

Current L consumer 72 46

Not current L consumer 52 114

  Use probability to explain how the company’s decisions about whether to 
try to improve the snack before marketing it and to which consumers it 
should aim its marketing might differ if the total size of the snack’s market 
is expected to (a) change very little, and (b) expand very rapidly.

 3. The Redbirds trail the Bluebirds by 1 goal with 1 minute left in the 
hockey game. The coach must decide whether to remove the goalie and 
add a frontline player. The only way the Redbirds can tie the game is for 
them to score and for the Bluebirds not to score. The probabilities are 
shown below.

Goalie No Goalie

Redbirds score 0.1 0.3

Bluebirds score 0.1 0.6

  a.  Find the probability that the Redbirds score and the Bluebirds do not 
score if the coach leaves the goalie in.

  b.  Find the probability that the Redbirds score and the Bluebirds do not 
score if the coach takes the goalie out.

  c. Based on parts (a) and (b), what should the coach do?

 4. A farmer is offered a contract that guarantees him $11.00 
per bushel for his entire soybean crop when it is harvested in 
three months. Below are predictions for the market price 
m per of soybeans in three months. 

   P(m ≤ $9.00) 5 10%  P(m ≥ $10.50) 5 50%  
 P(m ≥ $12.50) 5 20% 

  The farmer predicts a total crop of 20,000 bushels, with a 
30% chance of less than 15,000 bushels, and a 20% chance 
of at least 25,000 bushels.

  a.  Find the probability and income range for (i) the best case: the 
farmer declines the contract, the price is highest, and the harvest is 
largest; and (ii) the worst case: he declines the contract, the price is 
lowest, and the harvest is smallest. (Assume harvest size and price are 
independent.)

  b.  How much will the farmer make if he accepts the contract and his total 
crop prediction is accurate? How might this and the answers to part (a) 
affect the decision of whether or not to accept the contract? 

PRACTICE

EXAMPLE 1

for Ex. 1

EXAMPLE 2

for Exs. 2–4

            Yes. Leon did 7 of the total of 53 
completed puzzlers. He was assigned 7 of the 53 possible winning numbers.

2a. Sample answer: If the 
snack’s market is expected 
to change very little, then 
the company needs current 
consumers to like the new 
product N at least as much 
as they like the market 

0.09

0.12

Remove the goalie.

See margin.

See margin.

2b. Sample 
answer: If the 
snack’s market 
is expected 
to expand 
rapidly, then 
it is important 
that people who 
are not current 
consumers 
prefer the new 
product. The 
probability that 
someone who 
is not a current 
L consumer 
prefers the new 

product is   114 } 
166

  , or 

about 69%. The 
research shows 
that these people 
do prefer N, so 
the company 
should aim its 
marketing at 
them.

leader L. The 
probability 
that a current 
L consumer 
prefers the 
new product 

is   46 } 
118

   , or 

about 39%.
Because they 
like it less, 
the company 
should try to 
improve the 
product before 
marketing it.
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4a.(i) best case: income  $312,500 with 
probability of 4%

(ii) worst case: income  $135,000 with 
probability of 3%

4b. income with contract for 20,000 bushels 
 $220,000. Sample answer: By accepting 
the contract, the farmer would lose about 
$312,500 2 $220,000  $92,500 from the 
best case scenario and would gain about 

from $220,000 2 $135,000  $85,000 from 
the worst case scenario, both of which have 
a low probability of happening. In the most 
likely case of 20,000 bushels and a price of 
about $10.50 per bushel, the contract price 
is about $10,000 more than the non-contract 
price. The farmer has to decide whether he 
can afford to risk receiving less for his crop 
in order to have the chance of earning more.

Extra Example 2
Your company must produce 20,000 
non-defective blenders using a 
component from one of the 
suppliers below.

Supplier A Supplier B

Price  
(per 1000) $59 $63

Probability 
defective 2.0% 1.1%

Probability 
working 98.0% 98.9%

Each defective component bought 
results in $ .75 in extra cost to your 
company. From which supplier 
should you order? Supplier A

Key Question to Ask for 
Example 2
• How is the probability of a cell 

phone being defective related to 
the probability that it is working? 
The two probabilities add to 
100%.

Closing the Lesson
Have students summarize the 
major points of the lesson and 
answer the Essential Question: 
How can you use probabilities  
to make fair decisions and to 
analyze strategies? 
• A fair decision is based on 

equally likely outcomes.  You 
can calculate the probabilities 
related to certain outcomes.

• By applying probabilities, you 
can make good decisions and 
analyze various strategies.

4  PRACTICE  
and APPLy

Avoiding Common Errors
Example 2 Remind students  
that the components must be 
purchased in multiples of 1000,  
so the numbers need to be rounded 
up to the next thousand.

Teaching Strategy
Exercise 3 Advise students that 
they calculate the probabilities in 
parts (a) and (b) by multiplying 
probabilities.

Key Question 
Example 2

744
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 1. MULTI-STEP PROBLEM You and a friend are 
playing a word game that involves lettered 
tiles. The distribution of letters is shown below.

   
9

2

2

4

12

2

3

8

2

1

6

4

6

4

2

9

1

1

4

2

6

2

2

1

2

1

2
Blank

a. You randomly draw 1 tile. What is the 
probability of getting a vowel? (Assume 
that Y is a consonant.)

b. You randomly draw 2 tiles without 
replacement. What is the probability of 
getting 2 vowels?

c. At the start of the game, you randomly 
choose 7 tiles without replacement. What 
is the probability that all of the tiles are 
vowels?

 2. SHORT RESPONSE A manufacturer makes 
briefcases with numbered locks. The locks can 
be set so that any one of 1000 different codes 
will open the briefcase. Four friends have 
briefcases from this manufacturer. What is the 
probability that at least 2 of the 4 briefcases 
have the same code? If two more friends buy 
the same briefcase, how does the probability 
that at least 2 of the briefcases have the same 
code change?

 3. OPEN-ENDED Write a real-life problem that you 
can solve using a tree diagram and conditional 
probabilities. Draw the tree diagram and show 
how to solve the problem.

 4. EXTENDED RESPONSE The owner of a 
lawn mowing business owns three old and 
unreliable riding mowers. As long as one of 
the mowers is working, the owner can stay 
productive. From past experience, one of the 
mowers is unusable 10% of the time, one is 
unusable 8% of the time, and one is unusable 
18% of the time.

a. Find the probability that all three mowers 
are unusable on a given day.

b. Find the probability that at least one of the 
mowers is usable on a given day.

c. Suppose the least reliable mower stops 
working completely. How does this affect the 
probability that the lawn mowing business 
can be productive on a given day?

 5. SHORT RESPONSE In the United States there 
are 21 states (not including Washington, D.C.) 
with teams in the National Football League 
and 17 states with Major League Baseball 
teams. There are 15 states that have both types 
of teams. Suppose a state is chosen at random.

  a.  Find the probability that the state has 
either a National Football League team 
or a Major League Baseball team.

  b.  There are 21 states that have a team in the 
National Basketball Association. What 
additional information would you need 
in order to find the probability that the 
state chosen at random has either a team 
in the National Basketball Association or a 
Major League Baseball team? Explain your 
reasoning.

MIXED REVIEW of Problem Solving

0.42

about 0.174

about 0.0017

0.00599; the probability increases to 0.0149.

See margin.

0.00144

0.99856

It slightly decreases the probability.

23 } 
50

  

See margin.

Make sense of problems and 
persevere in solving them.

746 Chapter 11   Probability
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3. Sample answer: There are  
2400 students enrolled in a  
2-year college, of which 1680 are 
females. 252 males commute to 
college and 504 females commute 
to college. Find the probability  
of randomly selecting a student 
who is male and commutes.

n2an-1006-24-t 

male 

female 

0.35 

0.65 
0.30 

0.70 
0.30

0.70

commute 
not commute 
 
commute 
not commute 

Since 30% are males and 35% of the 
males commute, the probability is 
0.3 p 0.35 5 10.5%.
5b. How many states have a team 
in both the National Basketball 
Association and in Major League 
Baseball. Sample answer: The 
probability that the state has a 
team in the National Basketball 
Association or a Major League 
Baseball team is the sum of the 
probability that the state has a 
team in the National  Basketball 
Association and the  probability 
that the state has a Major 
League Baseball team minus 
the  probability that the state 
has a team in both the National 
 Basketball Association and in 
Major League Baseball.
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BIG IDEAS For Your Notebook
Finding Probabilities of Simple Events

 Finding Probabilities of Compound EventsBig Idea  2

To find P(A) when…

all outcomes are equally likely, use

P(A) 5   Number of favorable outcomes   }}}   
Number of possible outcomes

  

you perform an experiment, use

P(A) 5   Number of successes  }}  
Number of trials

  

To find P(A or B) when… …use this formula

events A and B are disjoint or mutually 
exclusive, that is, when events A and B 
have no common outcomes

P(A or B) 5 P(A) 1 P(B)

events A and B are overlapping, that 
is, when events A and B have at least 
one common outcome

P(A or B) 5 P(A) 1 P(B) 2 P(A and B)

To find P(A and B) when… …use this formula

events A and B are independent P(A and B) 5 P(A) p P(B)

events A and B are dependent P(A and B) 5 P(A) p P(B given A)

Big Idea  1

CHAPTER SUMMARY11

 Chapter Summary 747
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Additional Resources
The following resources are avail-
able to help review the materials in 
this chapter.

Chapter Resource Book
• Chapter Review Games and 

Activities
• Cumulative Practice

Student Resources in Spanish

@HomeTutor

Vocabulary Practice
Vocabulary practice is available at 
my.hrw.com

747
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Chapter Review Practice

11.2 Find Probabilities Using Permutations 

E X A M P L E

You need to enter a 4 digit code in order to enter the building where you 
work. The digits are 4 different numbers from 1 to 5. You forgot the code 
and try to guess it. Find the probability that you guess correctly.

STEP 1 Write the number of possible outcomes as the number of 
permutations of 4 out of the 5 possible digits. This is 5P4.

 5P4 5   5! } 
(5 2 4)!

   5   5! } 
1!

   5 5! 5 5 p 4 p 3 p 2 p 1 5 120

STEP 2 Find the probability. Because only one of the permutations is the 

 correct code, the probability that you guess the correct code is   1 } 
120

  .

EXERCISES
Evaluate the expression.

 6. 7 P6 7. 6P2 8. 8P5 9. 13P10

 10. MUSIC You downloaded 6 songs. You randomly choose 4 of these songs to 
play. Find the probability that you play the first 4 songs you downloaded 
in the order in which you downloaded them.

EXAMPLE 2

for Exs. 6–10

EXAMPLE 2

for Exs. 11–15

11.3 Find Probabilities Using Combinations 

E X A M P L E

For your government class, you must choose 3 states in the United States to 
research. You may choose your states from the 6 New England states. How 
many combinations of states are possible?

The order in which you choose the states is not important. So, to find the 
number of combinations of 6 states taken 3 at a time, find 6C3.

 6C3 5   6! } 
(6 2 3)! p 3!

    Combinations formula

        5   6 p 5 p 4 p 3! }}  
3! p ( 3 p 2 p 1)

    Expand factorials. 
  Divide out common factor, 3!.

       5 20 Simplify.

EXERCISES
Evaluate the expression.

 11. 7C6 12. 6C2 13. 8C5 14. 13C10

 15. TICKETS You win 5 tickets to a concert. In how many ways can you 
choose 4 friends out of a group of 9 to take with you to the concert?

5040 30 6720
1,037,836,800

  1 } 
360

  

7 15 56 286

126 ways

 Chapter Review 749
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my.hrw.com
• Multi-Language Glossary
• Vocabulary Practice

• outcome, event

• sample space 

• probability of an event

• theoretical, experimental 
probability

• odds in favor, odds against

• permutation

• n factorial

• combination

• compound events

• overlapping events 

• disjoint or mutually exclusive 
events

• independent events 

• dependent events

• conditional probability

VOCABULARY EXERCISES

Copy and complete the statement.

 1. An event that combines two or more events is a(n)  ? .

 2. A possible result of an experiment is a(n)  ? .

 3. WRITING Compare theoretical probability and experimental probability.

Use the review examples and exercises below to check your understanding of the 
concepts you have learned in each lesson of this chapter.

REVIEW EXAMPLES AND EXERCISES

11.1 Find Probabilities and Odds 

E X A M P L E

A bag contains 15 red checkers and 15 black checkers. You choose a checker 
at random. Find the probability that you choose a black checker.

 P(black checker) 5   Number of black checkers   }}}   
Total number of checkers

   5   15 } 
30

   5   1 } 
2

  

EXERCISES
 4. CHECKERS In the example above, suppose an extra red checker is added 

to the bag. Find the probability of randomly choosing a black checker.

 5. BAG OF LETTERS A bag contains tiles. Each tile has one letter from 
the word HAPPINESS on it. You choose a tile at random. What is the 
probability that you choose a tile with the letter S?

EXAMPLE 2

for Exs. 4–5

REVIEW KEY VOCABULARY

CHAPTER REVIEW

compound event

outcome

Sample answer: Theoretical probability is based on knowing the likelihood of all possible 
outcomes of an event. Experimental probability is based on the results of an experiment.

  15 } 
31

  

  2 } 
9
  

748 Chapter 11   Probability
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Extra Example 1
A bag contains 12 green markers,  
6 blue markers, and 8 yellow mark-
ers. You choose a marker at random. 
Find the probability you choose a 

blue marker.   3 } 
13
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Chapter Review Practice

11.2 Find Probabilities Using Permutations 

E X A M P L E

You need to enter a 4 digit code in order to enter the building where you 
work. The digits are 4 different numbers from 1 to 5. You forgot the code 
and try to guess it. Find the probability that you guess correctly.

STEP 1 Write the number of possible outcomes as the number of 
permutations of 4 out of the 5 possible digits. This is 5P4.

 5P4 5   5! } 
(5 2 4)!

   5   5! } 
1!

   5 5! 5 5 p 4 p 3 p 2 p 1 5 120

STEP 2 Find the probability. Because only one of the permutations is the 

 correct code, the probability that you guess the correct code is   1 } 
120

  .

EXERCISES
Evaluate the expression.

 6. 7 P6 7. 6P2 8. 8P5 9. 13P10

 10. MUSIC You downloaded 6 songs. You randomly choose 4 of these songs to 
play. Find the probability that you play the first 4 songs you downloaded 
in the order in which you downloaded them.

EXAMPLE 2

for Exs. 6–10

EXAMPLE 2

for Exs. 11–15

11.3 Find Probabilities Using Combinations 

E X A M P L E

For your government class, you must choose 3 states in the United States to 
research. You may choose your states from the 6 New England states. How 
many combinations of states are possible?

The order in which you choose the states is not important. So, to find the 
number of combinations of 6 states taken 3 at a time, find 6C3.

 6C3 5   6! } 
(6 2 3)! p 3!

    Combinations formula

        5   6 p 5 p 4 p 3! }}  
3! p ( 3 p 2 p 1)

    Expand factorials. 
  Divide out common factor, 3!.

       5 20 Simplify.

EXERCISES
Evaluate the expression.

 11. 7C6 12. 6C2 13. 8C5 14. 13C10

 15. TICKETS You win 5 tickets to a concert. In how many ways can you 
choose 4 friends out of a group of 9 to take with you to the concert?

5040 30 6720
1,037,836,800

  1 } 
360

  

7 15 56 286

126 ways

 Chapter Review 749
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• Multi-Language Glossary
• Vocabulary Practice

• outcome, event

• sample space 

• probability of an event

• theoretical, experimental 
probability

• odds in favor, odds against

• permutation

• n factorial

• combination

• compound events

• overlapping events 

• disjoint or mutually exclusive 
events

• independent events 

• dependent events

• conditional probability

VOCABULARY EXERCISES

Copy and complete the statement.

 1. An event that combines two or more events is a(n)  ? .

 2. A possible result of an experiment is a(n)  ? .

 3. WRITING Compare theoretical probability and experimental probability.

Use the review examples and exercises below to check your understanding of the 
concepts you have learned in each lesson of this chapter.

REVIEW EXAMPLES AND EXERCISES

11.1 Find Probabilities and Odds 

E X A M P L E

A bag contains 15 red checkers and 15 black checkers. You choose a checker 
at random. Find the probability that you choose a black checker.

 P(black checker) 5   Number of black checkers   }}}   
Total number of checkers

   5   15 } 
30

   5   1 } 
2

  

EXERCISES
 4. CHECKERS In the example above, suppose an extra red checker is added 

to the bag. Find the probability of randomly choosing a black checker.

 5. BAG OF LETTERS A bag contains tiles. Each tile has one letter from 
the word HAPPINESS on it. You choose a tile at random. What is the 
probability that you choose a tile with the letter S?

EXAMPLE 2

for Exs. 4–5

REVIEW KEY VOCABULARY

CHAPTER REVIEW

compound event

outcome

Sample answer: Theoretical probability is based on knowing the likelihood of all possible 
outcomes of an event. Experimental probability is based on the results of an experiment.

  15 } 
31

  

  2 } 
9
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Extra Example 2
The coach for the swimming team 
randomly chooses 2 of the 12 mem-
bers of the team to talk to local 
reporters about an upcoming meet. 
What is the probability that the 
coach chooses you and your twin 

brother?   1 } 
132

  

Extra Example 3
Your dog has 6 puppies. You can 
choose 2 of the 6 to keep. How 
many choices of two puppies are 
possible? 15 choices

749
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CHAPTER REVIEW

Probabilities of Disjoint and Overlapping Events

E X A M P L E

Let A and B be events such that P(A) 5   2 } 
3

, P(B) 5   1 } 
2

, and P(A and B) 5   1 } 
3

. 
Find P(A or B).

P(A or B) 5 P(A) 1 P(B) 2 P(A and B) 5   2 } 
3

 1   1 } 
2

 2   1 } 
3

 5   5 } 
6

EXERCISES
Let A and B be events such that P(A) 5 0.32, P(B) 5 0.48, and P(A and B) 5 
0.12. Find the indicated probability.

 16. P(A or B)  17. P( } A ) 18. P( } B )

11.4

EXAMPLES 
2 and 4

for Exs. 16–18

Probabilities of Independent and Dependent Events

E X A M P L E

Find the probability of selecting a club and then another club from a 
standard deck of 52 cards if (a) you replace the first card before selecting 
the second, and (b) you do not replace the first card.

Let event A be “the first card is a club” and B be “the second card is a club.”

 a. P(A and B) 5 P(A) p P(B) 5   13 }} 
52

 p   13 }} 
52

 5   1 }} 
16

 5 0.0625

 b. P(A and B) 5 P(A) p P(B⏐A) 5   13 }} 
52

 p   12 }} 
51

 5   1 }} 
17

 ø 0.0588

EXERCISES
Find the probability of randomly selecting the given marbles from a bag of 
5 red, 8 green, and 3 blue marbles if (a) you replace the first marble before 
drawing the second and (b) you do not replace the first marble.

 19. red, then green 20. blue, then red 21. green, then green

11.5

EXAMPLE 5

for Exs. 19–21

0.68 0.68 0.52

a.   5 } 
32

  b.   1 } 
6
  a.   15 } 

256
  b.   1 } 

16
  a.   1 } 

4
  b.   7 } 

30
  

750 Chapter 11   Probability
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Extra Example 4
Let A and B be events such that 

P (A ) 5   4 } 
5
  , P (B ) 5   3 } 

10
  , and 

P (A and B ) 5   3 } 
25

  . Find P (A or B ). 

  49 } 
50

  

Extra Example 5
Find the probability of selecting a 9 
and then another 9 from a standard 
deck of 52 cards if (a) you replace 
the first card before selecting the 
second, and (b) you do not replace 

the first card.   1 } 
169

   ;   1 } 
221
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You roll a number cube. Find (a) the probability that the number rolled is 
as described and (b) the odds in favor of rolling such a number.

 1. a 4 2. an even number 

 3. a number less than 5 4. a multiple of 3

Evaluate the expression.

5. 7P2 6. 8P3 7. 6C3 8. 12C7

Tell whether the question can be answered using combinations or 
permutations. Explain your choice, then answer the question.

 9. Eight swimmers participate in a race. In how many ways can the 
swimmers finish in first, second, and third place?  

 10. A restaurant offers 7 different side dishes. In how many different ways 
can you choose 2 side dishes?

In Exercises 11 and 12, refer to a bag containing 12 tiles numbered 1–12.

 11. You choose a tile at random. What is the probability that you choose a 
number less than 10 or an odd number?

 12. You choose a tile at random, replace it, and choose a second tile at 
random. What is the probability that you choose a number greater than 
3, then an odd number?

Find the indicated probability.

 13. P(A) 5 0.3 14. P(A) 5 35% 15. P(A) 5    ?    

P( } A ) 5   2 } 
5

P(B) 5 0.6  P(B) 5    ?    
P(A or B) 5    ?     P(A or B) 5 80% 
P(A and B) 5 0.1  P(A and B) 5 20%

 16. A and B are independent. 17. A and B are dependent. 18. A and B are dependent. 
P(A) 5 0.15  P(A) 5 60%  P(A) 5    ?    
P(B) 5 0.6  P(B⏐A) 5    ?     P(B⏐A) 5 0.4 
P(A and B) 5    ?     P(A and B) 5 25%  P(A and B) 5 0.36

 19. EDUCATION A high school has an enrollment of 1800 students. There 
are 1050 females enrolled in the school. The high school has 1200 
students who are involved in an after-school activity, 725 of whom are 
female. What is the probability that a randomly selected student at the 
school is a female who is not involved in an after-school activity? 

CHAPTER TEST

a.    1 } 
6
  b. 1 : 5 a.    1 } 

2
  b. 1 : 1

a.   2 } 
3
  b. 2 : 1 a.   1 } 

3
  b. 1 : 2

42 336 20 792

9. Permutations; 
order matters 
since there are 
fi rst, second, and 
third places; 
336 ways.

  5 } 
6
  

  3 } 
8
  

Combinations; order does not matter since the side 
dishes can be selected in either order; 21 ways.

0.8 65%

  3 } 
5
  

0.09 about 41.7% 0.9

about 0.18
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Additional Resources

Assessment Book
• Chapter Test, Levels A, B, C
• Standardized Chapter Test
• SAT/ACT Chapter Test
• Alternative Assessment

ExamViewTM Assessment Suite

Chapter Test

Easily-readable reduced 
 copies of Chapter Test B, the 
Standardized Chapter Test, and 
the Alternative Assessment 
from the Assessment Book can 
be found at the beginning of 
this chapter.
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TEST PREPARATION★ Standardized

SHORT RESPONSE QUESTIONS

A survey of 887 households found that 270 households have a dog, 327 
have a cat, and 82 have both. One of the households surveyed is chosen 
at random. Which is greater, the probability that the household has either 
a dog or a cat, or that the household has neither?

PRO B L E M

Scoring Rubric
Full Credit
• solution is complete 

and correct

Partial Credit
• solution is complete 

but has errors, 
or 

• solution is without 
error but incomplete

No Credit
• no solution is given, 

or
• solution makes no 

sense

Because some households have both a cat and a dog, having a dog and 
having a cat are overlapping events.

So, P(dog or cat) 5 P(dog) 1 P(cat) 2 P(dog and cat).

P(dog) =   271
 ___ 887   � 0.306 and P(cat) =   327

 ___ 887   � 0.369

P(dog and cat) =   82
 ___ 887   � 0.092

P(dog or cat) � 0.306 + 0.369 – 0.092 = 0.583

P(neither) =   887 – ((270 + 327) – 82)
  ________________ 887   =   372

 ___ 887   � 0.419

The probability that the household has a dog or a cat, about 0.583, is 
greater than the probability that the household has neither, 0.419.

Below are sample solutions to the problem. Read each solution and the 
comments on the left to see why the sample represents full credit, partial 
credit, or no credit.

SAMPLE 1: Full credit solution

SAMPLE 2: Partial credit solution

The events “having a dog” and “having a cat” are overlapping.

P(dog or cat) 5 P(dog) 1 P(cat) 2 P(dog and cat).

P(dog) 5   271
 ___ 877   � 0.309 and P(cat) 5   326,591

 ______ 877,403   � 0.373

P(dog and cat) 5   82
 ___ 877   � 0.094

P(dog or cat) � 0.309 1 0.373 2 0.094 5 0.588

P(neither) 5   877 2 ((270 1 327) 2 82)
  _________________ 877   � 0.413

P(dog or cat) > P(neither)

The student correctly 
identifi ed and used 
language and formulas. 

The answer is correct 
and clearly stated in a 
sentence.

The reasoning is 
complete but has errors

The solution is correct, 
but incomplete. No 
explanation is provided.

P(dog or cat) 5 � 0.306 1 0.369 2 0.092 5 0.583

P(dog or cat) > P(neither)

SAMPLE 3: Partial credit solution

752 Chapter 11   Probability
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The probability that a household has a dog or a cat is the sum of the 
probability that the household has a dog and the probability that it has 
a cat, which is about 0.369 1 0.306, or 0.675. The probability that the 
household has neither is   887 2 82

 _______ 887   � 0.908, so the probability that the 
household has neither is greater.

SAMPLE 4: No credit solution

1. 

PROBLEM A survey of 1200 high school students found that 650 of the 
students have a paid part-time job, 340 have a volunteer job, and 115 
have both. One of the students surveyed is chosen at random. Which is 
greater, the probability that the student has either a paid part-time job or 
a volunteer job, or the probability that the student has neither?

PRACTICE Apply the Scoring Rubric

Score the solution to the problem below as full credit, partial credit, or no 
credit. Explain your reasoning.

The reasoning and 
the answer are both 
incorrect.

2. I made a Venn diagram to display the data.

115
Both

535
225

VolunteerPaid part-
time

Because there are 115 students with both a paid part-time job and a 
volunteer job, there are 650 2 115 students with a paid part-time job only 
and 340 2 115 5 225 students with a volunteer job only. So, the number of 
students with either is 535 1 115 1 225 5 875. The probability that the 
student has either a paid part-time job or a volunteer job is   875 ____ 1200   � 0.729.
The number of students with neither is 1200 2 875 5 325. The 
probability that the student has neither is   325 ____ 1200   � 0.271.
The probability that the student has either a paid part-time job or a 
volunteer job is greater than the probability that the student has neither 
a paid part-time job nor a volunteer job.

The number of students who have either a paid part-time job, a volunteer 
job, or both is 1105, so the probability the student chosen at random has 
either is   1105 ____ 1200   � 0.921. To check, notice that 1105 is close to 1200, so
  1105 ____ 1200   � 1.
The number of students who have neither is 1200 2 (650 1 340 1 115) 
5 95, so the probability the student has neither is   95 ____ 1200   � 0.079. To 
check, notice that   95 ____ 1000   �   100 ____ 1000   5 0.1.
Then the probability that the student has either a paid part-time job or a 
volunteer job is greater than the probability that the student has neither.
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Using Rubrics
The rubric given on the pupil page is 
a sample of a three-level rubric. 
Other rubrics may contain four, five, 
or six levels. For more information 
on rubrics, see the Differentiated 
Instruction Resources.

Test-Taking Strategy
Encourage students to write down 
what categories are mutually 
exclusive and what categories are 
not mutually exclusive. They should 
take time to think about what 
 misconceptions or assumptions 
they may be making about the 
 presented data. Tell students that 
writing down an explanation of any 
assumptions they make will 
increase their chances of getting 
partial credit for their answer, 
because if their answer is correctly 
derived from flawed assumptions, 
it still shows a level of proficiency.

Avoiding Common Errors
Students often answer the ques-
tions in a short response test ques-
tion, but fail to explain their 
answers. Remind students to 
check that they have answered all 
parts of the question.  

Mathematical Reasoning
Tell students that it is a good idea 
to show their work so that a test 
reviewer can see how they arrived 
at their answers. They should show 
their work even if they use a calcu-
lator or mental math. 
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TEST PREPARATION★ Standardized

SHORT RESPONSE QUESTIONS

A survey of 887 households found that 270 households have a dog, 327 
have a cat, and 82 have both. One of the households surveyed is chosen 
at random. Which is greater, the probability that the household has either 
a dog or a cat, or that the household has neither?

PRO B L E M

Scoring Rubric
Full Credit
• solution is complete 

and correct

Partial Credit
• solution is complete 

but has errors, 
or 

• solution is without 
error but incomplete

No Credit
• no solution is given, 

or
• solution makes no 

sense

Because some households have both a cat and a dog, having a dog and 
having a cat are overlapping events.

So, P(dog or cat) 5 P(dog) 1 P(cat) 2 P(dog and cat).

P(dog) =   271
 ___ 887   � 0.306 and P(cat) =   327

 ___ 887   � 0.369

P(dog and cat) =   82
 ___ 887   � 0.092

P(dog or cat) � 0.306 + 0.369 – 0.092 = 0.583

P(neither) =   887 – ((270 + 327) – 82)
  ________________ 887   =   372

 ___ 887   � 0.419

The probability that the household has a dog or a cat, about 0.583, is 
greater than the probability that the household has neither, 0.419.

Below are sample solutions to the problem. Read each solution and the 
comments on the left to see why the sample represents full credit, partial 
credit, or no credit.

SAMPLE 1: Full credit solution

SAMPLE 2: Partial credit solution

The events “having a dog” and “having a cat” are overlapping.

P(dog or cat) 5 P(dog) 1 P(cat) 2 P(dog and cat).

P(dog) 5   271
 ___ 877   � 0.309 and P(cat) 5   326,591

 ______ 877,403   � 0.373

P(dog and cat) 5   82
 ___ 877   � 0.094

P(dog or cat) � 0.309 1 0.373 2 0.094 5 0.588

P(neither) 5   877 2 ((270 1 327) 2 82)
  _________________ 877   � 0.413

P(dog or cat) > P(neither)

The student correctly 
identifi ed and used 
language and formulas. 

The answer is correct 
and clearly stated in a 
sentence.

The reasoning is 
complete but has errors

The solution is correct, 
but incomplete. No 
explanation is provided.

P(dog or cat) 5 � 0.306 1 0.369 2 0.092 5 0.583

P(dog or cat) > P(neither)

SAMPLE 3: Partial credit solution
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The probability that a household has a dog or a cat is the sum of the 
probability that the household has a dog and the probability that it has 
a cat, which is about 0.369 1 0.306, or 0.675. The probability that the 
household has neither is   887 2 82

 _______ 887   � 0.908, so the probability that the 
household has neither is greater.

SAMPLE 4: No credit solution

1. 

PROBLEM A survey of 1200 high school students found that 650 of the 
students have a paid part-time job, 340 have a volunteer job, and 115 
have both. One of the students surveyed is chosen at random. Which is 
greater, the probability that the student has either a paid part-time job or 
a volunteer job, or the probability that the student has neither?

PRACTICE Apply the Scoring Rubric

Score the solution to the problem below as full credit, partial credit, or no 
credit. Explain your reasoning.

The reasoning and 
the answer are both 
incorrect.

2. I made a Venn diagram to display the data.

115
Both

535
225

VolunteerPaid part-
time

Because there are 115 students with both a paid part-time job and a 
volunteer job, there are 650 2 115 students with a paid part-time job only 
and 340 2 115 5 225 students with a volunteer job only. So, the number of 
students with either is 535 1 115 1 225 5 875. The probability that the 
student has either a paid part-time job or a volunteer job is   875 ____ 1200   � 0.729.
The number of students with neither is 1200 2 875 5 325. The 
probability that the student has neither is   325 ____ 1200   � 0.271.
The probability that the student has either a paid part-time job or a 
volunteer job is greater than the probability that the student has neither 
a paid part-time job nor a volunteer job.

The number of students who have either a paid part-time job, a volunteer 
job, or both is 1105, so the probability the student chosen at random has 
either is   1105 ____ 1200   � 0.921. To check, notice that 1105 is close to 1200, so
  1105 ____ 1200   � 1.
The number of students who have neither is 1200 2 (650 1 340 1 115) 
5 95, so the probability the student has neither is   95 ____ 1200   � 0.079. To 
check, notice that   95 ____ 1000   �   100 ____ 1000   5 0.1.
Then the probability that the student has either a paid part-time job or a 
volunteer job is greater than the probability that the student has neither.
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1. Partial credit. Sample answer: 
the student counted the respon-
dents who answered ‘both’ as 
a separate set from those that 
answered just one of the options.  
After that misassumption, the 
 student’s reasoning was correct.

2. No credit. Sample answer: the 
student’s reasoning is correct, 
but the student didn’t answer 
the question, which was to 
 compare the probability of having 
 neither a full- and part-time job 
to the  probability of having both. 
 Instead, the student compared the 
 probability of having neither to the 
probability of having either.

Answers
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 9. The odds in favor of an event are 3 : 4. What 
is the probability of the event?

A   1 } 
4

   B   3 } 
7

  

C 75% D   3 } 
4

  

10. A bag contains 4 red marbles, 3 green 
marbles, and 5 blue marbles. You randomly 
choose a marble from the bag. What is the 
probability that you choose a blue marble?

A   1 } 
5

   B   5 } 
12

  

C   5 } 
11

   D   5 } 
7

  

11. You roll a number cube. What is the 
probability that you roll a multiple of 2 or a 
multiple of 3? 

A   1 } 
6

   B   1 } 
3

  

C   2 } 
3

   D   5 } 
6

  

12. What is the value of 4P3? 

 13. In how many ways can you arrange the 
letters in the word BEACH?

14. In how many ways can a president, vice 
president, and treasurer be chosen from 
among the 10 members of a club?  

15. Given that A and B are dependent events, and 
that P(A and B) = 0.4 and P(B |A) = 0.8, what is 
P(A)?   

16. There are 13 girls and 12 boys in a class. 
What is the probability that a student 
selected at random is a girl?  

17. You draw a marble from a bag containing 
6 green marbles and 4 red marbles, replace 
it, and draw a second marble. What is the 
probability that both marbles you drew are 
green?

MULTIPLE CHOICE GRIDDED ANSWER

EXTENDED RESPONSE

 18. A computer software company is performing a market test on two designs, 
A and B, for its new software program. Out of 250 people who view the 
designs, 85 like design A, 135 like design B, and 45 like both designs.

a. Copy and complete the Venn diagram.

   

Design A Design B

b. What is the probability that a person likes design A or design B?

c. What is the probability that a person does not like either design? 

d. Explain how you can calculate the probability from part (c) if you know the 
probability from part (b).
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TEST PRACTICE★ Standardized

 1. Your English teacher gives you a list of 
5 books that you are required to read over 
summer vacation. You read the books in a 
random order. 

  a.  In how many different ways can you read 
the 5 books?

  b.  What is the probability that you read the 
longest book first or second? Explain how 
you found this probability.

 2. You are ordering a pizza with 3 toppings. 
There are 8 toppings available. 

  a.  How many possible pizzas with 
3 toppings can you order?

  b.  Did you answer the question in part (a) 
using combinations or permutations? 
Explain your choice.

 3. You must choose a password for an online 
account. The password must have between 
4 and 6 characters, consisting of letters or 
digits. The letters or digits may repeat. How 
many passwords are possible? Explain how 
you found your answer.

 4. A meteorologist claims that there is a 70% 
chance of rain. Brett knows that if it rains, 
there is a 75% chance that his softball game 
will be rescheduled. Is it more likely or less 
likely that the game will be rescheduled? 
Explain your reasoning.

 5. In one high school, 40% of the students 
are involved in sports, 25% are involved 
in community service clubs, and 15% are 
involved in both. Suppose a student is 
selected at random. Compare the following 
probabilities: the probability that a student 
is on a sports team, given that the student 
is in a service club, and the probability that 
a student is in a service club given that the 
student is on a sports team.

 6. A stock market analyst predicts that the 
probability that a company’s stock will rise 
next week is about 20%. The analyst also 
predicts that if the stock does rise next week, 
the probability that it will rise the following 
week is 50%. How likely is it that the stock 
will rise both weeks? Explain.

 7. Of the 8 members of a math club, 2 are being 
chosen to compete as a team for a statewide 
competition. To choose the team, the team 
adviser plans to observe each possible pair of 
club members working together for 20 min-
utes to solve problems, then choose the pair 
that works best together. How long will the 
observations take altogether? 

 8. In a game, player A thinks of a number from 
1 to 10, and player B (knowing the number is 
from 1 to 10) guesses what it is. Player A then 
tells player B whether the guess was correct, 
or whether or not the actual number is 
higher or lower than the guess. Player B gets 
one more chance to guess the number.

  a.  Find the probability that player B guesses 
correctly on the first try.

  b.  Given that player B guesses “5” on the first 
try and is wrong, find the probability that 
player B wins the game.

SHORT RESPONSE
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1a. 120 ways.

1b.   2 } 
5
  . Sample answer: Since the 

books are selected randomly, 

each book has an equal   1 } 
5
   chance 

of being in the first, second, third, 
fourth, or fifth position. Since 
being selected first and being 
selected second are mutually ex-
clusive, to find the probability that 
the longest book is first or second 
you can add the probability that it 
is selected first to the probability 

that it is selected second,   1 } 
5
   1   

1
 } 5   5 

  2 } 
5
  .

2a. 56 pizzas.

2b. Combinations. Sample answer: 
It doesn’t matter in which order 
you select the 3 toppings.

3. 1,892,288,125 passwords

4. More likely; the probability is 
0.7(0.75) 5 0.525, which is greater 
than a 50% likelihood.

5. P (sports given community ser-
vice) 5 0.6; P (Community service 
given sports) 5 0.375, P (sports 
given community service) . 
P (community service given sports)

6. 10%; the events are dependent, 
that is the predicted rise next 
week is dependent on the rise 
this week. The probability of both 
events occurring is 0.2(0.50) or 0.1.

7. 4 hours 20 minutes

8a. 0.1

8b. 0.405

Answers
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 9. The odds in favor of an event are 3 : 4. What 
is the probability of the event?

A   1 } 
4

   B   3 } 
7

  

C 75% D   3 } 
4

  

10. A bag contains 4 red marbles, 3 green 
marbles, and 5 blue marbles. You randomly 
choose a marble from the bag. What is the 
probability that you choose a blue marble?

A   1 } 
5

   B   5 } 
12

  

C   5 } 
11

   D   5 } 
7

  

11. You roll a number cube. What is the 
probability that you roll a multiple of 2 or a 
multiple of 3? 

A   1 } 
6

   B   1 } 
3

  

C   2 } 
3

   D   5 } 
6

  

12. What is the value of 4P3? 

 13. In how many ways can you arrange the 
letters in the word BEACH?

14. In how many ways can a president, vice 
president, and treasurer be chosen from 
among the 10 members of a club?  

15. Given that A and B are dependent events, and 
that P(A and B) = 0.4 and P(B |A) = 0.8, what is 
P(A)?   

16. There are 13 girls and 12 boys in a class. 
What is the probability that a student 
selected at random is a girl?  

17. You draw a marble from a bag containing 
6 green marbles and 4 red marbles, replace 
it, and draw a second marble. What is the 
probability that both marbles you drew are 
green?

MULTIPLE CHOICE GRIDDED ANSWER

EXTENDED RESPONSE

 18. A computer software company is performing a market test on two designs, 
A and B, for its new software program. Out of 250 people who view the 
designs, 85 like design A, 135 like design B, and 45 like both designs.

a. Copy and complete the Venn diagram.

   

Design A Design B

b. What is the probability that a person likes design A or design B?

c. What is the probability that a person does not like either design? 

d. Explain how you can calculate the probability from part (c) if you know the 
probability from part (b).
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TEST PRACTICE� Standardized

 1. Your English teacher gives you a list of 
5 books that you are required to read over 
summer vacation. You read the books in a 
random order. 

  a.  In how many different ways can you read 
the 5 books?

  b.  What is the probability that you read the 
longest book first or second? Explain how 
you found this probability.

 2. You are ordering a pizza with 3 toppings. 
There are 8 toppings available. 

  a.  How many possible pizzas with 
3 toppings can you order?

  b.  Did you answer the question in part (a) 
using combinations or permutations? 
Explain your choice.

 3. You must choose a password for an online 
account. The password must have between 
4 and 6 characters, consisting of letters or 
digits. The letters or digits may repeat. How 
many passwords are possible? Explain how 
you found your answer.

 4. A meteorologist claims that there is a 70% 
chance of rain. Brett knows that if it rains, 
there is a 75% chance that his softball game 
will be rescheduled. Is it more likely or less 
likely that the game will be rescheduled? 
Explain your reasoning.

 5. In one high school, 40% of the students 
are involved in sports, 25% are involved 
in community service clubs, and 15% are 
involved in both. Suppose a student is 
selected at random. Compare the following 
probabilities: the probability that a student 
is on a sports team, given that the student 
is in a service club, and the probability that 
a student is in a service club given that the 
student is on a sports team.

 6. A stock market analyst predicts that the 
probability that a company’s stock will rise 
next week is about 20%. The analyst also 
predicts that if the stock does rise next week, 
the probability that it will rise the following 
week is 50%. How likely is it that the stock 
will rise both weeks? Explain.

 7. Of the 8 members of a math club, 2 are being 
chosen to compete as a team for a statewide 
competition. To choose the team, the team 
adviser plans to observe each possible pair of 
club members working together for 20 min-
utes to solve problems, then choose the pair 
that works best together. How long will the 
observations take altogether? 

 8. In a game, player A thinks of a number from 
1 to 10, and player B (knowing the number is 
from 1 to 10) guesses what it is. Player A then 
tells player B whether the guess was correct, 
or whether or not the actual number is 
higher or lower than the guess. Player B gets 
one more chance to guess the number.

  a.  Find the probability that player B guesses 
correctly on the first try.

  b.  Given that player B guesses “5” on the first 
try and is wrong, find the probability that 
player B wins the game.

SHORT RESPONSE
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9. B

10. B

11. C

12. 24

13. 120 ways

14. 720

15. 0.5

16. 0.52

17. 0.36

18a. 

40 45

250

90

18b. 0.7

18c. 0.3

18d. Subtract the probability in 
part (b) from 1.
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